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SPMMAKT
(The reference numbers correspond with the Sections of the Thesis)
The Author had been engaged on a model study of the dissipation artd 
the possible recirculation of heated water which was to be discharged from 
the circulating water system of a steam power station sited on a tidal 
river, He has described this investigation in a paper nA hydraulic model 
study of heat dissipation at Kincardine power stationf* (a copy is attached 
to the Thesis). It seemed that further work on the basis of design of 
such models would be worth while and that the various modes of flow involved 
might be examined for scale effects in isolation(l)*
Various aspects of small density difference phenomena which affect 
free surface hydraulics are reviewed (2), together with the present status 
of model simulation of these phenomena (3)*
In describing the circuit of flume and tank which was built for the 
studies, the general requirements for apparatus for small density difference 
studies are discussed (4)* A thermopile recording system was chosen from 
the various possible means of indicating the mixing and dilution of 
introduced water, and the construction (5)* use (8) (9) and possible, 
development (13) of the indicating probes is described* This system is 
thought to be very suitable for any future ad hoc or basic studies*
The first mode of flow to be studied was the pure density current 
exchange flow as found in idealised lock experiments* Some additional 
information on the overall characteristics of the overflow was obtained, 
and a scale effect, caused by small variations in surface tension, was 
noted* This easily obviated phenomena might seriously impair similarity 
in heat dissipation models. It was found that the requirements for
similarity in lock experiments are applicable to internal gravitational 
advance in open water, and some success was achieved in the simulation of 
small scale prototype phenomena in very small scale models (7) (9)»
Vertical mixing was studied using the recording apparatus and the 
applicability of the general Froude model law was confirmed (8) * Modified 
forms of lock flow are suggested as being pertinent to the spread of less 
dense water over more dense water, when both are combined as an external 
•gravitational current (10).
Tho effect of heat losses on model simulation is considered (11) and 
the economics of heat dissipation are reviewed in some detail (12)
After summarising, the possible form of future ad hoc studies ia 
discussed and recommendations made for future basic studies (13)*
A comprehensive list of references (14-), the tables and figures 
collected at the start of the second volume (15), the test recordings (16) 
and the notation (17) follow.
A subsidiary outfall scour model had been run in conjunction with the 
main Kincardine model and this also left some uncertainties which were 
partially elucidated in a series of tests described in an appendix (18).
In a further appendix, some minor aspects of the Kincardine investigation 
are discussed (19)%
1. - PREFACE
1*1 •* The topic and the background to the research pro.lect*
1*1*1* The dissipation and the possible recirculation of steam power
station circulating water discharged into tidal waters has been studied in
1.1-71a hydraulic model on several occasions, including an investigation for
Kincardine Power Station, on the Forth, which has been described in a paper
1.4by the Author* (Attachment 1 at back of Volume 2 of thesis)* Generally,
the intention has been that the travel of Isolated currents of the heated
water, the spread of the heated water over the colder river, estuary or sea
water, the intake of non-homogeneous water (where applicable) and turbulent
mixing should all be simulated as closely as possible* In some cases, these
movements have been studied at slack water as well as when superimposed on
the general tidal flows* Thermal density variations have commonly been
adopted to simulate the thermal variations of the prototypes, with the same
initial temperatures in the models as would obtain in the prototypes. I4near
scales and approximate sizes of the models reported are listed in Table 1.1,
velocity scales having been taken as the square root of the vertical scales,
and the temperature differences having been as for the prototypes* The aim
of such studies may be summarised as the restriction of recirculation of the
discharged circulating water, which would normally be expected to reduce
station efficiency, and the minimisation of damage to marine life, both at
the least cost possible* Coalitions simulated m y  well include unlikely,
1*4but possible, combinations of adverse circumstances* Although practical
~ 1.2,4,3 “decisions have been based on the results obtained, some dubiety remains
as to the degree of correspondence that can be achieved in this type of non**
homogeneous model study, particularly as little has been reported on model
prototype comparisons.
1*1*2 It was thought worth while to attempt to provide some further 
information oh the circumstances where a heat dissipation and recirculation 
model study concerned with tidal waters is likely to be found profitable, on 
the design* of such models and on the reliability of the results therefrom 
obtained*^ knowledge of the relative importance of the various aspects of 
the prototype/water movements seems as necessary as knowledge of the extent
to which it Is possible to simulate these aspects In a model* It m s
■ / . ■ . ■ = - 
recognised /that reports of other types of non-homo geneous models and small
scale basic studies might provide valuable guidance and information* In 
'■ the assumption that the various aspects of the water movements involved 
might he considered in isolation to a certain extent, some experiments were 
carried out to supplement the aforementioned small scale studies* These 
later studies were not, of course, designed to cover all aspects of simi­
larity in heat dissipation, and recirculation models, and It was intended 
from the start, that if any overall survey of the possibilities of utilisa­
tion and of the design of such models were to be prepared subsequent to the 
submission of this thesis, use would have to be made of other experimental 
and theoretical work* For example, methods of obtaining similarity of 
velocity distribution for a homogeneous body would be fundamental to the 
initial phases of a model study concerned with heat dissipation, but these 
were not specifically Investigated as part of the project, although some 
recordings were made of velocity distribution in a flume* Parallel to the 
study and corelation of previous work, practical and theoretical, and the 
practical research, a study of the economic aspects of heat dissipation has 
been made (Section 12)* To complete this latter work it would be necessary 
to obtain further information from turbine manufacturers and from the 
Electricity Boards, and it is hoped that eventually a paper can be prepared*
For the present* a fair general estimate can be made of the economic value 
of the alternatives in circulating water systems which might be investigated 
using a model* .: ; ■ - ■ . ■ ■ . ■ . . \ .
1*1.3 To be able to cover the range of travel lengths and of depths 
likely in models of the size listed in Table 1*1 (apart from the Severn model 
which is a special case) and perhaps somewhat larger* seemed & reasonable 
starting point in the determination of the size of the apparatus for the 
practical experiments* That this was achieved was due to Professor Frazer1 s 
generous allocation of space in the main Civil Engineering laboratory of the 
Royal College of Science and Technology. Nevertheless* it was inevitable 
that the extension of some* at least* of the series of laboratory tests into 
conditions even approaching the border of prototype scale would be impossible. 
However* the project was of necessity largely exploratory* and information as 
to where larger scale tests were likely to be worth while seemed desirable* 
The basic apparatus and the temperature recording apparatus were designed 
and built for the project* This had obvious advantages! but also the 
disadvantage that a considerable preliminary effort had to be made on design* 
making working drawings* pricing materials and constructing parts. of the 
hydraulic and recording apparatus! all valuable experience* but time­
consuming* .
1.1*4- This was* as far as is known to the Author* the first series of 
basic studies aimed specifically at the understanding of the design and use
of heat dissipation and reoirculatlon models* apart from some tests carried
1.4aout by Allen and Allen in 1946* which were apparently not continued as far 
as had been intended and which were only briefly reported in 1959* Since 
such models are obviously fairly complex* the inability to fully explore 
certain aspects of simulation* through regrettable* was not serious as
regards leaving sufficient ground to be cowered during the period of researcl: 
1*1*5 The thesis is therefore concerned priinariJy with some basicstudiea 
designed to> be of assistance in the elucidation of similarity' In heat dissi­
pation and recirculation ©pdielsj said with the Implications of these studies* 
ranging from information which It in .thouglht would be of value In an asj hoc 
investigation to recommendations; for ftirthcsrl basic studies* .It has been 
intended that most of the aspects of flow suggested by the Kincardine model 
investigation should be considered* although a more detailed examination of; 
one aspect might have lead to a mors typical thesis* Tha discussion 1 . 
contains an attempt to summarise briefly hcow an hoc Investigation might 
be approached In the light , of the studies rreported here and drawing on other 
recent work 021 density current simulation aind on studies of velocity distri­
bution, heat losses and other related subjects* , .
1*2 — Sources of information and nrecautioms against repetition of previous
• . ; • ,. . . .  • work
1.2.1 For nearly a year prior to tbo iurthor1© registration as a research
student and throughout his period of research, the literature has been r
searched for relevant natter* Where references to -unpublished reports were
noted* an attempt was made to obtain these*, For instance* such material
includes reports on a prolonged series of studies of "Model laws for density
currents* carried out by Dr. Cr». Kenlegam in the Hydraulics laboratory of
the National Bureau of Standards.*, Washington* D.G*, tT.S.JU* on one of 
1*9 ~which much of the initial stages of experimental work: for this project
was based* Reports of particular model inrvestigatlons are often impossible
1*5to obtain. For example,, the Brad well and IBerkely investigations referred
to in Table 1*1 are thought to have been* 1m aim and scope* very similar to
1 Athe Kincardine Investigation,* but apart ffroa the brief note published la
-  ■ ’ ■' ■ ■ ■ " 1*5 ■ - ■ ■ -■  ■ ■ ■-■ -
"Research and Application - No# 2", the Central Electricity Generating
Board was not willing to give any details#
1*2*2 It was recognised that the analytical approach, as opposed to the 
use of a physical model, should always he under consideration as an alterna­
tive to a model study of a particular problem, or as complimentary to such 
a study* So for the proportion of model studies to new stations using 
tidal waters for heat dissipation is extremely small# In any particular 
case where money Is spent on the amplification of a circulating water system 
from the simplest arrangement possible without consideration of recirculation, 
it may reasonably be assumed that some attempt at analysis of the water 
movements is first made* There is remarkably little reference in published 
literature to this type of work* either as regards the TTnlted Kingdom or 
overseas# The only detailed example of such an analysis available to the 
Author was provided from an oceanographic research station In Canada on the
understanding that no reference would be made to it in open literature*
~ 1*10In a TTnited States Geological Survey report a different aspect of this
problem is considered, though not in detail# The sources of these reports
typify the diversity of the bodies who may, for logical reasons, study heat 
dissipation and recirculation# The first were concerned with the marine 
life environment, the second with water losses caused by increased evapora­
tion from an inland reservoir used as a cooling pond#
1#2#3 It was known from before the start of the project that "Density 
Currents1* had been chosen for on© of the topics at the Eighth Congress of 
the International Association for Hydraulic Research which was held in 
Montreal in August, 1959* Thus modification of the last part of the pro­
gramme in the light of the papers presented there was always envisaged as 
a possibility* In the event there were fourteen papers on density currents,
5
1.11
including one by the Author on the initial stages of the project* None
of the other thirteen papers suggested a need for revisal of the programme, 
and they are referred to in the normal way where relevant*
1*2*3# The foregoing is intended to show that every endeavour was made to 
carry out original work* A full list of references is given which Includes 
both the sources of the work of others utilised in this thesis and a compre­
hensive background bibliography*
1*3 lay cut of Thesis
1*3*1* Following this preface is an introduction in which occurrences of
non-homogeneity in water, of interest to the civil engineer, are listed and 
the status of non-hornogeneous hydraulic modelling is outlined* By status 
is meant the degree to which it is known that the model technique can provide 
information on prototype behaviour and the extent to which this knowledge is 
used* Then the hydraulic apparatus and the recording apparatus for the 
project as a whole are described and tho basic theory applicable to non-* 
homogeneity model studies is restated* The various experimental studies 
are then described* Where the modification and development of previous 
theoretical work has been attempted, this is placed after the details of 
the observations which it is sought to explain, and the various studies are 
discussed in isolation in the sections where they are described, while their 
meaning in relation to the project is considered in the final discussion* 
Since the studies were somewhat heterogeneous, it is hoped that the intended 
clarity results from this arrangement*
1.3,2* Consideration was given to the placing of the survey of non-homo­
geneity recording methods and the review of heat loss analysis as Appendices 
instead of in the body of the thesis* However, because of the relevance of
recording methods and of heat losses to the possible substitution of other 
density difference agents for temperature in a model study, the present 
arrangement was chosen# The original recordings, and other material not 
necessary to the sequence of the thesis, are given as Appendices#
1*3*3. The thesis is divided into sections, sub-sections and paragraphs,
with decimal identification! under Contents'1 the page numbers down to 
sub-section level are listed. Figures and Tables have a common numbering 
based on the section in which reference is first made to them* For ease 
of reference, the Figures and Tables are bound in the second volume*
1*4 Postcrint references
1.4*1* References to the postcrlpt are marked in red* The postcript
is attachment 5 at the back of Volume II, and in it is included brief 
details of material published, or obtained, after the appropriate parts 
of the thesis had 9 gone to press1•
2. ~ INTRODUCTION - I NQH41CM0GKNEITY AND TflE EFFECT 0? SMAIX DENSITY
DIFFERENCES GENERALLY *
2,1. General = ■ < '  : . ■ ' : • . .
2.1.1 Non-horaogcneityf or in effect variations in critically idcnti- 
fiable characteristics, nay be present in water with or without density 
difference# Density difference can be the result of yaiying temperature, 
varying salinity or varying turbidity caused by silt, finely divided sewage, 
and the like. Non-homogeneity without density difference, or with negligible 
density difference, nay arise from chemical characteristics, either naturally 
occurring or associated with waste disposal, or bacterial pollution or radio­
active waste pollution. Each of theso factors, except radio-active pollu­
tion, are present, for example, in most large rivers and estuaries in the
United Kingdom and all are present in the Thames * (Radio-active waste
2,L “ " ~disposal in the Thames j In particular studies it can often be assumed
that for practical purposes one factor predominates. Normally, though not
invariable, this factor is one causing a density difference,
~ ~ z.Z
2.1.2 Figure 2,1 shows the temperature-density relation for fresh water. 
The density differences within the range of temperature found in practical 
hydraulic studios are small compared with that between normal sea water and 
fresh water. For example, in fresh water the density difference corres­
ponding to a temperature variation of 45°F to £OPF is 0,00325 gn/nul, compared
. ~ 2.2 with 0.0277 gs/a.l# difference between fresh and sea water. Figure 2.2
shows the relation of density difference to dissolved sodium chloride.
Turbidity, of course, knows no standard density difference, the density simply
w  • • . ‘ v
varying with the amount and specific gravity of the particles producing the 
turbid conditions.
2.1.3 In nearly all cases where density differences are present, there
is superimposition of motions resulting from the density difference on' the
state of motion, or of lack of motion, which would exist in the case of no
■ . ■ . ■ 2.3 / ' ■density difference being present. Keulegan states, "The existence of a
small density differential between two fluid strata reproduces to merely a 
lesser degree the same gravitational situation as normally exists at the 
free surface of a body of water in contact with the air a b o v e H e  goes 
on to say that "essentially all f re e-surface" channel and wave phenomena 
"can occur at the interface between two such strata". As "the density 
variation is usually sufficiently small for the density to be regarded as 
unchanged so far as inertial conditions are concerned, and hence the sole 
effect of the variation is to reduce the apparent magnitude of the gravita­
tional coefficient". That is = g
P
where g* is the effective gravitational 
coefficient and j> and are the average 
and differential density respectively.
Of course, in sub-surface gravitational phenomenon the inertial effects of
both strata are nearly the same and this, together with the much greater
interfacial resistance and the probability of mixing as compared with a
water to air boundary, must be considered in a practical analysis.
2.1.4. Keulegan on one occasion deprecated the use of the name "density
2.3 tcurrent" but the term is now generally accepted. Certain definitions,
though valid and helpful, have perhaps been slightly lacking in generality. 
For example i "A density current is the movement without loss of identity 
by turbulent mixing at the bounding surfaces, of a stream of fluid, under, 
through, or over a body of fluid, with which it is miscible, and the density 
of which varies from that of the current, the density difference being a
function of the differences in temperature* salt content and/or silt
■ • ■ ■ ■ 2* 4a ■ ■ . ■ ■ . . : content of the two fluidstt* Or more especially! “The tern density
current refers to a flow of water maintained ty gravity forces
through a main body of water such as lake Mead and remaining separated
therefrom because of the difference in density between the current and the
2.4b 2.5 : ■ ■ “
lake* Knapp has listed "General characteristics of density Currents*
which, though too long to be termed a definition, explain the term usefully,
though again with a tendency to neglect the overflowing case* This list
is given as an Appendix to this section (2*4)
V w . . .
2*1*5 Where turbulent flow obtains, as in practically all prototype 
scale water movements, whether the flow is general gravitational, internal 
gravitational, or a combination of these, mixing and dissipation of non*
homogeneous water across any internal variation In concentration is
* v 2.6,7 
practically identical with mass transfer by turbulent eddies* Cosffi-
V v «««
cients of eddy conductivity and eddy diffusion have been evaluated for
2*6^9particular conditions. These coefficients are analogous to, but far
s j w
exceed, the coefficients of conductivity and diffusion (and are defined in 
Section 6 - Basic Theory and Definitions). Density differences tend to
^ W
cause stratification and thus the return of a displaced eddy from one 
density zone back to its parent zone. This may result in widely varying
changes in the vertical and lateral coefficients of eddy conductivity and
"  2.6 eddy diffusion.
2*1*6 Observable full scale examples of density currents of material 
interest which are not in any way associated with normal gravitational
V
currents are difficult to find. The case of the opening of a gate or 
lock separating bodies of still water of the same level but varying inv v * w
density would approximate. But it is relatively simple to produce an
JL JLW V ~ W _ . '
almost pure density current in a laboratory flume by lifting upwards & thin
vertical barrier/separating bodies of water of differing density at the same
2.10,11*1.8   w ,
level* this typo; of experiment is particularly valuable. as ■ . .
illustrative of the inertial effects of both strata and of the interfaoial
friction between them. In one such experiment, included in the inve3iiga-
tion to be described hcre,; a density difference of, 1#8 parts per million
resulted in a well defined density flow. Even on a small scale the setting
up of such an experiment required care but it illustrates how such, common*-
place occurrences as sunshine differentially heating the surface of a river
or lake shaded by trees can give rise to, alow mass transferring density
w  t W  W[ ' ‘
currents, in the absence of more forceful suppressing notions. negligible
w  w
density difference must be thought of as a relative term in the light of 
Such demonstration.
•w W , ■
2.1.7 Although sons studies of non-homogeneous water movements in
w  w
natural and artificial bodies of water were carried out within the field of 
civil engineering before the last war, it is only recently that interest
V  T* V  w  ’ ’ w
has become widespread. Of course, accurate measurements of temperature
and salinity have been made by oceanographers for many years and have been
2*6related to very large scale movements, The penetration of inland water­
ways by saline sea water has obviously been observed, if only by tasting,
from pre-historic tines, and limited attempts to prevent tids may have been
2.12made about three thousand years ago. Small density difference phenomena 
have also been net with by the civil engineers with regard to sewage treat-
• • W  '
nent over a considerable period**13# Every day occurrences ranging from
V
the freezing of the surface layer of ponds, rivers, lakes and, in northern
V • y - •
and southern regions, the seas end oceans, to the operation of domestic hot 
water systems and the like, all owe their nature to thermal density movements.
1 2
2*1*8* It ha3 often been the undesirable effects of small density 
difference phenomena, other than thermal, which have drawn attention to 
them, although in some cases benefits can be obtained. Typical illustra­
tions of density currents occurring in large scale bodies of water are as 
follows, the examples cited being in no way exhaustive*
2*2# Typical small density difference phenomena where'the agent of
density difference is itself the critically identifying feature
(i) Thermal density variation 
2.2*1* The economic loss due to recirculation of power station circu­
lating water, together with the possibly harmful effects of heated water,
and more particularly, the sudden temperature changes therewith associated, 
2,15-19on marine life, is the reason for the type of Investigation with
which this thesis is concerned*
(ii) Saline density variation
2*2*2* That saline~ water penetrates inland waterways, though sometimes
regretted, must normally be accepted* Man may increase the extent of the
2*20penetration by either deepening a waterway, or by obstructing the fresh 
2* 21-23water flow* In the first example cited, a water supply intake for
2*20Gothenburg was affected and had to be moved upstream. The second and
third examples resulted from the development of landward irrigation projects.
2.21,22 , * . .In the SacPanento-San Joaquin Delta, California, this has caused a
deterioration in the quality of the water available for local irrigation*
Various barrier schemes have been suggested by which the need for a minimum
balancing fresh water flow during the whole year would be much reduced. At
2*23present, the port and city of Calcutta are affected by increasing sali­
nity intrusion in the River Ganges. The water supply intake is threatened
and siltation of the navigation channel is increasing* Since the
minimum balancing flow for any salinity intrusion length would be reduced 
with decreasing depth,, remedial dredging probably adversely, affects: the water
^  w  • • ' ■ ' ■
supply situation. , : ; •
2*2.3 fhe mechanics of saline penetration in general have been widely
v —   ^ ' - • • ' ' • W. • . ■2a.l~4studied. At the risk of over repetition, it should again be stated
that the references to prototype observations are intended as representative
1 . ■ < -  , , ■ * '  ■' ■ ■ - w  ■ , - . ■ ■ V  • -( '  ^ - > ' . ■ ‘ ’ 
only. That the study is of continuing importance Is illustrated by a recent
§ 2.2*4policy statement of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
(iii) Turbid density variations ' :
w  W  U
2*4 252*2*4 The passage of turbid water through hake Mead'* 9 (the Boulder
or Hoover Dam Reservoir) is the classic example, though such occurrences are
commonplace where a silt laden river enters a relatively still lake or 
o  ^ 6^ 30reservoir^ ^  ~ In the case of Lake Mead, it was noted that duringv
construction when the reservoir was partially formed, the overflow was
v 4
essentially clear, as had been expected. But in 1935, at some critical 
discharge, turbid water containing particles of silt from the Colorado River 
was discharged through the temporary openings three times in eleven months*
w
It was estimated that some 6,000,000 tons or about 2*5# of the average
u  w  w
annual load of silt brought to the lake, passed through the partially filled 
reservoir on these occasions* Such by-passing of the silt is clearly 
beneficial as loss of storage capacity, due to the deposition of silt on the 
reservoir bed affects the efficient life-span of the reservoir* There was
' ' 1 V w
no claim, however, that the Boulder Ban was constricted to allow the passage 
of large flows of turbid water or that the positions of, and approaches to,
V V
the construction discharge outlets were so arranged as to intercept this
- w  - •
dense turbid water which appeared to be moving downstream on the bed of the 
reservoir as a density underflow* By accident, at some critical capacity,
lake conditions were suitable for the passage of the turbid water* However*
w  - ■
tiiis illustration was largely responsible for the now prevalent belief that
** ‘ ■ S f
in such cases* normal overflows should be arranged so that if water has to
" 2*31 be spilled, as much silt as possible should be discharged* Smreek had
w  w  w  *
suggested such a course some years prior to this*
2*2*5 Other important cases of turbid density currents occur in sewage 
treatment plants* A recent paper""* describes how radio-active tracers 
were used to confirm the existence of a density underflow in a settling tank* 
The particlo laden inflow traversed the tank as an underflow then lifted 
towards the outlet weir, while clearer water recirculated above* This is 
far from the design requirement of a slow flow* practically uniform through­
out the depth, so as to allow a considerable retention time during which 
settling can occur*
2*3 Typical small density difference phenomena where associated non-
(i) Thermal density variations• w , . 1 - 1' '
2.3*1 The Tennessee Valley Authority controls a system of 30 reservoirs*
• j _ V ' , , ,
water being released from one to the other through hydro-electric stations*
apart from times of flood* Since tho temperature of the water may vary
from reservoir to reservoir* thermal density currents are commonplace* In
2*32one instance it was found that the town water intake for Harriman, 
situated near the backwater limit of the emhayment of a tributary of thew  ^ i ' v .
River Tennessee and upstream of the sewer outfall* was affected by pollution*
w  w  ■ . . w  >
Due to the temperature difference between the natural tributary river flow
• . ■ W  1 V
and the released reservoir water in the main river* upstream underflow
penetration occurred in summer and overflow penetration occurred in winter* 
Both carried some sewage from the sewer outfall to the water supply intake,
1 Jv „
which had to be moved upstream. This example has been chosen because the 
experience of the T.V.A. .with inconvenient density currents, has led to a 
most interesting scheme whereby the intake temperature of, the circulating 
water for Kingston Steam Plant, sited on the sans, reservoir a3 Rarriman and
the larvest in the world, is beneficially reduced by the artificial control
* ~ 2.33 "of a density underflow* . ■ . *
2.3.2 The need to prevent thermal stratification in service reservoir*-*
2*34,35 2*36
has been noted both in this country and in the TT.S.A* If an
V -  . • V
w w ^
amount of water is unduly retained at the bottom of sucn a reservoir, it
may bo objectionable when eventually released*
(ii) Saline density variations
2*3*3 A recent investigation of the reginon of the Thames, carried out
on the river and by models, has shown that the nett landward movement of the
bottom water in the river can cany silt upriver from what had been used as
a disposal area to the most constantly dredged part of the navigation channel*
In the Thanes the salt wedge Is very decayed, the average density difference
from top to bottom being only about 2 gm./litre* nevertheless the wwrfmum,
nett landward flow at the bottom is of the order of 12,000 ft., per tide.
2*3*4 The penetration of a saline underflow into a newly formed backwater
2*33on the Fraser Elver, Canada, was found to result in the transport of 
the maintenance of the environment for^  ship worms, which attacked the wooden 
piles of the Stevenson Cannery Basin wharfs.
2*& In conclusion
2*4*1 These examples show the diversity of the small density difference 
problems encountered by the civil engineer and others. Studies of non­
homogeneity without density difference in large bodies of water are nor© or
2*39 2 3less restricted to radio-active' waste disposal and sewage disposal. In
the latter case the point of dilution where density differences can be
2 &a bignored m y  not* at times* he fully understood # * and this will be referred
to later in this thesis.   . s ..
2m$ Appendix to Section 2. "Knapp on density currents*flot/ characteristics”
“Density currents have all the properties of normal fluid flows# However* 
the relative magnitudes of different factors governing the flows have been 
altered and these alterations cause corresponding changes in the flow pattern# 
The following items describe some of the principal alterations and also 
outline some of the general flow characteristics of density current si 
1# The most striking difference between a density flow and a normal flow of 
the same fluid is the great decrease in the magnitude of the gravity force* 
due to the buoyancy of the surrounding fluid# Consider a muddy stream which 
flows into a reservoir of clear water and becomes a density current# Suppose 
that the muddy flow weighs 64 pounds per cubic foot and the clear water in 
ihe reservoir 62j pounds. Just before the flow enters the reseryoir* the 
•ffective driving force acting on each cubic foot of muddy water to cause it 
1o flow down the channel is 64 pounds times the slope of the bed# Just after 
this same cubic foot of water enters the reservoir and becomes a density 
current* the driving force reduces to Ij* pounds (64^ 62#5) times the slope* 
ihich is less than V 40 of what it was in the open channel# However* the 
romentum of the muddy water is unaffected by the buoyancy of the surrounding 
clear water#
«• Due to the large decrease in the magnitude of the gravity force as com* 
pared to that of the inertia force, inertia effects become much more important# 
Txus* for a density flow* vertical movements which would be inconceivable for 
tie normal open-channel flow become a common place method for getting around 
aa obstacle#
A  1
3* A density current is bounded on all sides by fiction surfaces at which 
energy can be liberated to maintain or increase the turbulence level* This 
is in contrast to the flow of water in an open channel* for example* in 
which the friction of the air^water interface is generally so small as to be 
negligible? (This neglects the surface flow case* a tendency already noted)
*i f v . . . , , . ■• * ■ /t ‘ / . 1 , . ‘ ' , ' , . 1 : ' : " . ’ ;
••4* Density currents maintain their movements-by decreasing their total of 
energy Just as do normal flows* Thus, if a stream flows into a larger body 
of fluid of different density* the flow will continue if the slope or pressure 
gradient and the density difference are maintained* Conversely, to stop 
the flow either the gradient or the density* difference must be eliminated. 
When this happens* the flow will persist as a distinct element only until 
Its kinetic energy has been expended In friction* „
5. Density currents may be lighter or heavier than the main body through 
which they flow** If lighter* the energy gradient causing the flow may come 
either from a pressure difference produced by an open cutlet spillway* etc.* 
or from a negative hydraulic slope which results from the decreasing thick­
ness of the floating layer. It. should be noted in this connection* that a 
light density current flows "uphill" in the surrounding fluid. If the 
density current is heavy* the necessary energy gradient may also be caused 
by a pressure difference produced by an open outlet. If it is caused by
a slope* however* this slope must be in the direction of the flow.
6. These same forces act to produce flow in the more complicated case in 
which several density currents or density layers are present and the stream 
in question must flow between a lighter and & heavier fluid* In such case 
the gradient often comes from a change in the thickness of the flow*"
JL
3. INTRODUCTION II - STATUS OF MODEL SIMULATION OF DENSITY CURRENTS WITH 
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO HEAT DISSIPATION AND RECIRCULATION MODELS
3 .1  General
3.1#1. In the more usual types of hydraulic model, the dispositions and 
affects of the boundary of a body of homogeneous water are under examina­
tion. Interest in velocity distribution is the common ground with non­
homogeneity models where portions of the water are, for some reason, 
identifiable and their disposition is of interest. Because of the con­
siderable difficulty of observing small density difference phenomena in 
the field, very simple small scale illustrations of such occurrences have
been of rather more importance in recent years than in comparable cases of 
U , « *» » 2.5,9,31*3.1,2 2homogeneous hydraulic phenomena. ' r Small scale hydraulic illus-
. Woe. beey\ wdc /
trations^of the mixing of methane and air in mines.
3.1.2 The small scale illustrations naturally led to both small scale 
basic studies, where quantitative rather than qualitative observations can 
be made , and by which theoretical deductions can be checked, and to model 
studies. In the latter of these more complicated circumstances may be 
elucidated, sometimes quantitatively, though often merely qualitatively. 
However, even where particular results are regarded as qualitative, it may 
be hoped that the ratio of results from tests of differing circumstances 
may be reasonably quantitative?**^  Small soale basic studies may be intended
to lead to the analysis of full scale problems, or to the design of models*
2#  10the first example known to the Author # did, in fact, combine these 
objects. No clean pattern of the development of understanding of small 
density difference models can be given. Much of the work has been con­
ducted in isolation in various countries. For example, Inglis and Allen 
make no reference, in their account of the Thames model investigation,2* ^  
to previous successful model simulations of decayed
19
3*5-8salt wedges * So it is best to pass on to a survey of the status of
such models as it is at present drawing illustrations without regard to 
sequence* . '
3*2 State demarcation of non-homogeneity problems,.
3*2*1 Hon-homogeneity problems are readily separable into steady state*
cyclic steady state or non-steady state* This Is* perhaps* rather obvious,
but becomes especially relevant when model simulation is considered# i The
particular study which aroused the Author*s interest was very much concerned
1 Awith non-steady conditions## Other tidal heat dissipation model studies
3*9 1*7 •have been proposed, * or are being carried out, which are more’ concerned
with the general pattern of dissipation throughout the course of a series of
tides than with close simulation of the conditions during one semi-diurnal
cycle, or part of a cycle* Such studies are really cyclic steady state, albeit
3*10-13
tending towards the non-steady* There have been several non-tidal river,
3 11or canal models 9 (heading details are listed in Table 3*1) in which the
possibility of upstream surface flow has been studied* In some of these,
the steady state balanced flow conditions have been the principal interest,
and the time to reach that state in the model ha3 been more or less irrelevant*
In fact, although such models have, of course, a velocity scale, they do not
have a meaningful time scale* B»’t the complication of heat losses, or of a
relatively short prototype duration of critical conditions, may bring in the
3.13time element, or indeed bring the model into the non-steady class*
3*2#2 An analytical approach to the river or canal problem, with eorela-
3.Ution to small scale basic studies was given a year or two ago by Bata.
His study was rather academic, perhaps too academic, and the increasing use
3.13of models In the United States # suggests that the analytical approach may
C M
be difficult in practice and where rivers are concerned* however interesting
in theory* and considering a canal# . , ;
3*2»4 Thus* although there might be expected to be a connection between
the various types of models concerned with power station circulating water*
the line of resemblance actually follows the state demarcation of small,
density difference models generally* rather than the application demarcation#
3*3 Non-steady state models: : , . . .  .
3*3*1 Unfortunately after the early small scale illustrations* little in
the way of model simulation has been attempted for non-steady state problems
apart from heat dissipation models* although a great deal of basic work has
l*9f3*15been done by Keulegan* He* however* has dealt mainly with the case
where normal currents need not be considered* and his method of model simula­
tion (Section 7) is obviously not directly applicable to models concerned 
with heat dissipation in tidal waters# One saline example only can be cited,
a successful attempt to simulate the penetration of a salt wedge up the
3# 16 „Mississippi after flood clearing. This will be referred to in more 
detail laterj for the present it is sufficient to cay that the status of 
non-steady state density current model simulation depends otherwise on heat 
dissipation models, for which* as stated earlier* little model-prototype 
comparison details are available *
3*A Cvolic steady state models
3*A* 1 Considerable success has been achieved in the model simulation of
2*37:3*5-3,17 , vsaline cyclic steady state phenomena* (listed in Table 3*2}
The degree of correspondence achieved in the case of the Thames investigation 
2.37was remarkable# However* the authors* in reply to a question by the 
Author* stated) "the condition in the Thames model had been arrived at by
trial and the Authors considered that any similar model of moderately large
scale and relatively snail vertical exaggeration might be expected to give 
good reproduction of salinity distributions if the rise and fall of the tides 
were reproduced accurately at all points in the model and if the rate of 
progress of the tidal wave was correct* Although some work had been done on 
the subject in the TFnited States by G* H* Keulegan, much remained to be done
in the study of mixing in scale models and it was too early to offer any
’ ' ' 2*37a V  ’ ’numerical rules for guidance* This statement is, in general, borne
out by the reports of the other salinity investigations in tidal models cited*
Tha position is that these results are available as evidence for examination,
rather than that firm theory has been given which might be adapted to cover
1*7the design of heat dissipation models* In fact, the Severn model, for 
the study of heat dissipation from the grouping of nuclear power stations on 
that estuary, has probably been designed merely to be of the same order of 
scale and of distortion as the Thames2*^ and Mersqy^#*^  tidal models where 
the salinity distribution has been successfully simulated,
3,5 Steady state models ,
3#5*1 Steady state recirculation models have been referred to in sub­
section 3*2* Again little or nothing has been reported as regards model 
prototype comparisons*
3*5*2 The steady state has attracted a great deal of attention in the
3,14* 13-23field of basic studies, both as regards the analysis of the forces
holding stationary wedges and the Interfacial mixing that takes place 
between stratified layers, with one layer moving, and between the stationary 
and moving fluid in the case of a stationary wedge*
3*6 In conclusion
3*6*1 For anyone approaching an ad hoq investigation of the Kincardine type, 
there is plenty of evidence to be sifted, but little in the way of direct and 
generally accepted rules for the design of a model*
4* HYDRAULIC APPARATUS  ^ Y
4*1 General approach to design of apparatus for non-homogeneous hydraulic
studies
4*1*1 In the design of apparatus for non-homogeneity studies* problems 
arise over and above those met with in more usual hydraulic topics# It is 
thought worth while to briefly consider these problems! although the appara­
tus for the presently described studies was designed and built for these 
studies, the possibility of the adaption of existing appartus, particularly 
large scale apparatus, cannot but be an ever present thought to those 
interested in non-homogeneity models# If phenomena could be observed on a 
scale sufficiently large to be of prototype order, but under strict control, 
the subsequent success or failure of simulation attempts at a small scale 
would, as doubtless applies to other aspects of hydraulics, go far to 
establish the usefulness, or otherwise, of non-homogeneity models* This 
does not, of course, apply to tidal river salinity intrusion models, for
which, as shown in Section 4, no further justification is reasonably needed*
2 10It is interesting to note that in the very early work of 0,Brien and ChernoJ' r
an attempt was made to correlate laboratory experiments with field studies 
carried out in an irrigation canal* Lack of sufficient control and under­
standing of the problem undoubtedly led to the unsatisfactory results 
obtained* But the idea was a gr'jd one, and had greater interest been felt 
in density currents at that time, valuable information would have been 
obtained) information which shall be shown in this thesis to be still 
unavailable*
4*1*2 Continuous flows of homogeneous water are likely to be required in 
a non-homogeneity study, either as a steady state flow in the study or to 
fill seme part of the apparatus* Th© nature of the experiments suffices to 
fix two such flows as the probable requirement and often, but with a most
Important exception* one flow will be much larger than the other# Differen­
tial control of the characteristics of these flows is essential, some absolute 
control is desirable but often unobtainable* If the flows are required for 
steady state studies, control of the quantities would be necessary, but if 
required merely to fill some part of the apparatus, speed of flow is the main 
necessity. Despite the illustration in Section 2 of the infinitesimal 
density difference needed to set up a density current* it is extremely 
difficult to speedily completely mix even a small volume of water contained 
in some shape with length to breadth ratio greater than 4 to 1 or so, and 
shallow in comparison to the breadth# At a ratio of 15 to 1 or so, the task 
is practically impossible, without some device such as a jet giving a complete 
turning over notion, and mixing must be done before filling*
4*1*3 In the case of a steady state problem, the combined outflow is 
contaminated* Immediate recirculation is thus not desirable* Two basic 
approaches are possible* Either the main flow can be drawn from a limitless 
reservoir, such as the sea or a lake, or a limited reservoir must be provided 
such that recirculation is negligible,but which can be readily mixed by the 
pump capacity available#
4*1*4 The foregoing is far from comprehensive# Many varieties of circuits 
have been described in the literature# But it is stressed that in non- homo­
geneity studies, it is insufficient, for example, to have a huga flume for 
fLock( experiments (Section 7)* It must also be possible to fill it 
reasonably quickly with bodies of uniform but differing water, and to dump 
the nixed water after the experiment#
4*2 The main hydraulic apparatus*
4*2*1 The main hydraulic apparatus described here is undoubtably far from 
Original* It does, however, follow from the Author* s previous experience
f*
of apparatus for snail density difference studies* and is* in effect* a eom-
1«A ,bination of the Kincardine model circuit # with a very: small scale apparatus
1*4built by the Author at hone* its size falling between these previous examples# 
The following list shows the interacting and conflicting general requirements 
which had to be met#
(a) A flume and a tank were required* in which,as stated in Section 1* 
the range of travel lengths and depths met with in the models 
listed in Table 1*1'could be covered*
(b) The least possible space should be used! in fact the floor 
space actually used* 9 ft# 3 in# by 26 ft# 3 in# was the limit 
set by reason of access requirements and the needs of other 
projected apparatus#
(c) As much as possible of the equipment available in the College 
should be used and the cost should be kept as low as possible#
(d) The apparatus should be reasonably easy to operate and the
setting up of tests should not require excessive time#
4*2*2 An 1$ ft* by 7*25 ft# by 1#?5 ft** deep tank and an IS ft. by 1#5 ft* 
by 0#9 ft#* deep flume formed the main part of a closed hydraulic circuit#
Fig* 4*1 (Attachment Ho# 3 &t end of Vol. II) shows how the space available 
was utilised* the tank and pertaining guiding vails were built in 9 in# 
brickwork and the flume was supported on one side wall* At one end of the
tank a 2 ft#* wide opening led to a sump 1#7 ft# below floor level* This
was formed from a cut-off part of the under floor channelling for the main
liydraulic circuit of the laboratory# From the sump water was lifted by an
■ - ' ‘ *
0*75 casec capacity Siegmund pump and passed through a 6 in* odiaUi delivery 
pipe to a V-notch tank# A branched connection led to a constant head tank} 
to ensure a constant flow to the V-notch tank, and valves were fitted above
the pump and beyond the branch* Excess water passed over a 4.5 ft. long 
weir in the constant head tank and was led back to the sump* Figs. 4*1 and 
2 show the pumping arrangements* Most of the piping and the pump were from 
stock* The constant head tank was constructed by a contractor, being 
designed to sit above the sump and to support the pipework and pump by sus­
pension during erection. This, in practice, proved most satisfactory.
4*2*3 From the V-notch the water fell into a stilling tank and was led 
along the flume as is shown in Fig* 4*1* The flume was mainly constructed 
of resin bonded plywood with one fixed side in perspex, and the other 
movable to 12 in* and 6 in* widths* The construction is illustrated by a 
cross-seotion (Fig* 4*1)* Sealing was entirely satisfactory, being accom­
plished with fSylglasst, a proprietory sealing strip* As far as is known, 
the design of the flume, so as to allow variation of width, was original*
A weir gate at the downstream end of the flume controlled the level of water 
and the discharged water was led into the tank through a 2 ft* opening 
opposite the aforementioned exit opening* Various views of the circuit are 
shown in Figs# 4*3**6*
4*2*4 A switching point was placed on the floor near the V-notch tank* 
This consisted of a five way branch, each branch being controlled by a j? in* 
valve* The branches were connected tot-
(i) a flexible lead to an outside drainage point in the far 
corner of the laboratory* Hot and cold water was also 
available at the drainage point*
(ii) a flexible lead covering the flume and tank
(ili) a pipe to the bottom of the main tank
(iv) pipes to the bottom of the V-notch tank and flume entry 
tank. (These could be separated using a clip)
(v) a pipe to the riser to the constant head tank* ’
This arrangement proved most useful* The uses included 
(1) - (iii) Drainage of tank, or filling tank*
(i) - (v) Pumping out sump, and priming the pump*
(iii) - (iv) Bringing level in tank to some desired point after
mixing by pumping round the circuit* In certain 
experiments in the tank, the flume was thus used 
as a reservoir*
(iv) - (ii) Providing a small flow of water of the sane character­
istics a3 the main body of water in the tank* An 
additional lead from the constant head branch pipe 
could be u9ed to supplement this flow, which proved 
most useful in certain experiments* (Section 7)
4*2*5 Mixing tanks of 25 and 12 cubic feet capacity (3.94 and 4*335 sq* 
ft* surface area respectively) with hot and cold water feeds from the madn 
college supply, were sited on the internal half floor above the main labora­
tory floor* The bottoms of the mixing tanks were 13 feet above the main 
floor level* Hand operated mixing paddles were fitted, the whole being 
shown in Fig* 4*7* Flexible down-pipes, (Ij- in* and 1 in.) which could 
be moved to any part of the flume or tank were fitted with a regulating 
valve, an on-off control valve and a drain valve (Fig. 4*3) The high level 
tanks were equipped with thermometers and level indicating tube* (Fog* 4*7) 
4*2*5 A practically constant flow could be obtained over a range of a 
foot or so of depth in these upper tanks* Setting of the control valve was 
somewhat tedious, especially so when the flow required was near capacity, 
since considerable delays were inevitable while refilling of the tanks took 
place (25 minutes in the case of the 25 cu. ft* tank, or a mains flow of
about crcusecs*) A 7-notch bos was therefore used for certain 
experiments;as shown in F®g* 4*9* Calibrations for the V-notches are shorn 
in Figs# 4*10'and 11*
4*2*6 A considerable number of devices, such as introduction boxes* we?a 
used at one time or another and will best be described with the experiment! 
to which they pertained* Also, a subsidiary flume was built and placed 
above the tank for certain purposes which will again be dealt with later, 
(Fig;*.. 4*11) .
4*2*7 Perspex was found to be a most useful material* The end gate of the 
flume was formed from a sheet with reinforcing flanges cemented on* The U  
notches were cut from perspex* These notches can be extremely costly vher 
bought from specialist makers# At the Kincardine model experiment it was 
found reasonably simple to form a largish V-notch from two fairly narrow 
pieces of brass brazed to form an X» shape, instead of cutting from a sheet* 
The edges could be more or less prepared on the straight before brazing^a 
much simpler operation* This procedure was again adopted for the gta*^  
V-notcJi, but using perspex* For the iniermittant running to which it was 
subject, the perspex notch proved quite durable* The smaller notch was 
cut from a solid sheet of perspex* The Calibration of both (Figs* 4.9 and 
10) seemed satisfactory, the systematic divergence in the case of the smaller 
doubtless being caused by the position of the gauge, or by an incorrect sen 
setting* 1
5. RECORDING APPARATUS G O
5*1. Survey of non-homogeneity recording methods
5.1.1. The alternatives available in the recording of the concentration
of some non-homogeneity present at various points in a hydraulic model (or
in a basic study) give rise to a considerable range of possible approaches
to any particular case. There is a tendency, a natural tendency, to use the
same motivating density difference agency in a model as in Its prototype, or
in a basic study as in the phenomenon which has suggested the study. This
has been true of practically all of the many and diverse studies relating to
salinity intrusion, though, to be sure, sodium chloride solution rather than
sea water is most often used. However, in certain cases it has been con-
3*21venient to use the sea as a limitless reservoir of homogeneous water
(see 4.1). But in a recent paper it is suggested that it may sometimes be
5*1convenient to use stable clay suspension to simulate salinity.
5# 1.2. Again, practically all heat dissipation model studies have been
1*1—5 7carried out with thermal density variations* * as have steady state river
3.10,13model studies dealing with recirculation, although in both eases, a
case for the substitution of a saline density variation might be made, with
certain reservations. This will be discussed in more detail later. Small
scale studies of turbid density currents, model or basic, have been less
5*2
common. Blanchet and Vllliat have described the use of a silt suspension
in a basic study of the flow of turbid water through reservoirs, though it is 
difficult to see that much was gained as compared with the simplifying sub­
stitution of salinity and the apparatus for the supply of the suspension was
most complicated. More recently a kaolin suspension has been used in simile 
5.3studies. In small scale studies of sewage treatment plants it would be
expected that some suspension other than that of the prototype would be
preferred.
5#1#3# Completing the illustrations of similarity of non-homogeneity as
between model and prototype, radioactive tracers were used in the Savanah
2.39model to simulate the dissipation of radioactive waste*
5.1.4• In the great majority' of the afore cited examples measurements of
concentration have been direct, but there is a less obvious possibility* the
superimposition of a ssero or negligible density difference tracer on a normal
density difference agency# For Instance,; in the heat dissipation experiments
1*3carried out in the Thanes Hod el a chemical tracer, examined by titration
after sampling, was nixed into th9 heated outfall water* This method is
thought to have been adopted for other Hydraulics Research Station studies#
Though really a full scale study, the recent use of radio-active tracers in
2.14studying flow in a sewage works settling tank typifies the possibilities
for small scale or pilot tests# Again for the early study of salinity
3.5intrusion in the Sacramento-,San Joaquin delta, referred to in Section 3* 
e method was devised whereby the amounts of water from up to four sources 
vresent in a sample could be distinguished by spectro-photometric analysis# 
Three of the sources were coloured by stable red, yellow and blue dyes# 
Although density difference was not normally simulated, tho control tests to
i
prove such simulation unnecessary afford a good example of the superimposed 
tracer method.
5*1*5. As an aside, it is remarkable that no published reference seems 
to have been made to this technique which is undoubtedly the most ingenious 
cf the purely sampling methods of non-homogeneity identification yet used 
practically# Perhaps the unlikely circumstances which must have led to the 
Bureau of Reclamation undertaking the investigation provides the explanation# 
Certainly, the t/aterways Experiment Station do not seem to have followed up 
tiis method in their later salinity intrusion model studies*
5.1*6* Summarising, there are a number of non-homogeneities found in 
prototype scale phenomena, some causing density difference, some virtually 
no density difference. In small scale studies similar non-homogeneities 
may be used, but substitution may be found convenient. The recording 
medium may coincide with, or be superimposed on, the non-homogeneity agency, 
transposed or otherwise. A further permutation comes from the possibility 
of in situ, sampling or continuous abstraction recording.
5.1.7. In situ recording of temperature may be accomplished by
i / « 11 i/ 2, 7
thermometer, thermocouple or thermister; 9 of salinity by
1.9 5*Aconductivity * 5 of turbidity by photoelectric cell ; and of radio­
activity by geiger counter?*^
3. 7.-95.1.8. Sampling recording of salinity may be accomplished by titration
3*8 5*2or conductivity; of turbidity by drying out and weighing; of chemical
1.7 2.39tracer by titration; of radio-active tracer by »count*; and of
colour tracer by photo-spectrometer?*'5 Sampling is obviously inapplicable
to temperature measurements*
5.1*9. Continuous abstraction recording has so far been restricted to
5*5*6.
salinity measurements. It has advantages in the localisation of the
point of recording and in minimisation of flow disturbance, over the more 
normal in situ conductivity measurements. For similar reasons it might 
be adopted for radio-active tracers, but Is unlikely to be suitable for 
temperature measurements because of heat losses.
5*2. Non-homogeneity recording apparatus for the protect 
5*2.1. Bearing in mind the foregoing, the following non-homogeneity
recording apparatus characteristics were used to compare the possible 
alternative approaches.
(i) Accuracy over the desired range of density difference.
(ii) Speed of response to changes in concentration*
(ill) Ability to localise the point of,measurement.
(iv) ■ Disturbance caused to water movements .
(v) Whether recording would be automatic or be by observer; 
if automatic* whether continuous or intermittanfc; if 
intermittant, whether intervals would be suitable*
(vi) Bow many points could be observed during one test*
(vii) Whether measurements would ba in situ or after abstraction, 
continuous or in samples* .. \
(viii) Adaptability to differing aspects of non-homogeneity.
(ix) Ease of use, including ease of interpretation of recordings.
(x) Cost*
5*2*2* It appeared, other things being equal, that a method of In situ 
recording based on a superimposed recording medium would have the most general 
usefulness* Radio-activity being discounted because of cost and dangers in 
use, the superimposed medium method did not seem practical, at least for the 
present* As the present study was concerned with thermal density currents, 
the direct measurement of temperature seemed the obvious first approach*
5*2*3* The mercury bulb thermometer is accurate (after calibration), 
simple to read and cheap* Also it tends to average out varying temperatures, 
both in dimension and time because of the bulb size and its comparatively slow
1*4response. Knowing that water is nearly pure, its density can be very 
quickly found using a thermometer; no comparable method Is available for 
salinity or turbidity. Mercury bulb thermometers were widely used during 
the studies, being calibrated using the standard thermometer kept in the 
department*
5*2*3* Because of the limitations of the thermometer, a thermopile
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temperature recording system was developed and tested and, where necessary, 
constructed* This work was not carried out as a preliminary to the 
experimental work but was, for variou3 reasons, interspaced with the initial 
stages of that work. It was fortunate that much could be done by simply 
using thermometers and making visual observations.(Section 7)
5.2.5. Pairs of thermopile probes were formed in the following manner. 
Twin laid and wrapped constantin and chromel vires (.0075° dia.) were cleared 
of insulation for a short distance at one end and the vires threaded through 
a fine twin bore silica tube. The thermoelectric pair constantin-chromel 
has a e.m.f. of about 33 micro-volts/°F at room temperatures as compared with 
23.8 micro-volts for copper constantin, 22.2 micro-volts for alumel-chromel 
and 30 micro-volts for lron-constantin, these being more commonly adopted 
pairs. The ends of the wires protruding from the silica tube were twisted 
together and trimmed to about $ in. beyond the tube. A bead junction was 
formed by placing the wires In an electric circuit, with a controlled voltage, 
and closing the circuit by momentarily touching the twisted end against a 
carbon block in a reducing atmosphere. Groups of four of the paired wires 
were threaded through in. O.D. 24 in. long stainless steel tubes and then 
through 30 inch lengths of P.V.C. tubing which lapped the steel tubing. The 
other ends of the steel tubes were sealed and then formed the measuring point. 
Fig. 5.1(a) shows the appearance. The wires from two such probes were then 
connected so as to form a thermopile circuit, with four hot and four cold 
junctions. Sixteen pairs of probes were connected through a selection box 
and a rotary ,make before break1 switch to a recording arrangement consisting 
of an oscilloscope with amplifier and camera. These are shown in Fig. 5.2 
together with the rotary switch and selection box. A circuit diagram is 
shown in Fig. 5.4. The order of recording of the measuring probes could be
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arranged before testing, In any chosen way, by adjustment of the wiring in . 
the selection box, the colour sequences of the wiring ensuring that the older 
of the probes and ths order of the wiring in the selection box were the same* 
Fig. 5.3 shows the probes set up In position for testing in the flume*
5.2.6* Tho complete arrangement, therefore, has .16 thermopile channels 
and 24 switch positions on each of the two banks of the rotary switch. In 
the event it was found desirable to interspace each recording signal with a 
reference hill signal obtained from a channel with hot and cold junctions at 
the same temperature and to use an additional reference signal aa a marker* 
Eleven recording channels were thus selected for one bank of the switch and 
the other four, plus some duplication, could b© obtained on the other*
5*2.7. Measurements could thu3 be made at the end of an % in. diameter 
rod, the localisation from the tip in the direction of the axis of the rod 
also beinghfcout i| in. or rather less. Tests showed that the speed of 
response (to a 15°F change in temperature) was about ^30 sec. The test 
recordings aro shown in Fig. 5.1(b). Tho accuracy of measurement* all 
measurements being referenced to tho basic fluid in the flume* was to about 
0*2°F over a I5°F range and about i°r over a 45°F range. The maximum speed 
of reading was approximately 24 points (one revolution of the rotaiy switch) 
in 1^ secs, or 8 effective recordings/sec* With this speed of turning* the 
return to the base between each effective recording practically eliminated 
the possibility cf errors due to drift although sufficient time was spent at 
each position to allow two or three cycles of tho 50 cycles/sec. alternating 
current. These cycles appeared as fluctuations which were impossible to 
completely eliminate but provided measurements were taken from top to top or 
bottom to bottom of the fluctuations, these did not affect the accuracy of 
measurement. Fig. 5.1(c) - (f) shows typical test recordings for the fore­
going.
5*2*3. For certain tests it was found necessary to damp the speed of
response of the thermopiles* This might have been achieved in the circuits, 
but would have required the device in each circuit* A simple solution was 
to form paraffin wax beads over the thermojunctions by successive submersions 
in molten wax*Fig* 5.1(g) shows the appearance of the end of the probe*
Fig. 5*l(b) is a typical test for response. The probes, so treated, were 
similar to mercury bulb thermometers apart from the method of and the speed 
of reading* , .
5*2*9* So that the wiring for the probe3 could be more easily led to any
part of the flume or tank, a fDexion1 frame was hung above the apparatus, 
5*2*10* Although the system was basically successful, it m s  found that 
after a few months with the probes in and out of water, an electrolytic 
current was set up in the circuits due to corrosion* This was very slight - 
up to the order of 50 micro-volts (or equivalent to one or two degrees 
farenheit) but it was not constant from day to day* The probes were recon­
structed, on this occasion avoiding the. twisting at the bead junction, and 
were dipped in lacquer immediately the bead was formed* The measuring 
probe3 were later scraped at the bead only. The extent to which the useful 
life of the probes has been extended is not yet known*
5*3* Determination of flow velocities
S 15*3*1* There are three main methods of velocity measurement for models
or small scale basic studies;
(a) Successive time and location of an Identifiable point,
(b) Small current meters*
(c) Methods based on the inertia of the moving water, such 
as the use of pitot tubes*
5*3*2* For non-steady conditions it is often particularly suitable to use
method (a) above* Two instances* first the proving of the Kincardine model
by the comparison of float paths In model and prototype* This was far ©or©
1 convening and effective than measurements of velocity at particular points
could have been* The pattern of the reversal of flow during the double low
water would not have been observable with a current meter, certainly not in
the model* Again, the advance of over low or underflow fronts down a flum©
in •lock1 experiments as referred to in Section 2 and described in Section 7
is effectively studied by timing* In contrast to the first example no float
is required, but by the colouring of the water on one side of the removable
barrier, the advance of the fronts can be observed* During the present
teats a stop clock was used with a circle of paper stuck to its face, of
diameter just less than the markings* As the fronts passed foot, or half
foot, marks, a tick; was made at the position of the second hand and, if
necessary, a recognition mark made* While this may appear rather crude, it
is possible to gain a certain facility at the operation and no doubts
regarding the results are felt on account of this method*
5.3*3* Two small current meters were available in the Department* The
first was of the type developed at the Hydraulics Research Station,
5*7*8.Wallingford, and manufactured by Messrs. Parkinson and Cowan, and was 
intended primarily for the measurement of low water velocities, of the order 
of 2 to 30 cm#/sec* It is known as a miniature current meter*
5*3*4* The measuring head of the production meter consists of a polystrene 
rotor, of sweep diameter 1 mm*, with 5 helical blades mounted on a stainless 
steel spindle* The spindle runs in adjustable jewel bearings and the setting 
of the rotor is protected by a circular framework fixed to a stainless steel 
tube, as shown in Fig. 5*5* A gold wire insulted from the tube passes down 
inside it and finishes about 1 mm*, clear of the rotor blades* Connection to
the electronic recording unit is made by coaxial cable*
5*3*5* The manner of detecting rotation of the propeller has been deVe-
5*7loped from a method previously employed by D*G.B. Pegram. The cable, gold 
wire and the measuring head form one arm of a Wheatstone bridge network* This 
network is Initially balanced, the recording unit being so set that the 
variation of resistance as each rotor blade passes the tip of the gold wire 
does not disturb this first balance* The variation of resistance is received 
by the recording unit as a pulse rate which thus varies with the velocity of 
rotation and can so be related to the water velocity* In the apparatus as 
originally developed by the Hydraulics Research Station, the pulses were 
counted using a Dekatron counter but in the apparatus as supplied by Messrs* 
Parkinson and Cowan, the pulse rate is converted to a deflection on a gauge 
on the recording unit*
5*3*6* A photograph of the small measuring head is shown in Fig* 5.5. and 
of the complete apparatus as set up for testing in Fig. 5*6*
5*3*7* It is recommended that the meter be calibrated by drawing the 
measuring head at known velocities through still water in a circular flume* 
Since such a flume was not available, it was decided to calibrate the meter 
against velocities in a straight flume as determined using a calibrated Ott 
meter, the second small meter available, and by timing visual objects over 
measured lengths in the flume* In fact, the density current flume was the 
first suitable flume for such work that had become available In the Department* 
5*3*8. The small propeller meter supplied by Messrs* A* Ott, Kempten/ 
Bayern, is capable of measuring velocities from about 2 in./sec. to 16*4 
ft./see. by the use of a range of propellers, supplied with the instrument*
The particular instrument available had been calibrated with each propeller. 
The complete apparatus, as shown in Fig. 5*6, consists of the current meter
and a stand, both of stainless steel, (Fig. 5*7), a rev. counter set* actuated 
by a *make and break* mechanism at each revolution of the propeller, the 
battery and mechanism of which arc contained in a small light wooden box for ; . 
convenience in handling, the requisite wiring and contacts* a stop watch and . 
tools for fixing or dismantling the meter.
5.3*9* A suitable propeller (3 cm. diaa.) va3 chosen for the Ott meter* 
bearing In nind the velocities to be expected and the relatively narrow range . 
of depths at which a more or less constant velocity could be assumed* Having 
obtained the number of revs./sec. for a given flow* the velocity of the water 
was interpolated from calibration charts supplied by the manufacturers. For 
velocities lower than about 7 cm./sec.* the starting velocity of the chosen 
propeller on the Ott meter* the velocity of the water was found by timing 
very small spheres (of density approximately equal to that of water) over a 
measured length in the flume. This procedure was also carried out with 
higher velocities when using the Ott meter and very good agreement was found 
to exist between results as obtained by the two methods. (Results in Section 16) 
5.3# 10. Several flows, each of different velocity* were measured by the
Ofct meter and by timing the small spheres. Gauge readings on the recording 
unit of the miniature current meter were also noted and* at sufficiently low 
velocities* the number of revs./sec. of the rotor in tho measuring head were 
found directly* This was done by marking one of the rotor blades and timing 
a selected number of revolutions*
5•3.11* The deflections of the miniature current meter set and the counted
revs./sec. of the miniature propeller against velocities are shown in Fig. 5*8. 
Gauge readings of the instrument appear to be too inaccurate to permit the 
use of the recording unit at low velocities and at higher velocities the 
superior accuracy and ease of operation of the Ott meter make it preferable
o o
for tasks where its size is not a disadvantage# At low velocities direct 
courting-of the revolutions of the miniature current meter, using an accurate 
stop watch with a 10 seconds per sweep hand, appears quite convenient# The 
probo unit of the miniature current meter cost £45 and its fragility was 
admitted by the makers who advised the keeping of a spar©# An enqpiiy m s  
made regarding the cost of probes not equipped for automatic recording, both 
of the standard pitch and pitched so as to revolve about half standard speed# 
This would allow velocities of up to about 1 ft./sec# to be observed#
Unfortunately the manufacturers1 production of and, it would appear, interest
/!
in the miniature current mster3 had ceased.' Of course, local manufacture 
to the H.Ii.S# designs could be considered for future projects*
1.1,2*7,5.95#3*12* Various developments of the pitot tube have been described
a 5*10
as has an even more pensative instrument based on/similar principle# But
it was not thought practicable to develop one of those techniques for the
present tests# With single handed operation, a balance had to be struck
between the ideal and the feasible, and it was decided to concentrate on
non-homogeneity recording and visual recording of fronts or markers,
augmented by the small current meters. As regards small markers, or fronts,
3.22 sa motion camera can usefully be employed for timing, but here again, the 
development of such a technique was not attempted during the present tests*
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6. RESTATEMENT OF DERIVATION OF BASIC DIMENSIONLPSS NUMBERS LIKEIff TO BE
APPLICABLE YO NON-HOMOGENEOUS MODELS
6*1 Notation.
Symbol Quantity M L T system dimensions
L Length L
A Area *2IT
V Velocity lA
F Force miA 2
T Time 3:
g Gravitational accelln# iA2
r
Density MA 3
A Coefficient of dynamic viscosity K/LT
V Coefficient of kinematic viscosity (fi) l2A
6*2 Derivations of Freude. general or internal Fronde and Reynolds numb era 
6*2*1* Complete similitude between a model and prototype requires that 
geometric> kinematic and dynamic similarity obtains.
Geometric similarity exists when all corresponding linear dimensions in model 
and prototype bear an equal relationship*
Kinematic similarity exists when the ratios of the components of velocity at 
all homologous points in two geometrically similar systems are equal*
Dynamic similarity between two geometrically and kinematically similar systems 
requires that the ratios of all homologous forces in the two systems be the 
same*
6,2*2* For dynamic similarity between a model and prototype the ratio of 
the inertial and of the active forces mu3t be the same* Suppose corres­
ponding fluid elements undergo changes in velooity under dynamically similar
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conditions and that gravity is tho predominate active dorce, then the ratio 
of the Inertial forces of corresponding elementary masses between model and
prototype i3 3  T
/Of. L f  x
/°» l ; ►nj
rv1
Since \/ -  L p  an(^  V  -^**the ratio becomes,
/°f V r  L r
V a
The ratio of the gravitational forces on the corresponding elementary
masses <5 P? Sp
P  m  ^
P pCancelling —  appearing on both sides, then 
/°»
2 .  1  -  I 5Vp Lp _ 3 p L
or
V J *  L  aw  m  
W  °*
V P
9 p  ^-p
=  V/ ^ 9 l )
tn
giving the standard form of the Frauds Humber,
For normal comparative purposes, where the media of the model and 
prototype are air and water, the ,gl in the above expression can be con­
veniently cancelled, but in densimetric phenomena the effective gravitational 
force becomes
at |—  J I 0 \ 4- />2.P i ± B
ZL
Where A  yds the density difference between, two media of densities 
and ydj.
u  /°» S  /°athen
F  a  X
6#2*3# Similarly, if viscous forces predominate
/°PV * L f  _ A f  let A <°
where ^ ti3 the viscous resistance per area A  of an element for 
difference in velocity £\Across £Lat right angles to the direction of flow# 
For the purposes of calculation, assuming geometric and kinematic similarity,
r t f ' - ?  = A f - f e  L p *
P * *  Vtvk L*v» / ^ m  V m
or
L m
Vp *~P _ V/tw 1— rn
Y> ~ V*.
where v* kinematic viscosity
The expression is the Reynolds Number
7. NOIT-STEABT DENSITY CURRENTS HI STILL WATER (EXAMINED BY OBSERVATIONS OF 
“  " ~ - . ' ■ VISXBIff SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS)
7*1, Introductory
7* 1.1* In 2,1*6* it was stated that a relatively pure density current could 
be produced in a laboratory flume by suddenly lifting a thin barrier separa­
ting water of slightly varying density and at the same level* This type of 
experiment was selected as the first of the fisolated* studies (see Section 1) 
7*1*2* The analogous free surface phenomenon, an idealised *das burst* in a
flume, was the subject of analysis by Saint-Venant over a hundred years ago*
7*1Keulegan in lEngineering Hydraulics1, has summarised this analysis and made
comparison with experiments by Schoklitsch, Stoker has recently summarised
7*2 7*3the more recent mathematical work on this problem* Very recently Bata *
has reported related experiments with gasoline and water, which fluids differ
considerably in density (as compared with the thermal density differences
under consideration) and are immiscible* Ha has attempted comparisons with
both the extreme cases, but without really adding much to Keulegan*s
7*4published dissertation* Again Rouse has very recently predicted that
continuity of variation of coefficients of proportionality for the velocity
of the fronts on general Froude law basis, could be found experimentally
between the extreme cases* Neither Bata nor Rouse appears to have made use
of Keulegan*s later unpublished but comparatively freely available work on
1*9the small density difference case, and this has, in the opinion of the Author, 
limited the value of their conclusions*
7*1*3* Paragraph 7*1*2* was inserted mainly because the work oh the free
surface case started earlier than OfBrien and Cherno^ experiments, the first
2 10study of the small density difference case, which were reported in 1932*# 
together with some analytical work* Since then, several authors have briefly
7 A—7considered the problem,* in each case providing a figure similar to
Fig. 7*1, explicitly or implicitly showing the initial velocities of
. . v * 7*5underflow and overflow as equal* Analyses have been made by Keulegan
7 7and Schljf and Sehonfeld * but together with O'Brien and Cherno's
2 10original analysis,f these have started from the symmetrical assumption 
referred to above and hare resulted in the prediction of
v0 = ,5/(Ap-VH/ p  (See Fig. 7.5) .1
Where Vo is the initial velocity of the underflow and overflow fronts. 
It has in each case been implied that an indeterminate amount of the 
•wedges1 behind the fronts should also have velocity V0.
1*97*1* it* A comprehensive series of experiments were carried out by Keulegan
7* 5some years after his analysis,* He concentrated attention on the under­
flow, and his results, as regards the movements of the interface,
i
particularly the tip of the underflow, are best summarised by reference to 
three of his figures reproduced here as Figs. 7*2,3 and 4# Keulegan uses 
the termsJ-
V& (Densim9trie velocity) = \ 7. “
'PniGAh /
Ra (Densimetrie Reynolds number) - V& ; H / f , -
l£ = K (Coefficient of Proportionality)
Where Vo is the initial velocity of the wedge tip and p; Ap,v- awcl H  
are density, density difference, kinematic viscosity and depth 
respectively as shown in Fig* 7*5*
7*1.$* Fig* 7*2 chows Keuleganfs measurements of coefficient of proportion­
ality for the initial velocity of the saline underflow. He took K = 0*^65 
as the mean (full line) but tentatively suggested that there might be a
variation over the range examine!, as shown by the broken line#;
7*1*6* Keulegan*s studies were aimed principally at understanding and* if 
necessary, simulating the flow resulting from the release of water from a 
comparatively short lock* He deals in detail with the effect of the wave 
or front reflected from the end of the lock and of the channel width on the 
motion of the unchecked front, and has shown that congruency exists for this 
motion only as between cases where the parameter Vo is equal and
where geometric similarity between depth (H) lock length (Lo) and breadth (B) 
is preserved* This is illustrated by Fig* 7*3
7*1*7 The third of Keulegan1 s figures reproduced (Fig* 7*4) shows an 
attempt to find the shape of the ’lock1 experiment interface early in its 
development*
7*2* Lock Experiments
7*2*1* Lock experiments similar to those described in 7*1* as reported 
by O’Brien and Cherno and later Keulegan^*^ were carried out in the 
level smooth bottomed flume, with the gate as one end and a temporary barrier 
as the other so forming a tank (1*5 ft* vide and 17 ft* long) The thin 
(l mm) vertical barrier was fitted in slight grooves U ft* from one end and 
prior to its sudden removal upwards, the levels of the dissimilar bodies of 
water were normally made equal* It was often found possible to time the
advance of both the overflow and underflow at 0*5 or 1 ft* intervals, one
6of the bodies of water being coloured with potassium permanganate* Other** 
wise, the flow progressing the longer length was timed*
7*2*2* In order to co-relate with previous work the saline underflow 
was examined* Agreement was found with Keulegan1 s tentative evaluation of 
coefficient of proportionality, relating to the initial velocity of the front 
of the underflow, against the product of denaimetrio Reynolds number and the
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aforesaid coefficient* Results are shown in Pig* 7*6* 0*Brien and ChemoTs
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laboratory results are also shown and these mainly come close to Keulegan1 s
line* The divergences were co:
increase in relative time needed to lift the barrier with increasing depth
and not to be of moment when compared with the amount of evidence in Pigs*
7*2 and 6#
7*2*3 The initial velocity of the saline overflow (the fresh water advance) 
was found to exceed that of the underflow by about 12£ throughout the range 
examined, as shown in Pig* 7*6. This lack of symmetry had been noted, though
not evaluated by Keulegan (Fig* 7*A) There is considerable scatter in the
the mean is often similar, somewhat strengthening the evidence for a constant 
ratio in the range examined* At small initial velocities there was difficulty 
in starting the test evenly, particularly as regards the overflow, and there 
was, perhaps, some surface tension effect on the overflow as will be described 
later*
7,2*4* General similarity with the saline underflow coefficient of pro­
portionality was found for the thermal underflow as is shown in Pig* 7*7* 
Although the percentage difference in surface tension between cold and tepid 
water is small, this was found to affect considerably the thermal overflow 
within the range studied, preventing the evaluation of the coefficient* Pig* 
7*8 shows surface tension variations for comparable saline and thermal density 
differences* Pig* 7*7 shows values obtained with the surface tension 
difference balanced (7*2*5) by the addition of wetting agent to the colder 
water, and these correspond reasonably with the saline overflow results*
7*2*5* The surface tension comparisons were made by sprinkling aluminium 
powder on the water while still in the mixing tanks, and touching the one
results but where the underflow and overflow are paired the variation from
surface with drops of water abstracted from the other tank using a dropper* 
This shows up reduced surface tension in the abstracted water only and reci­
procal checking is necessary near balance*
7*2*6* Slight differences in level, with either the surface of the less
dense water above the other so as to give equal forces on the barrier or 
slightly below level, did not appear to cause observable changes in the flow* 
7*2*7* The original recordings for the foregoing tests, i*e*, depths,
temperatures, salinity density differences and the .timing observations as 
transcribed from the circular clock ’stickers1 are given under ^Recordings 
of tests A and B in Appendix 1** (Section 16 - Vol* II)* On the relevant 
figures tests A aro indicated by their number only, tests B by the addition 
of a zero before the number, and A before a number indicates O’Brien and 
Cherno’s results* To obtain the given points required the plotting of the 
recordings, the selection of a best observed velocity and the working out 
of the value of K. Figs* 7*9 aud 10 show typical plots of the recordings 
and calculations illustrating the process* Fig* 7*11 shows the variation 
of the kinematic viscosity of water with temperature* Mean values were 
used where appropriate* It can easily be shown that this cannot have a 
significant effect on the value of K.E&*
7*2.8* As opposed to Keulegan’s work (7*1*6*) the present study was con­
cerned primarily with flows unaffected by channel width or the reflected 
wave* Keulegan’s results suggested that a breadth of depth ratio of six or 
greater approximates to the first requirement# at least for shallow depths*
It seemed that for the design of heat dissipation models a Keulegan type 
congruency diagram for the infinite width and no reflected wave case would 
be desirable, with separation between overflow and underflow, and between 
saline and thermal cases as found necessary* Little could be achieved in 
this respect because
of the very considerable travel lengths, involved* Fig* 7*12 shows recordings 
which give some idea of the variation of the ratio fyla at V = 0*9 V0 for the 
snail range of K*R^ possible in the apparatus within the aforesaid require­
ments* Though far from complete, valuable guidance was obtained from this 
figure in later experiments* These, values were obtained from plots similar 
to those shown on Fig* 7*11*
7*2*9# The range of K*B^ covered included the change from laminar to 
turbulent interfacial conditions. In runs at approximately 0*3 ft* depth 
and with K*H^ about 5,000, interfacial waves Just on the point of breaking 
were observed along the Interface away from the wedge tips* With lower 
values of K*B^ at shallow depths a ehaip interface was formed with laminar 
swirls causing mixing at the underflow tip* At the higher values of K.R^ 
obtained with increasing depth and maintaining a fair density difference, the 
oily appearance characteristic of intense turbulent mixing was noted*
7*3 Effect of surface tension variations in lock experiments . ,
7*3# 1# At depths about 0*0 ft* visible evidence of the effect of surface
tension - a drawing forward of a surface layer in front of the overflow proper 
(Fig. 7.5) - was confined to two feet or so of advance, where it tended to be 
masked by the minor irregularities resulting from the sudden withdrawal of 
the barrier* Thereafter, the front tip appeared similar (perhaps slightly 
sharper) to the saline overflow although its apparent initial velocity was 
increased* Fig, 7*13 shows typical results for a range of temperature 
differences* Velocities as a proportion of the saline case initial velocity 
are plotted against distrance travelled to depth ratio. Fig# 7*14 shows 
typical comparisons illustrating the effect of surface tension In a more 
graphic manner, ■
7*3*2* At depths about 0*2 ft, the effect of surface tension on the shape
of the overflow was observed for 3 to 4 ft# of advance or about 8 to IQ times 
as far in terms of distance to depth ratio.as at 0*8 ft* About this distance 
the true overflow shape overtook the surface draw forward* The typical, 
results shown on Figs* 7*13&ud 7*14 refer to the foremost point of the heated 
water* Between 0*2 and 0*8 ft* the effect, as would be expected, decreased 
and it seems reasonable to assume that It would have negligible effect in 
prototype conditions* ;
7*3*3. Lack of visible surface tension draw-forward after a certain travel
length appeared to be due to the considerable surface advance (probably caused
by the slightest trace of oily dust) which developed in front of tho overflow
even with virtually no surface tension difference* This was, for example,
observed up to 4 ft* ahead of the saline overflow at velocities of the order
of 0*1 ft./sec. after 7 ft* of advance* When such a surface movement was
stopped by the end of the flume (or otherwise) the overflow tip velocity was
checked and its form changed from that of the laminar overflow to something
close to that of the laminar underflow* The characteristic ’over-riding1
3.22shape of the underflow with a roller, as noted by Harleman and Ippen was
observed (inverted) and sometimes, at the change from one condition to the
other, a perfect roller with up to three complete turns was formed* This
2*7was similar to that Illustrated by Prandtl the idealised case for the
checking of an advancing front of cold air, and illustrated perfectly laminar 
mixing at the tip, of the characteristic underflow shape*
7*3*4* Because of|much smaller surface tension difference for a given 
density difference in the saline case surface tension effect could not be 
isolated though it may have contributed to the erratic saline overflow results 
(Fig. 7.6)
7*4 Forced surface density currents .
7*4*1* It was found possible to produce'Surface density flows along the 
flume into still water from an introduction box suspended with its bottom 
below water level and fed by a down pipe as illustrated in Fig* 7*15* The 
box was constructed from perspex with a l*:rciw thick bottom* This could be 
considered as approximating to zero thickness and so the vertical scale of 
the experiment could be reduced while using the same box, which is shown in 
Fig* 7*16* The water level was maintained constant by having a veir 
behind the box and introducing a homogeneous flow, equal to the heated density 
flow, into the flune near the weir up till the start of the density flow*
For a given density difference a flow could be found at which the projected 
layer maintained a uniform depth approximately equal to the box depth, apart 
from a roller at the tip, for some distance along the flume* With increasing 
distance the rate of advance decreased and, consequently, the layer thiokened* 
During the advance the roller deepened as the tip was diluted* If the flow 
was materially increased, the initial rate of advance from the box also 
5-ncreased but not sufficiently to accommodate the increased flow and the layer 
deepened below box depth from early in the advance. If the flow was decreased 
the front lifted from the box floor soon after passing through the screens and 
the initial speed of advance decreased, though not in proportion to the change 
of flow. No roller was formed and the typical overflow tip shape was 
observed. These cases are illustrated diagramatically in Fig* 7*15* Whoa
the scale of the experiment was halved, apart from the 1*5 ft* width of box 
and flume, (total depth decreased from 0,675 ft* to 0*3375 ft*) and the flow 
was decreased to give a projection velocity in proportion to the square root 
of the depth, the velocity of advance decreased relatively sooner* This is 
shown in Fig* 7*17 where the half scale results have been adjusted to the full 
scale times and distances for ease of comparison* Keeping the horizontal
distances halved the depths were exaggerated so as. to give a travel length 
ratio at 0*9 of the initial velocity (using straight part of the line on 
Fig* 7#12)which, when divided by the original travel length ratio and multi­
plied by the exaggeration would give 1* Only relative values of K,R^ were 
necessary because of the linear assumption, and an exaggeration of 1*4 vas 
obtained* The density difference va3 increased slightly to give corres­
pondence in initial velocities on the basis of Fig* 7*7* As shown in Fig* 
7*17, similarity was attained regarding the velocity of advance of the front 
on the basis of the velocity scale being equal to.the square root of the 
vertical scale, and as far a-3 could be seen, the shapes of the layers were 
similar apart from the rollers* These experiments were conducted with the 
surface tension difference balanced* Similar results at full scale were 
obtained without this adjustment but the redueed scale results were erratic* 
Sometimes the roller type of tip occurred and sometimes a faster moving and 
more pointed wedge developed either initially or after some travel* It 
appeared that the capacity for surface tension effect was present and whether 
or not this occurred ’was dependent on the distinctness of the interface where 
it reached the surface.
7*4*2, The recordings for these tests are listed under tfests E* in
Section 16* As comparisons were based on the plots of the advance of the 
top of the front, the only computations necessary were the finding of a 
’general Froude law’ time correction factor for each reduced scale test.
7*5 Simplified cutfall experiments
7.A.1* It was thought that a comparison of scale effect, similar to that
described in the previous section, should be made for a more general case*
A coloured heated flow was introduced into the 7.25 ft* vide tank along an 
0*5 ft* wide introduction box set Into the middle of one end of the tank, as
shewn.-in Fig# 7#lo* The depth of water in the box was 0,165 ft, and the 
total depth 0*83 ft* After an interval the spread was photographed through 
a grid suspended close to the water surface* The experiment was repeated 
with the surface tension balanced# first at full size, then at one third size, 
and finally at one third size horizontally with vertical distortion of 1*55 
and density difference increase# both according to the process described for 
forced surface currents* Results are shown on Fig* 7*19 having been brought 
to the full size basis for comparison* Surface tension variation seem3 to 
have had little influence on the spread during the larger scale experiments* 
Otherwise the natural one third size test shows failure to achieve similarity 
and the distorted case appears slightly over corrected* A small error due 
to relatively varying rates of rise of water level was present as the same 
tank was used throughout*
7*5*2* Further tests were macle using a one-fifth size model of the tank,
formed by cutting off a short length of the flume, and basing the comparison 
on the rate of advance of tho foremost point of tho front up the tank* This 
was influenced by the sides after about 9 ft* of travel and by 14 ft* the 
middle of the front was only slightly in advance of that at the sides* Result* 
are shown in Fig* 7*20* The failure in the natural reduced scale tests is 
marked* Although a distortion of 2,1 was obtained from Fig* 7*12, this was 
found to overcorrect and the best results were obtained with 1*95 distortion* 
Fig* 7*12 was adjusted on this basis* The general sequence of. events appeared 
similar to the full size tests* Considerable mixing took placo near the 
entrance; with temperatures of 63*S°F* and 83*6°F* the surface temperature 
at the full scale equivalent of 2 ft* from the entrance was about 71°F* during 
the test; and mixing swirls were noticeable*
7*5*3* The recordings are listed under ’Tests G* (Section 16*)
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7*6 Heat Losses
7*6*1* Apart from the extreme circumstances dealt with in 7*7, heat losses 
to the atmosphere were not thought to be material* The effect of heat 
losses on models and small scale “studies*.is dealt with in Section 11, with 
reference back to the tests in this project. But it should her© be said 
that actual tests lasted a very short time after the final temperature check 
and that most thermal tests were carried out with the air temperature rather 
above the colder water temperature*
7*7* Effect of non-linearity of thermal density variation
7*7*1* Tests at temperatures around the density reversal temperature of
fresh water (Fig. 2*1) were difficult too investigate quantitatively*-
(i) The laboratory had a high air temperature which could not be 
controlled in isolation from the rest of the building* Undoubtedly 
the best way to conduct low temperature model experiments is, as with 
the Kincardine investigation, during a cold winter In an isolated 
building. In the College the air temperature made reduction of 
water temperature difficult* More especially water in the flume 
tended to heat during the stilling period* Finally there was the 
probability of a material effect during a test*
(ii) Two cwt* of ice (carried up a ladder in buckets) were 
required to reduce one mixing tank (larger) of water to around
o o
35 F, even in winter, when the tap temperature was. about 50 F*
(iii) The ©mall density differences involved made It impossible 
to obtain more than faintly turbulent conditions at the scale of
the experiments which could be achieved in the apparatus* Tempera-
Cl i
tures of, say 34 F and 50°F, which might bo thought suitable to
investigate the effect of non-linearity, give a density difference of 
only 0*0002 gm./ml*
7*7*2, A few tests of the general type of forced surface density currents 
wore made, but with the introduced water causing a rise in the general water 
level, Vhe point of Inversion was between the warmer (47 - 49°F) introduced 
water and the basic water (34 - 36°F) • A slowly moving advance was obtained 
from which dropped ’streamers1 (the introduced water being coloured)* 
Eventually the overflow tip was diluted to the extent where no density 
difference existed and thus come to a halt. An underflow caused by the build 
up of the dropping ’streamers1 continued along the flume*
7*7,3* For less severe non-linearity there xd.ll no doubt be some effect » 
e*g, shape of roller - due to variation in density difference after a certain 
amount of dilution as between hot and cold and fresh and saline water,
7*8* Discussion and preliminary conclusions
7,8,1# Tho circumstance of ’Density currents’ having been selected as a 
Topic for the Eighth Congress of the International Association for Hydraulic 
Research, Montreal, August, 1959, led to a paper being rather hurriedly 
prepared. It was thought that certain conclusions could be drawn from the 
experimental work so far described and it seems reasonable to summarise these 
here,
7*8,2. It had been shown that, unless the correct vertical exaggeration
and density difference exaggerations are adopted, similarity even between
mot
one horizontal scale and another could^be expected* It was intended to 
examine the temperature distribution in experiments such as those described 
under ’Simplified outfall experiments’1. Lacking these, it could be said 
that the heated water did appear to take up the same general orientation in 
the different scale tests when agreement as regards the cho3en criterion was 
achieved* Of course, with density difference exaggeration the recorded 
temperature increase during a test would be proportioned in the ratio of the
initial temperature differences* Hear 40°F this would introduce a slight 
error. . . .  . . . ■ ■
7*8*3# In a small scale model, surface tension variations could cause 
considerable modifications pf the flow patterns, perhaps differing between 
one test and the next. It would seem advisable to carry out some of the 
tests of a particular investigation with the surface tension differences 
balanced out and compare the results with others obtained without this 
adjustment* While a fresh water flow into a saline body to represent heated 
water into colder water would largely avoid surface tension differences 
there might be objections to this*-
(a) The salinity-density variation can only reasonably approximate
to the temperature density variation above about 50°F, (But whether this is 
material or not is difficult to say.)
(b) With care heat losses could be simulated if the air temperature
1*4were controlled, but not, of course, with saline density variations,
(c) The small salinity differences involved would be core difficult to 
record than the corresponding temperature differences, whether the comparison 
is between titrations and thermometer readings or between the appropriate 
automatic multi-point recording methods*
7*8*4* A slight scale effect may be present in models when a broad fronted
overflow approaches a shore line and receives the check described earlier,
1.1
caused by the slightest traces of du3i on the water surface.
7*8*5* It should be noted that the simplified outfall experiments were 
designed to be little affected by the correctiy scaled entrance velocities, 
but were intended to show the effect of the interfacial drag. In some, at 
least, of the investigations listed in Table 1*1, similarity was doubtless 
much core dependent on the entrance velocity* For example, in the Kincardine
1*4 *investigation the main interest was in the low slack water condition in.
a shallow tidal river and the flow from the outfall under these conditions
extended down to bed levol for a considerable distance away* from the outfall*
Thus the heated Water was quite far from the outfall before being subject to
true overflow conditions* In other of the listed investigations the slack
l*4awater condition was not the point of interest* .
7*0*6* Some discussion of the reasons for the variations observed in the
flows during ♦lock1 experiments was attempted in the paper mentioned* However, 
as further tests were carried out with observations of the mixing processes, 
(Section 9) this will be combined with the later discussion* The tests 
described in 3ection 8 were interspaced in order to gain experience with the 
thermopile recording system and because it was hoped to learn something of 
the nature of interfaces tinder steady conditions before studying transient 
conditions*
DO
8* STEADY STATE MIXING IN STRATIFIED FLOJ 
&*1* Introductory
3*1*1. The initial stages of the project were oriented* as regards actual
heat dissipation and recirculation circumstances* towards the slack water 
period in a tidal river or estuary. In considering either the ebb or the 
flood* the circumstance of a relatively vide band of heated water flowing with 
and over a general flow comes readily to mind* It can be imagined that the 
sides are spreading by eddy dissipation or* more likely, by internal gravita­
tional advance, or a combination of these* while vertical mixing takes place 
over the whole of the area*
3*1*2* In pursuance of the Intention to isolate the various phenomena
involved in heat dissipation and recirculation studies* as far as possible, it 
was thought that the effect of scale on vertical mixing might be studied if a 
layer of identifiable water was superimposed on a main flow of •basic1 water 
in a flume* Such an experiment had been intended from the start of the 
project* Normally| the approach would be to consider previous work, then to 
txy some experiments so as to obtain familiarity with the operation of the 
apparatus and find the range of variables which could be covered* Having 
learned as much as possible from observational runs, a series of experiments 
might be designed to try to correlate with such theoreiical predictions as 
could be made* In fact, the experiments were commenced while a student doing 
a very restricted period of full-time research, in order to obtain material 
for an A.K.C*S*T. thesis* was working with the Author* This tended to make 
the observations hurried and the recording apparatus* being an attractive 
feature for that type of thesis* was brought into use practically at once* 
However, the work done during this period was not wasted* Snags in the 
procedure were found, some of which could be put right later* It should be
D 'appreciated that though the studies were steady state, the length of run 
possible was very restricted due to the relatively small sise of the header 
tanks* Thus, final results for a selected condition, if more than merely 
characteristic, would have to be composite* Although flows could be readily 
repeated, density differences were difficult to repeat exactly; the main 
body of water heated up slowly during a day* s work and temperature differences 
were always varying for a selected density difference* Fortunately, it trans­
pired that the early tests could be combined with later recordings in making 
up composite results,
8,1,3# Because of the short periods of the tests there was a tendency not 
to observe as calmly as is desirable, during the early instrument recording 
tests* The next stage was to run a fairly long series of observational testsj 
but modifying these as seemed logical in the light of the results obtained 
earlier, While the tests for this part of the projeot were in progress, it 
was learned that similar tests were being, and had been, carried out elsewhere. 
In the first case, Dr* Keulegan said that he was starting similar saline 
experiments, but oriented towards salinity intrusion in rivers* Then it was 
learned that experiments concerned with the miring of methane with air in 
mines, but based on saline and fresh water, had been undertaken at Manchester 
University, Only brief details, as given in a letter, were available. It 
is thought best to first describe the early instrument recording experiments 
and the observational runs, and then go on to what was attempted as ’finished* 
experiments I 
8*2, Initial tests
8*2*1* The Introduction box was suspended in the flume facing downstream 
(edge at * 0*5 ft*) with its bottom 0*5 ft* above the floor of the flume 
(Fig* 8,1). A fairing was attached to the upstream end* With 0,625 ft.
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depth of water in the flume (configuration A) it was found that with a basic
flow of 0*357 cusecs and an introduced flow of 0.0894 cusecs (flows 1) at a
higher temperature.so as to give a density difference of 0*0015 gm#/m.l*, a
reasonable amount of turbulent mixing took place* (The various combinations
of box depth, total depth and overfall or underflow withdrawal at tho end of
the flume are given letters for Configuration1 * The various flows are given
numbers* These codes are shown in Section 16, as are total Reynolds Numbers
for the combined flows in the flume*) The flows were in direct proportion to
the cross sectional areas of flow at the introduction box and the basic tempera­
' Ature was in the region 60 - 65 F* ,
8,2*2* When the characteristics of mixing were examined using the thermo­
pile probes, the recording system was found to be sufficiently sensitive to 
pick up small cddie3* A pattern of recordings was obtained for a range of 
depths and of distances from the entry box, as shown in the recordings for 
tests H.l. a - £. Two points emerged from these first recordings. Firstly, 
the persistancs of the molar nature of the mixing, and secondly that, except 
for the middle of the mixing zone, mixing tended to the form of penetration of 
either of the base fluids by dissimilar eddies* Comparison of the recordings 
shows a tendency to an irregular but overall repetitive form. It was also 
noted that at the fringes of the mixing zone the pattern was very intermittant, 
with random departures from the base. The widely fluctuating nature of the 
recordings in general could not be readily analysed even so far as to obtain 
mean values. Also, though thin, the probes were observed to cause mixing 
eddies* It was therefore thought advisable to try damped probe3 and to avoid 
the chance of disturbance of the flow*
8*2*3* Eight waxed probes were set in a line across the flume 1*5 ft* from 
the introduction box, seven of them ranging uniformly from 3 la* mean depth of
bulb to -J- in* mean depth and one as close to the surface as possible* A 
series of tests at 0*625 ft* total depth was run, covering the range of 
density difference given by temperature differences of about 2°F to 30°F from 
a base of 65°F, and a range of flows from 0*357 and 0*0894 cusecs (Flows l) to 
0*047 and 0*0112 cusecs (Flows 4) ♦ The recordings are given under tests 
H«2 - 17* Fig* 8.2 shows an example of turbulent mixing, the upper layer of 
introduced water being coloured* From th© recordings, there was obviously a 
wide range in the amount of mixing, even after only 1*5 ft* travel*
8,2*4* For the second of the flows (Flows 2) a further number of tests
were carried out with the eight probes at the sane range of depths as 
previously, but positioned iii turn at 0*5, l#5j 2,5 and 4#5 ft* downstream of 
the entry box* Five density differences were used, 0*00299, 0*00153,
0*00087, 0*00032 and -0*00067 (the negative sign indicating that
the bottom layer was the less dense. The recordings are shown under Tests
H.18 - 22* With the density difference 0,00299 g/m*/m*l* a clear interface 
was observed and virtually no mixing took place. With density difference 
0*00153 a&d 0,00087 gna*/m*l*, mixing was very slight* For these three cases 
virtually the same recordings were obtained for all positions of the probes* 
The final two tests certainly show the extreme sensitivity of amount of mixing 
to very small density differences*
8*2*5* All the tests described above were carried out with flows propor­
tional to the areas at the entry box# Prior to the last series of tests, 
however, the surface of discontinuity between the two flows was studied with 
the upper flow greater and then smaller than that given by proportioning the 
flow to area* In these cases the eddies arising from the lnterfaclal waves 
had a definite direction of rotation, turning from the general direction of 
flow towards the slower moving layer* At the flows actually used in the
experiments the waves could still be observed but the eddies did not fall into 
a distinguishable general direction of rotation,
3,2,6* Come flow measurements with the miniature Current meter Were carried 
out for flows 2 with no density difference. The recordings as given in . 
Section 16 and the vertical velocity distributions obtained are shown in 
Fig, 8*3.
8,3* Mainly observational tests f N
3,3.1. The additional ¥-noteh described In Section U was fitted/and the
introduction box moved back to have Its edge at - 2,0 ft, in the flume, and 
again suspended 0,5 ft* above the flume bottom, A large number of observa­
tional tests were run, eventually using the small flume as a model of the 
large (with appropriate introduction box and with the drop floor sealed to 
form a normal flume)* Observations were made by viewing the coloured upper 
flow, by timing the travel of surface floats and by viewing the relative 
speeds of the upper and lover flows as shown by dropping a 1 splotch* of strong 
potassium permanganate solution into the flume, A few Ott and miniature 
current meter recordings were made* The original recordings and notes are 
shown in Section 16; the results as they throw light on the phenomena being 
summarised here* .
3*3.2* With flows 1 and aero density difference the coloured water reached
the bottom (apart from the thin laminar layer) at about A.Q ft* from the box*
As observed during the initial tests, there was not a clear cut diverging 
mixing zone; separate eddies could be distinguished and the A*0 ft* 
represents the typical point of contact of an eddy; the point might then 
clear momentarily prior to the arrival of the next eddy. Mixing continued 
down the flume being fairly complete vertically by 11*0 ft., from the box, 
but never being quite complete and not changing much from 11*0 ft* As
density difference was introduced and increased the divergence lifted some-
■ 0 O ' '1 ' ' 1 ' \' 1 1 . ■'vhaij at 68*7 F » 78 F (0*00119 gkm*/a*l*) the bottom point of contact was 
5*0 ft* downstream from the box, and stratification was clearly visible* At
O f t  . . .687 F n 84 F (0,00214 gtfu/a*l*) it was noted that streamers only reached 
the bottom and-the surface temperature at the end of the flume (15»0 ft*) was 
81°F* This condition, growing more distinct, persisted till the greatest 
possible density difference (governed by the softening point of the perspex 
sides) of about 0*0035 g^a*/©*I*) * Fig* 8*4« shows plots of the travel of 
surface floats for zero density difference* The results for the maximum 
possible density difference (about 0*0035 gtfn*/m.l*) show the slightest 
trend towards a faster surface velocity, but, within the accuracy of the 
method of observation and allowing for natural scatter of successive tests 
of the same condition, cannot be said to show that a meaningful divergence 
would be obtained on plotting and drawing & comparable best line*
8*3*4* The flows were halved (Flows 2) and halved again (Flows 3).
Figs* 8*4 and 8*5 show plots of the travel of surface floats, again with 
comparisons with the mean velocity about mid-travel* At the maximum 
possible density difference (about 0*0035 g/m./n.l.) there wa3 still no 
clear cut change in velocity, as determined by the float measurements, 
although, for Flows 3 at least, some signs of surface speed up Just before 
the end overfall could be detected by the vsplotch9 method* Otherwise, the 
velocity remained remarkably constant in the vertical direction to within an 
inch or so of the bottom and the curves of Fig* 8*3 well as agreeing 
perfectly at the surface with the comparable estimate of velocity by the 
float method, seemed to typify the velocity distribution in general*
Obviously this was affected near the weir but the divergence could only be 
observed for about 1,0 ft* back* The range of distribution of the heated
water varied considerably from that observed during tests with flows 1 being 
completely stratified by the stage when maximum density at flows 3 was reached 
with only a slight ’hazing’ of the interface# No signs of laminar velocity 
distributroti were observed, in the layers or in the box*
S*3*5* At zero density difference the point of contact with the bottom 
was still 4*0 to 4*5 ft* for both flows 2 and 3* The complete lift of the 
heated upper water, as occurred in both cases, was at successively smaller 
density difference# Salient runs were as follows a Flows 2, 63*3°F - 72*0°F 
(0*00045 gsm*/m*l*)| streamers only reached bottom of flumeJty.0*00073 g/m*/ 
m*l*, the streamers had been suppressed* Flows 3, 67*5°F- 69*5°F (0*00024 
g/a*/m*l*); when reduced steadily from this temperature difference to zero 
temperature difference, the mixing zone moved steadily down to touch the bottom 
8*3*6* Once again halving the flows (Flows 4) the awaited divergence in
surface velocity as between zero density difference and about 0*0035 g/m*/m,l*, 
density difference was clearly observed (Fig* 8*6*) Again there is consid­
erable scatter between similar runs, but no doubt about the overall picture; 
allowing for scatter, the intermediate runs would more or less fit in between 
the extremes* Splotches of dye now disclosed a clear speed up of the upper 
flow, which therefore thinned* The velocity distribution in it was of the 
laminar type* Observing the zero density difference case, large distinct 
slow moving waves or eddies broke each way from the interface and top water 
again reached the bottom about 4*0 ft* By now a slight temperaturo difference 
66*0°F to 67*8°F was sufficient to practically suppress mixing*
8,3*6. On stopping the upper flow with a larger density difference and
flows 4, the upper layer persisted for a considerable time, lying as a laminar 
layer above the turbulent lower flow, which was, however, insufficiently 
turbulent to ’break through’* The upper layer was slowly thinned till only
0 4
int or so in thickness after several minutes. At flows 2 there was little 
tendency for thisj the lower flow breaking through and sweeping the upper* 
layer downstream
6*3,7, Some tests were run with bottom withdrawal at the end of the flume. 
With zero density difference, there was little change in the velocity distri-
fa / obuticn to within a foot or so ofjlveir for all flows. Changing to 67,0 F to 
82 F density difference there was again little effect in velocity distri­
bution for flows 2j with flows 4 the usual speed up of the surface water, 
lifting away from the bottom of the box occurred, but the top water was not 
swept under the weir but built up a wedge which travelled back towards the box, 
8,3*8, The subsidiary flume was 4|- in* in width as compared with the IS it^  
of the main flume, Using the small flume as a £ horizontal scale model of 
the large flume on a normal Froude lav basis, a vertical exaggeration of 1*8 
was found necessary, by the method described in Section 7, to maintain simi­
larity of the advance of fronts. Although such advance was not involved in 
the present experiments it seemed logical not to ignore the exaggeration 
which would be necessary in a practical investigation. In the results, 
configuration B refers to the 1,8 vertical exaggeration model and flows 6 
7 to normal Froude lav simulation of flows 2 and 3, Throughout the smaller 
scale experiments the dimensions used are the equivalent prototype dimensions 
for the particular horizontal and vertical scales in use at the time. Times 
had, of course, to be adjusted,
2.3.9, For zero density difference the points of contact of the eddies 
from^upper flow with the bottom were noted as 4*5 ft* and 4*5 to 5,5 ft,, for 
flows 6 and 7 respectively. Otherwise no distinct lack of similarity could 
be observed, This was typified by a demonstration run during a visit, With 
flows 6 and Z in model and prototype respectively, both were run with the eane
supplies* Initially, the upper flow was made a degree or eo colder and in 
both the point of contact approximated to 1*0 ft* The hot water feed to the 
header tank was opened and the supply temperature to the upper flows rose 
gradually* Model and prototype behaved veyy similarly, but the effect of the 
incorrect time for the changes of temperature in the model (which should have 
been around *7 of the prototype times,, showed up as a quicker clearing of 
mixing down the flume in the model compared with the prototype*
8*3*10, Again the surface float recordings showed no distinct difference 
as between zero density difference and around 0*0030 g/ta*/m*l* density 
difference* Figs* 8*4 and 8*5 show plots of typical runs connected to corres*. 
pond with the full size runs* There was a scale effect In starting the chip 
c* wood used as a float in model and prototype, which could clearly be seen 
using coloured water to show the 'slip1 between the accelerating float and the 
water, and which shows up In the plots* But the velocities once the float 
is moving are in good agreement! and considering the relative difficulty of 
making the observations in the small flume, especially at flows 6, It was 
thought that the comparisons were extremely satisfactory*
8*3*11* The small flume was adjusted for simulation of the larger on an 
unexaggerated vertical scale and normal Froude law basis (flows 8 corresponding 
to flows 3 and the configuration noted as C)* This test wa3 approaching the 
limiting value of Reynolds Number for turbulence to exist along the flume, 
even allowing for the nature of the entrances (R.H* was 445)* At zero 
density difference some of the upper flow still reached the bottom by 3*5 to 
4*0 ft* though there seemed to be less mixing along the flume than would 
correspond to flows 3* The surface floats still gave fair correspondence 
with the large fiumei two runs out of four giving almost perfect agreement 
allowing for the initial scale effect* At full density difference of about
0*0030 g/su/sul* there was an increase in velocity of about 8$, still f*x 
short of that for full si2e flow 4 (34*5$) despite the decrease in Reynold’a 
Number (445 c.f. 1,775)*
8*3*12* With the small flume and flows 8, the effect, on the surf act
velocity increase, firstly,^  roughening the bottom of the flume by scattering 
gravel mesh and down) on the floor of the flume to cover about 2% of the 
area and, secondly/jfdriving a pattern of nails into the bottom, was investi­
gated* The pebbles, especially, seemed to prevent this surface layer from 
increasing its velocity, though it should be remembered that the increase 
without the pebbles, amounted only to 8$* -
8*3*13* Using the larger flume, some tests were run with the entrance
box placed, as before, 0*5 ft* above the flume bottom, but with a total depth 
of only 0*5416 ft* Again proportioning the lower and the introduced flows 
to the cross sectional areas, it was possible to run tests with a larger total 
flow since the introduced flow was the limiting factor* With flows 9 .
(Section 16) with average velocity about twice that for flows 1, the coloured 
introduced flow again reached the bottom about 4*5 ft* from the edge of the 
box with zero density difference between the flows* Ott current meter 
readings were Just possible with flows 9 and these showed a distinct chaig* jji 
vertical velocity distribution between 4*0 ft* and 11*0 ft., the more typical 
type of distribution occurring at 11*0 ft. (Section 16). When the upper flow 
was heated to 90*Q°F (lower flow 66.5°F; density difference 0*0043 gf®*A#l#), 
some of the upper water still reached the bottom by 4*5 ft* but seme layering 
persisted to the end of the flume* At 13*0 ft*, the surface temperaturi vaa 
75°F and the temperature 2 in. above the bottom was 68°F.
8.3*14* Halving flows 9 in the larger flume (flows 10), at temperatures of 
/°F6&5 and 881 the upper flow reached the bottom between 4*5 and 5*5 ft. At 13.0
feet the surface temperature was 78°F and 2 inches above the bottom th& 
temperature was 67°F* These temperatures are mean values of the fluctiating 
reading on a thermometer held with its bulb at the required position*
Flows 10 were simulated in the smaller flume using a 1.8 vertical exaggera­
tion (Flows 11). With temperatures of 66#5°F and 87°F the coloured u>per 
flow reached the bottom by 5 to 6 ft. (Equivalent prototype distance)*
13.0 ft. the surface and the 2 in. from bottom temperatures (equivalem 
prototype depth) were 77°F and 68°F respectively, in good agreement vi;h 
the,prototype# With zero density difference the point of contact of tie 
upper water moved hack to about 4*5 ft. in both model and prototype#
8# 3 #15# Returning to flows 3 a^d configuration A in the larger fl'am<,
temperatures of 66.4°F and 83#3°F gave a surface temperature of 82.5°F at 
140 ft; comparatively little mixing having taken place* Two common biicks
were placed in the flume so as to form a 3 in. wide by 4i in# high blo<fc
across the flume at 9»0 ft. With the same temperatures and flows, the
o o 0 oaverage surface temperatures were 82*7 F, 78 F, 74 F and 73 F at 9*0 j\
11.0 ft-, 13-0 ft., and 14*0 ft., respectively# The bricks were moved to
2.0 ft. from the introduction box. With temperatures of 680°F and $4 °^{* 
for lower and upper flows respectively, the average surface temperature at
2.0 ft; 4*0 ft; 6.0 ft., 8.0 ft., 11.0 ft#, and 14*0 ft. were 83#4V«>
80°F., 77°F., 75°F., 74°F, and 73.5°F. respectively. With a colouret 
flow it was observed that the increase in velocity to surmount the briccs 
was apparent for a short distance only on the upstream side. Downstreaj, 
the mixing was most marked between 4-0 ft. and 5-0 ft. and was more «r teas 
completed by 8.0 ft. The slight vertical stratification still vi*ihe 
at 8.0 ft. did not thereafter notieeably diminish.
8# 3#16. It was obvious that more could be done with a thermometer ouy,
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and that this method of comparison might have been used earlier. But it now 
seemed appropriate to consider the evidence available, and to design a short 
series of experiments using the recording system. It was decided to concen­
trate, for the time being, at least, on the simulation aspect of the 
phenomena rather than the analytical prediction aspect. The further the 
studies went, the more it was realised that the various aspects of flow and 
mixing in heat dissipation models were nearly all particular cases of the 
basic phenomena which were studied by hydro-dynamicists* Nevertheless, 
heat dissipation models had been used in the past and would doubtless be 
used again, without a detailed understanding, from the hydro-dynamic point 
of view, of the factors involved.
8.3.17. The recordings for this sub-section are listed as test series J, 
In Section 16.
3.4. Further testa using thermopile recording apparatus 
8.4*1* In order to allow a speedy coverage of the whole length of the 
larger flume downstream of the introduction box, a 'traveller1 was made 
which could be slid along the tops of the flume sides, It was stable, 
without fixing, and the recording probes were mounted on it* The “cold1* 
junction probes, and both 'reference1 probe3 were immersed in water con­
tained in a bucket, which could be lifted along the flume as the traveller 
was moved. Fig* 8*8 shows the new arrangement of the probes.
8*4*2* From tests J, it was known that with flows 1, configuration A and 
the maximum thermal density reduction conveniently possible in the upper 
flow, little mixing would occur in the flume length. Changing the con­
figuration to E and F by placing a 4^ in* by 2§- in. cross-sectional barrier 
across the flume bottom two feet downstream of the edge of the introduction
box, conditions of partial and of almost complete mixing, by the end of the 
flume, were obtained with the longer and the shorter sides of the barrier ; 
horizontal respectively# These changing patterns of mixing are shown in .. 
Fig# 8*9 on a percentage temperature difference basis* To maintain the 
same general Froude number for flows 2, 3 and 4 (successively halved) it was 
necessary to successively quarter the density differences* This meant that , 
the temperature difference for flows 4 was only about half a farenheit 
degree* However, even at this stage some evidence was found that the same 
patterns of mixing obtained# .
8*4*3* Considering first configuration A, Fig* 8*9 $ hows that with 
flows 1, the surface temperature dropped to about 90$ of the upper flow 
introduction temperature by the end of the flume, but that relatively little 
mixing occurred. For flows 2 and 3, tests M6 and M23 showed a very similar 
maintenance of stratification, about 90$ of the original temperature 
difference remaining at the surface by the end of the flume in both cases* 
(N*B* M23 was example of test where there was a relatively large temperature 
difference between the lower flow and the reference bucket - about 20$ of 
the flows temperature difference - and allowance should be made accordingly 
in examination of the recordings). The desired density differences for 
tests M6 and M23 were 0.00084 and 0*00021 gm/m*l* and those attained were 
0*00088 and 0*00021 gm/m*l* (as obtained from the large scale plot of the 
temperature-density relation previously mentioned)
8*4*4* Configuration E and flows 1 led to considerable mixing (Fig* 8*9), 
the top and bottom temperature differences being about 59$ and 10$ of the 
starting increment by the end of the flume. Tests Mil (c*f, M7 as check 
on consistency) and M24 showed comparable results for flows 2 and 3j 63$ 
and 7$ being the approximate spot checks for Mil and about 62$ for M23 at
the surface, with the pattern of decrease of the recording being of more 
significance than an attempt to measure the small bottom deflection on the 
recordings* ,
8*4*5* Configuration F and flows 1 led to practically total mixing,
largely accomplished by 3 ft* Tests M12 and H25 fell into line, the mixing
*
at 8 ft* being perhaps slightly less for these tests of flow3 2 and 3*
o o8*4*6* With flows 4 the desired temperature difference at 62 F was 0,5 F* 
During the tests the amplifier was switched to A*0* which give3 a boost of 
three in the deflection of the oscillograph ,spotf over that with full gain 
D*C*# but tends to cause fluctuations* At tho end of each teat a normal 
D*C* recording of the 14 ft, position was made* In general the same pattern 
of mixing for the three configurations (A, E and F) probably occurred, as 
shown in the recordings for tests H33, H39 and H37 respectively* Visual 
observations gave no indication to the contrary*
8*4*7* A fair range of tests vras covered in the larger flume, some ofa
which will be referred to later and some of which have not so far been used. 
It seemed reasonable to cover a range greater than that described in the 
immediately proceeding paragraphs while the apparatus was available, and 
for example, tests M25 - 29 illustrate the effect of increasing density 
difference (0*00021, 0*00042, 0*00034# 0*00168 and 0*00336, go/aul* aimed 
at) on the amount of mixing with flov3 3 and configuration F,
8,4*8, In pursuance of the check on the applicability of the general 
Froude law, some tests were carried out in the smaller flume* First 
configurations A, E and F and flows 2 were simulated (configurations Cf H 
and J and flows 12) to a natural *|* scale* To obtain the came general 
Froude number, having maintained the normal Froude number for simulation 
without consideration of density difference, the density difference was kept
at that for flows 2, Using the earao spot checks for configurations A - C 
and E - H as previously, (hut assuming 12 ft* similar to 14 ft.) 90% 
compared with about 90% and 60% and 12$ compared with 63% and 7% were 
obtained for C compared with A, and H compared with E respectively* (Tests 
1143 and K44 for smaller flume compared with K6 and Mil}* For configurations 
F - J the degree of mixing in the smaller flume was perhaps slightly less 
complete by 12 ft., (Test 45 compared with Tests 12 and 30) but there was 
not much in it* . ,
8.4*9* When a 1*8 vertical exaggeration was used in tho smaller flume 
(configurations A, E and F and flows 2 simulated by configurations B, K and 
L and flows 6), the degrees of mixing at 12 ft* were hardly affected as 
compared with the unezaggerated smaller scale tests* (e.f. H43 with 1143,
M44 with M49 and M45 with M50)
8*4*10. It should be noted that Fig* 8*9 shows temperatures flux, and not 
density difference flux. Also because of the varying velocities in the 
vertical direction, especially near the barrier, the area of the temperature 
difference plot should not be constant*
8,5 Theoretical considerations and discussion
8*5*1, From consideration of the inhibition of turbulence by a density
8.1 'gradient, Richardson suggested a ratio (later known as Richardsons
Number, Ri) as a criterion for the correlation of observations of such
2 7occurrences* Following Prandtl’s explanation * of the reasoning leading 
to the formulation of the ratio* the order of magnitude of the vertical 
velocity fluctuations in turbulent notion is proportional to >l*du/dz whore 
1 is the Prandtl mixing length, in the mean velocity in the x direction, 
and the z axis i3 vertical. The kinetic energy of the vertical motion of 
an ’eddying1 molar ball of fluid of volume V is thus proportional to
*ivpV (l*du/dz). ' For a uni fora density gradient in an incompressible
fluid the work done in Raising a ball of fluid a distance 1 is
2 ■
i gVlf \ gVl2# dya/da
If the quotient of the worts done upon kinetic energy is greater than on©|. 
turbulence may be damped out, i,e* when j? gfp.&pf&z upon (du/dz) is greater
than one, Various attempts to estimate critical Richardson’s numbers have 
been made. For the present purpose it is the relevance of the Richardson’s 
number as a criterion of similarity, that is primarily of interest, Ri is 
of the same form as the inverse square of the general or internal Froude 
number and if it is assumed that dynamic similarity in momentum transferring 
turbulence exists, between mcdel and prototype, th© ratio could be regarded 
as a particular case of the general Froude number derivation, thus being 
applicable to characteristic lengths and density differences, Ellison and
Turner have confirmed the applicability of tho ratio in this wayj %s 
a parameter specifying the overall state of a cross section of a layer® of 
saline solution plunging down a sloping rectangular flume and entraining 
the ambient fresh water above it. They have described experiments which 
confirm that the rate of emtrainment depends on the Richardson’s number, 
and have evaluated the constant of proportionality for a range of values of 
the number. Because of the slope of the floor, the stabilising effect of 
density difference is decreased*-
simulation rather than prediction, the experimentally evaluated coefficients 
are not of direct interest. It would, perhaps, have been prefcrrable to
15,2
where C( is the slope* For tho present purpose where the interest is in
keep the term general, or internal, or densimetric Froude number for 
overall state evaluation, particularly where the mixing originates from wave 
like interfacial conditions and to use the term Richardson’s number for 
local •gradient’ conditions, for which it was originally intended*
8*5#3# If Q particular case of the simple two dimensional mixing phenomena 
studied in the flumes is thought of as a prototype and as a vertically 
exaggerated model, with the exaggeration equal to the inverse of the scale, 
it is obvious that similarity cannot be initially attained* However, if 
the mixing dies away fairly quickly and a more or less stable stratification 
continues down the flume, similarity by the criterion of this state of 
stratification might be approached where the model distance (and thus the 
prototype distance) is beyond, the primary mixing zone. This is illustrated 
diagramatically in Fig. 8#10(a). Suppose a feature i3 now placed in the 
flume, for instance a thin vertical wall. The samo configuration can no 
longer represent prototype and model, but again it might be that eventually 
similarity as regards stratification would be approached (Fig* 8.10(b) )*
8.5*A* Thinking now of a prototype and a natural scale model where
dynamic similarity is attained with homogeneous waterj the energies lost 
in prototype and model in surmounting an obstacle will be proportional to 
-§- 1W 2 where V is the change in velocity of a characteristic mass M and since
£"V  and V* = Vp « f (L */LpV
P  ; I ? * * W  a ' •■ ! -• U* p Jy V fl — * ;*■the ratio of energy available will be - rr
- L p f i V u , 1* *-1*
If stratified non-homogeneous water is Involved and dynamical similarity in 
mixing is^ittained, the ratio work done between model and prototype will be
I 3 a h I leading, of course, to the relationship,
u  m  * up* . L- m
when available energy is equated vd.th work done in
again a variation in the method of derivation of the Frow&e number law* This 
could have been obtained by direct substitution in Hi « ^ g/^ o *dyo/dz upon
purpose of model simulation using water* .
8*5*5* If the model is exaggerated vertically, by reduction of the hori­
zontal scale, and still thinking of the obstacles as definite, the distances 
between the obstacles are reduced but the mixing zones are not, and the 
sane flows obtain* (Fig* 3* 10(c) )* With the passing thought that in 
intermediate cases it is just possible that scale effects nay occur because 
of loss of Venturi’ recovery with the changes of slope, (Fig* 8* 10(d) ) 
consider the other extreme where resistance to flow is largely from general 
bed resistance* The concept of mixing after acceleration and deceleration 
of the flow is largely lost* However, the ratio of energy available for 
nixing to amount of mixing will still be on a general Froude law basis if . 
similarity is attained between model and prototype both in surface slope, and 
in mixing characteristics* Some attempt was made to examine this case in 
the larger flume (over a rough bottom) but it was found impossible to obtain 
conditions where mixing would occur, but where tho entry mixing was not 
predominant*
&•5*6* There seems little evidence that scale effects are likely in 
vertical mixing phenomena, other than the obvious effect of vertical 
exaggeration* This seems to warrant individual study in any practical
(du/da)2 of d /dz bjr Af/j, and (du/dz) 2 by ( V P 2 to give
for the
model experiment as its worst effects imy well be local* The work done may 
seem of relatively little value but the experience with the surface tension 
scale effect in the previous group of studies illustrates the necessity of 
checking what may appear obvious, and this has been done within the limits 
possible with the apparatus as it is at present*
I <*
9* FURTHER NON-STEADY STATE STUDIES
9*1 Some experiments vising the recording? apparatus
9.1*1. An experimental study of the dilution pattern for extended flows in 
lock experiments seena desirable, with coverage of as large a range as 
possible of the infinite width and no reflected wave case. Such a study 
would best be combined with the observations of diminution of front 
velocity, already mentioned (Section 7) as being required. The present 
apparatus is not large enough for this, except for comparatively shallow 
depths, and even then only short developments of the ■underflow or overflow 
can be observed. Although a start could be made, there is plenty of 
other work still to be done which is more within the scope of the 
apparatus and single handed operation. A sustained study of the dilution 
of the extended flows has neither been attempted nor will be recommended 
for future work with the present apparatus, although some further work 
might be worth while,
9,1,2, A considerable amount of relevant work has been carried out by
1*9,3*15Keulegan, and described by him in unpublished reports. He has
1*9dealt with the reflected wave case in comparatively narrow channels, as
referred to in Section 7, and also the case of a narrow channel separated
initially from a limitless f3ea* by a removable barrier, the sea containing
' 3*15the fractionally heavier liquid. Both these are affected, as compared 
with the case for which details are required, by important "configuration* 
circumstances; in the first the side effects and the reflected wave; in 
the second the side effects and a much greater initial difference in 
shape between the overflow and underflow, because of the lack of constraint 
cf the overflow as it spreads over the basin representing the sea. The 
average coefficient of proportionality for the underflow into the channel
from the sea as found by Keulegan was 0,57 compared with 0,4& for his lock 
experiments* It would also be expected that the subsequent rate of diminu­
tion of tbs initial velocity of the •sea* underflow would be less than that 
for the ’lock* underflow* apart from tho effect of any reflected wave on 
the latter* since the total interfacial and side resistance is obviously 
much decreased* This appears to be the case (direct comparison for any 
given width to depth ratio is not possible since although underflow tip 
velocities to a length to depth ratio of 280 along the channel from the ^ sea1 
have been observed by Keulegan* no such measurements exist for the non- 
ref lected wave lock case)*
9*1*3* Attempting to summarise the salient points of Keuleganf3 experi­
mental findings; it is known that the velocity of any underflow front* V*
is approximately |,0 sf^^P {^ <^ ‘) where is the average density between
P»w
the front liquid and the ambient liquid (measured on the floor and at a 
distance equal to the total depth from the tip of the front)* and di is the 
depth of the front immediately behind the initial bulb. It also appears 
that the coefficient of proportionality tends to vary with the densimetrio 
Reynolds number in a similar manner to that found for the coefficient for
the initial velocity* Below densimetrio Reynolds numbers of 400 ( where
j Vdi \R^ is defined as — i } the coefficient of proportionality falls away
Tin
rapidly* Keulegan has not attempted to measure the variation in density 
difference (or the dilution) at various points along the extended underflow 
for the case of a channel connected to a sea. Some data is available for 
the reflected wave '■lock1 case* but this is far too much affected by the 
aforesaid wave for there to be any possibility of transformation of the 
data* however* it does appear from Keulegan1s plots of the advance of the 
underflow along a channel connected to a sea* that even at fairly 6mall
4 U
densimetric Reynolds numbers, the underflow and overflow extension in the
idealised lock case would continue without severe diminution (i.e. V
greater than say 0*1 Vo) well beyond extension to depth ratios of 300 and
that the front would be followed up by only moderately diluted flows ( A p1
greater than 0*4 Ap )• The foregoing is quantitatively very vagfo$3 but
there is no basis for a more definite statement.
3*15*229.1.4* It is also known that the shape of the tip of the under­
flow, as it appears to the eye,is characteristic in form, and can be 
expressed non-dimensionally in terms of the depth of the bulb. Although
the ratio of height of bulb to depth d^ la nearly constant (approx. 2) for
1*9,3*15 3*22 the types of flow studied by Keulegan and Ippen and Harleman,
this ratio is in fact very much conditioned by the configuration and can
3,2
be much greater in the case of sloping floors.
9*1*5. A few experiments were carried out in the larger flume using 
the recording apparatus* The objeots were influenced by three considera­
tions t firstly the aforementioned lack of prospects of much useful work 
in the present flume length; secondly the shortage of time occasioned by 
slower progress than had been hoped for in the previous studies and the 
necessity to remake the thermopile probes (Section 5)* thirdly, the great 
improvements in detail that could be made in the recording system (dealt 
with in Section 13) were by now appreciated. The objects were then to 
quickly run over the following for a restricted rang© of conditionsi- 
l) to illustrate the use of the recording system for this 
type of problem.
11) to find whether local density differences existed within the 
bulb at the end of the underflow, and how density varied in 
the body of the underflow.
I I
111) to find whether the intense mixing previously observed in 
the bulb showed up in the recordings*
9* 1*6* Recordings were made for five thermal density difference tests,
the underflow proceeding along the longer length of the flume (13 ft*}, 
and with the shorter length now increased to five feet* These are shown 
under tests N in section 16* The bare recording probes were positioned 
at intervals down the flume and the other probes of the pairs, and both 
reference probes, were placed so as to be in the warmer water (ambient to 
the underflow) for as long as possible*
9*l*6a. Tests N1 and 2 were for 0*400 ft* depth and K.Ra approximately 
4000* The recordings for Nl, where all the probes were half an inch 
above the bottom, show a practically featureless trace, apart from the 
arrival of the front at successive probes* Although the front was 
diluted to about 0*75 by the time it reached probe 5 (10 ft* 6 in*), soon 
afterwards practically undiluted underflow water obtained at 3 ft* 6 in*,
7 ft*, 6 in* and 10 ft* 6 in* (just a trace of dilution), the extension 
ratio at 10 ft* 6 in* being 26* Test N2 shows that at the top of the 
bulb the underflow was much diluted compared with the bottom of the bulb, 
as probes 4 and 5 were reached*
9*l*6b. Tests H3 and 4 were for 0.800 ft* depth and K.Ra approximately
11,000* Although the trace is much loss uniform than for HI and 2, the
fluctuations are not as marked as during test HI, suggesting that the 
mixing had reached a stage where individual eddies were often small in 
comparison with the probe head* The trace where the front reached probe 
5 in N4 indicates that the lower part of the bulb was hardly diluted.
9*1*7* With a depth of 0*20 ft. and K.Ra approximately 1500  ^ Test N5 
illustrates a case where the general appearance of the underflow was
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distinctly laminar. Comparing this test with N1 one finds that the 
relative times to travel from probes 2 to 3* 3 to 4 and 4 to 5 ase 
0.83*1 * 1,04'and 0.75*1 I 1*39 for Nl and H5 respectively (as an approxi­
mation to bring to 3,5 ft# intervals from start instead of 3*0, 3*5* 3*5 ifb, 
from 0,5 ft.t- 0*33 x 3*5/3 ** 0.97 and 0.75 x 3*5/3 = 0*39). Fig. 9*1 
shows the comparative progress of the two fronts, It being assumed that no 
diminution of velocity had occurred in either case by 0.5 ft* The initial 
velocities were obtained from Figs. 7*6 and 7* In the case of N5, where 
the velocity was finally observed as about 0*4Vo, the underflow was, at 
that stage, markedly diluted for two thirds of its length; while in the 
case of Nl, where the velocity is finally about 0.9Vo, there was, as 
previously noted, little dilution* Supposing that N5 had been intended 
as a Froude law simulation of Nl, a vertical exaggeration cf about 1.5 
would have been required for a horizontal scale of 1/3, leading to 3*5 ft. 
in N5 corresponding with 10*5 ft* in Nl. In so far as practically no T 
dilution indicates correspondence, correspondence in respect to the part of 
the underflow nearest to the bottom was obtained, and again, as previous 
results would have indicated, reasonable correspondence was obtained in 
decrease of velocity. It should be noted that the correct density 
difference was not in fact quite attained in N5, but on the basis of 
divergence from the calculated initial velocities, the foregoing is 
basically true* Again the reflected wave would undoubtedly have affected 
parts of the underflow in N5 before the final dilution recordings were made. 
As a fairly close approximation, it can be said that the underflow was 
pursued by the reflected wave from the time it reached 5 ft*, the wave 
starting from minus five feet and travelling at a constant velocity, that 
of the underflow at five feet* However, the wave would have no mixing
effect on the bottom water and little transferring effect in this particular 
case.
9*1*3 It is immediately apparent that comparison of the H5 10*5 ft. 
recordings, where a dilution gradient extends back into the underflow, with 
the corresponding N1 recordings would be much more conclusive - either way* 
It is thought that these could be obtained in a 1*5 ft. wide flume, as side 
effects are still small at a width to depth ratio of nearly 4# But the 
flume length required is about 58 feet, and if the effect of the reflected 
wave is to be eliminated, about 80 ft.
9*1*9* The full scale and reduced scale simplified outfall tests as 
described in 7 *5*2. were repeated (apart from a small increase in flow and 
an increase in density difference) with recording probes positioned at 
3 ft. and 7*5 ft. from the outfall on the centre line of the tank at the 
surface and also at 2J- in. deep at 3 ft* only, full scale dimensions (the 
corresponding dimensions being used in the ^ 5 horizontal scale, 1*95 
vertical exaggeration reduced scale normal Froude law model.) The tests 
were run with surface tension difference balanced throughout and the 
recordings are given in section 16 under tests PI - 3*
9*1*10* It had been established (as described in Section 3) that 
something close to correspondence in the immediate mixing pattern due to 
velocity discontinuity on emergence from the outfall could be expected, 
and, as described in 7*5*2., correspondence in the advance of the front 
had been observed. Runs PI and P2 were* with very closely similar full 
scale conditions, the marked divergence, in the recordings being due to 
reduction in the oscillograph gain for PI (it was not known to what extent 
the Initial temperature difference would be reduced by 3 ft* travel) Over 
the distance 3 ft to 7*5 ft. the travel time for the front agrees to
within 2$, and while the dilution recordings show considerable erratic
mixing taking place, they agree fairly well, P3 and P4 were the
simulative reduced scale runs, fairly close agreement is density difference
with that intended being, attained (average of 0,00217 gm*/m,l, instead of
0,0023 gm/m,l, as intended). Again the front velocities were similar,
covering the divergence in the times to cover the distance between the
probes, and the mean of the reduced scale tests travel time,when scaled up,
is 65 seconds, compared with 61 seconds for the full scale tests, the
divergence being in line with the recognised error in density difference.
Turning to dilution it is interesting to note that the eddies are
distinctly larger in proportion in the smaller scale tests, (The actual
speed up of the strip (x 2,5) was rather less than that required by the
time ratio (x 3,16) ), While remembering that in both cases the sampled
portion of the front was merely a fraction of its actual width, it appears
that the introduced water was more stratified in the reduced scale tests.
The effect of exaggeration of the vertical scale could not be expected to
wholly acoount for this; there was only a slight tendency towards greater
stratification with reduced scale in the tests described in Section 8,
Until more repetitive testing has been carried out, it would be unwise to
draw further conclusions from these tests,
.to
9.1,11 It is suit able j(h ere te refer to n circumstance relevant to the 
above. Suppose a small density difference (reduction) agency with more or 
less linear mixing characteristics is present, uniformly distributed 
horizontally, on the surface water of a body. Spread is prevented by a 
removable barrier, which in this case need not reach the bottom. The 
agency is uniformly distributed vertically though a distance E* from the 
surface. If the initial velocity of advance Vo, upon removal of the
barrier, is taken as K where K is the constant of proportion-*
iality from ^ock1 experiments, then Vo is practically independent of H'
1since is inversely proportional to H . The small variation in V is
due to changes in densimetric Reynolds number which is proportional to
So It .hot . « a i  variation to .tvatlll-
cation will not materially effect the capacity of^front to advance further,
assuming that the density difference flux is constant*
9•1*12. The foregoing is more applicable to forced density currents
than to the modified lock case, given that the relationship assumption
between these made and tested in section 7 holds, since it Is obvious that
the kinetic energy distribution in the modified lock case underflow will be
more and more affected as compared with the normal lock case, the further
the extension continues* However, right at the start of .the experimental
work, some tests (AS - All) of the modified lock case were made,
unfortunately before the effect of surface tension on the overflow was
appreciated* In these tests the flume was filled to in* with cold
water and heated water on either side of the barrier in the usual way*
Cold water was then slowly run into the longer (colder) length and the
barrier was 1 cracked1 open, allowing the heated water to be lifted until
of hnxin^
some predetermined depth was reached* A fair amount/did take place and 
a temperature traverse was made at the middle of the smaller length before 
the barrier was lifted and the flow observed in the usual way* Fig* 9*2 
shows the results of two tests. From plots of the vertical temperature 
variation, an equivalent no mixing interface depth has been calculated, 
assuming all the heated water to be at the surface temperature* The 
actual progress of the fronts is compared with the initial velocities 
calculated from these (no mixing) depths and temperatures and using the
most reasonable value of the apparent coefficient of proportionality 
for the thermal overflow obtained from the many normal lock tests in the 
range of the aforesaid depths and temperatures and without surface tension 
balanced* The actual initial progress of the fronts is remarkably close 
to that predicted* considering the erratic results which are characteristic 
of surface tension assisted advance.
9*2 Theoretical considerations and discussion
9*2*1. The experiments described in this section tend to confirm the
supposition of Section 7 that the variations in initial velocities and in
decrease of velocity with travel length which occur during lock experiments
appear to be, to some extent, applicable to more general non-homogeneous
water movements* Without a great increase in the scale of models it is
likely that, during slack water periods, movements on such magnitude as
to have, broadly speaking, turbulent interfacial conditions would have to
be simulated under more or less laminar Interfacial conditions, assuming
that the velocity scale is taken as, or is close to, the square root of
the vertical scale* This assumption is based on the probability that
tidal movements before or after the slack water would be simulated*
9* 2.1* In 7*1*2. reference was made to attempts to obtain the initial
velocities of the lock case fronts by analvsis. There has been some
disagreement on the conditions to be regarded as the idealised case prior
to the start* If water, which differs in density, is at the same level
on either side of a barrier in a flume, there is a nett resultant force on
the barrier* If it is required that the nett force be sero, the less dense
q.i
water must be at a slightly higher elevation and Shonfeld and Schijf and 
Schonfei?*^ have started from that position, their theory being graphically 
illustrated in Pig* 9*3 (Taken directly from ref* 7*7)* To better
illustrate why the continuing identity of the surface wave phenomena with
the internal phenomena is, in the opinion of the Author, fallacecus,
7.6consider the proposition of Linder. He supposes that a globule of fresh 
water may be considered to rest momentarily upon and in the surface of a 
body of fresh water (Fig. 9.4-) and then proceeds with the traditional
1iceberg1 calculation, arriving at (due to his assumption of salt water
. * ‘ •
specific gravity as 1.025) 40 times as much fresh water below the surface
as above. He then cays that the fresh water will flow out over the salt
water because of its elevation, thus unbalancing the pressure at the bottom
of the globule which will thus rise* But even the momentary existance of
the globule implies interfacial surface tension to cause it to act as a
unit, and there seems no reason to believe that this exists as between
bodies of water with small density differences due to salinity or
temperature differences. In fact, in the illustration chosen by Linder,
the most compelling force on the globule would be that caused by the _
decrease in normal surface tension over its surface area. But neglecting
this objection the proposition is still irrational. A globule of salt
f lumg
water resting on the bottom of a fresh water filled/would spread over the 
bottom without a corresponding elevation to the fceberg* projection entering
into the picture. . .
7*7 9.1
9.2*3* Shonfeld and Schijf and Schonfeld. , seem to have been actuated
by a similar desire to explain the internal movements by external circum­
stances. The nett pressure distribution obtained from their diagram b on 
Fig 9.3 (Fig. 9.5a) seems initially more rational in terms of the observed 
movements than that on the basis of level surfaces^ Fig* 9.5b)* But 
starting from the latter as an unstable condition (once the barrier is 
removed) it can be visualised that the maximum reduction of potential energy
commensurate withcontinuity requirements embracing equal, flows and a 
logical transference pattern with minimum absorbtion of energy due to 
acceleration and the overcoming of viscous (normal and eddy) friction, is 
obtained from the flow pattern commonly observed, despite the necessity for 
the overflow to overcome the varying pressure difference appropriate to the 
depth# Figs, 9,6 - 8 shew the development of the overflow and underflow 
at a somewhat later stage. As mentioned in 7,2,5, tests with differences
in surface level did not suggest that these had any effect on the internal
«* . . . . "
movements other than those which would have occurred with no density 
difference present. The surface disturbances caused by the sudden 
withdrawal of the barrier were of much greater magnitude but did not appear 
to affect the internal flow3 either. With regard to Figs, 9,6 8, it
should be noted that the effect of dilution of the tip has a differing 
effect on the appearance of the overflow and underflow as the coloured 
water tends to show up even in great dilution. Thus the overflow in 
these cases actually extends somewhat beyond the point apparently indicated, 
9,2,4* It is not thought that further consideration of the analytical 
prediction of the initial velocities would be profitable to the present 
study. Dr, Keulegan, an eminent hydro-dynamic 1st, has considered the 
matter over a period of twenty-eight years without finding a reasonably 
simple method which is not negatived by initial simplifying assumptions. 
Doubtless a step by step analysis could be programmed for a computer, but 
experimental observations are probably simpler. It is interesting to 
note that the following hc^lysis* based on most obviously incorrect
2,10
assumptions* yields the same result(that obtained by O’Brien and Cherno,
7.5 7,7
Keulegan and Sohljf and Schonfeld*
Kinetic Energy = Work done
^  V « a P x J=. * i i  * i i
3  2. 2  2 .
• V = ■$[(*£.<$. h)
9*2.5. However, although absolute considerations are beyond the scope 
of this thesis, comparative considerations are of some value in the 
understanding of the observations of the lock phenomena* If it is 
assumed that at a particular ratio of total extension to depth in the 
development of a series of overflows and underflows there is geometric 
and dynamic similarity, the energy made available per unit width is 
proportional t o H a n d  the kinetic energy toV^l^^p^^giving VotfeiUj)
If friction is neglected. The decrease in relative initial velooity v8ffirt
be observed very close to the barrier and cannot be explained by frictional
losses, but is probably due to modifications in velocity distribution and
interfacial shape at small values of £•&£ (which is approximately
proportional to ). There are indications in Fig# 7#6 that the
coefficient of proportionality line flattens in th© region K*R = 10,000 -
&
30,000* Further tests are required at large values of K*R but with a 
definite time taken to lift the barrier and the results corrected on the 
basis of comparisons made at small values of *
9*2.6. Supposing the total energy used in overcoming the interfacial and
bottom drag, which decrease the velocities of the overflow and underflow,
2 2is proportional to I* 1 as between geometrically similar developments in 
the tnrbulent region, it would seem likely that the slope of the travel 
length to depth ratio line at a gi^en proportion of initial velooity 
(Fig* 7*12) would also flatten in the fully turbulent region* This is
largely proved by a series of the sea and channel case experiments described
3 15by Keulegiui, * Fig* 9*9 shows his plot of the recordings and it can be
seen that, even with the small channel used, the pattern of diminution of
velocity up to a travel length to depth ratio of 230 reaches stability
beyond K*E& ==. 25,000. It should be noted that the method of plotting
somewhat masks the effect of decreasing K*EA * At K*EA 16,000, the ,
velocity ratio V/^a at an extension of is 0*3 compared with that of the
fully turbulent case taken as unity, but by extension of 230 has fallen to
Case
0*6 compared with that of the turbulent^as unity, plots of actual extension 
against time, where the divergence in velooity is cumulative, would more 
graphically illustrate tho effect of partially laminar flow. Ofcourse, 
the justifiable use of the starting K.H^ instead of the local K . B ^  
depends on the extension envisaged; there is little divergence between 
runs 0 and f  in Fig. 9*9 so far as an extension ratio of AO* Neglecting 
the effect of mixing, the greater diminution of velocity as the phenomena 
comes into the laminar region can be partially explained as follows* The 
decreasing energy used to overcome friction up to the point of comparison 
would no longer be proportional to the square of the velocity but would, 
E t a *  ^ . ^ ( p r o p o r t l c !  E. s., A  .  AJfcg;*) „ » ^ 8
resistance proportional to V), become & continually Increasing proportion
. . . . . , 3
of the more rapidly decreasing total energy available (still c& ApH or
3Apl* )* This would result in decreasing travel length to depth ratios at
O i
. 88
any proportion of the initial velocity. The foregoing would be modified
' 1 ’ ; . • k • ' • . . . . ‘ ■ • ' • . ' ' • . ' ' - . iby the probable changes in shape and more particularly in velocity distri­
bution, These tentative considerations are, in the lack of the information 
on interface shape, on velocity distribution and on dilution required,
merely an attempt to show that the variations observed are not irrational,’ •
The effect of dilution is not fully understood though it appears to be even 
more a feature of laminar advance than of turbulent advance,
9,2,7, It should be possible to achieve a fair degree of similarity in 
models during the slack water period by the use of moderate vertical 
exaggeration once a complete Keulegan type congruency diagram (Fig# 7#12) 
becomes available and the coefficients of proportionality diagram (Figs. 7,6 
and 7) is extended. Since the variation between different travel length 
ratios probably alters from the laminar to the turbulent region it would 
be necessary to decide on a best compromise before making the calculation 
of vertical exaggeration. Care would be necessary in the selection of a 
representative densimetrio Reynolds number (K.R^) for the prototype.
10 SPREAD IN MOVING WATER 
10*1 Discussion of the problem
10.1.1. Consider two wide parallel flows of water moving horizontally
at the same uniform velocity Vu and depth H, and with a slight difference in
density A p between them, the flows being initially separated by a thin 
division. At the end of the division the flows are free to mix and for 
the lighten water to flow over the heavier and vice versa, In such an ,
Idealised condition it might be imagined that something close to the lock 
case overflow and underflow would take place as the flow continued beyond
the end of the division. However, in practice the velocity distribution
would not be uniform, either horizontally or vertically. Assuming 
turbulent flow the horizontal velocity gradient at the division would 
result in an initially horizontal mixing action beyond the division ? 
similar to the initially vertical action beyond the bottom of the intro­
duction box in experiments of the type described In Section S. A variety
of effects can be imagined for various combinations of ap and mean velocity
Vnj the immediate mixing may prevent the formation of an underflow and 
overflow, which mode of flow appears to be much influenced by the inter­
face conditions,
10.2.2. Neglecting for the moment the cross flow (from the point of 
view of the lock flows) consider the effect of partial mixing before 
removal of the barrier on the normal lock case. Fig, 10.1a shows the 
normal starting position) if the condition shown in Fig, 10,1b is 
substituted (with two barriers to be removed) there would at first be two 
separate lock exchange flows, We do not have precise information on the 
limits of movement in the simple lock case. It clearly extends some 
short distance beyond the fronts in the manner of Fig. 10,1c. With the
double barrier the flows at some little time after the start would be as 
shown in Fig, lO.ld* Now if the normal lock case initial velocities were 
Vo(o) And V°(u) equal to Koy(^*9*H) and respectively* the
double barrier case initial velocities would start as ^0(o) 55 
and Y0^'=5 5‘ where Ko* and Kul were only very slightly
smaller than Ko and £u, The linearity of the early extensions of lock 
exchange flows and the general shape of the phenomena (Fig* 9*3) suggests 
that the very simple concept of 9* 2.-4 ®ay be of some use as a guide on a 
comparative basis) the assumption being that incremental reduction of 
potential energy is balanced by the Incremental Increase of kinetic energy* 
This is illustrated in Figs* 10*2*
10*1*2* With the double barrier case there would come a stage when the 
exchange flows would combine (Fig* 10*le)* Thereafter the nett rate of 
incremental reduction of potential energy* on a basis of extension* would 
remain approximately the same but the rate of Incremental increase of 
kinetic energy would be halved* assuming maintenance of the front velocity* 
This would be* of course* unstable and there would in fact be a tendency 
for the fronts velocity to increase) the extent to which the comparable 
U p  and E) single barrier velocity would be approached depending on 1® 
and the principle considerations being the need to accelerate the already 
moving water occupying (approximately) the whole space between AA and BB 
on 10. le and the increase of resistance* particularly as regards the 
continuing underflow and overflow tips* caused by the presumably greater 
dilution of them compared with the single barrier case* This might not 
be Important as there seems to be a fair degree of replacement of the tip 
of the front during the early development of the overflow and underflow*
But there certainly would be a destruction of potential energy Involved
in the mixing required to change from the single barrier to the two barrier 
case.
10.1*3* As the two barriers are brought closer together, the foregoing 
effects would decrease, eventually being intercepiable and some extreme case 
of the foregoing in fact represents the practical single barrier case where 
the lifting of the barrier nust cause a little mixing*
10*1,4* If now a multiple barrier case is considered, with the barriers
close together (Fig* 10*If) and equal increments of the total from the
one outside barrier to the other, the combination of tho series of
exchange flows would he practically coincident with their initiation* It 
follows from 10,1.2* that the overall exchange flows would develop very 
slowly* If the simplifying assumption already used is adopted (however 
unrealistically) an expression for the velocity of tho underflow (or 
overflow as both velocities are the same under the assumption) can be 
obtained in terms of Id and Lg (Fig. 10,lf
K.E = W . D .
as Ld becomes lar^ e in comparison to Ls, .
V tends to ^
In practice V would be decreased by frictional drag but would come closer 
to that for the nornal lock case (also reduced from K a(.r 
drag) with i increasing travel length*
10.1# 5. If a continuous gradient of a^ o exists along a distance Is 
which is rather great than H, it can be imagined that the development of 
an exchange flow would be very much retarded*
10.1.6. It might be difficult to perform experiments to fully verily 
the above# but starting with the relatively simple case of three or four 
barriers, fairly well spaced, some progress should be made and such 
experiments will be recommended for future work.
10.1.6. Now returning to the original problem, with a cross flow relative 
to the possible development of the exchange flows, it may be wondered to 
what extent inhibition of the exchange flows is likely. Suppose the 
average velocity in the parallel flows is of the order of 0.2 ft ./sec. at
a depth of 0.33 ft., and the density difference is 0,0023 gmf/m,l,, The 
approximate angle obtained from tar> » .5 j.2. is 33°, a much
greater divergence than the normal mixing zone which varies between l,in 8 
and 1 in 6, or around 8°. .
10.1.7. An attempt was made to test the above conditions, by placing 
the introduction box on the floor of the main tank and facing downstream. 
The circulating flow was partially smoothed by dry brick baffle walls. 
However, there was insufficient absorbing capacity in the sump to allow 
the heated flow to continue long enough for steady conditions to be 
established. It appeared that the limit of the divergence, as viewed from 
above^around 1 in 3, falling between the estimates of the previous para­
graph.
10.1.3. As well as the possibility of horizontal mixing partially
inhibiting the development of the underflow and overflow, it seem3 likely 
that vertical mixing may affect such development as occurs. Although it 
was shown (in 9*1.12. ) that variations in vertical distribution of a
density difference agency in a potential overflow nay not affect its 
capacity to advance, particularly if its depths are small in comparison 
with the total depth, mixing during the actual advanoe in the case of an 
underflow and overflow implies both turbulent energy losses and decrease 
of potential energy, and, if the mixing is imposed by a cross flow, a 
decrease in the rate of development compared with that obtaining without 
the cross flow. It nay be that the exaggeration in vertical scale 
needed to similate normal development of the underflow and overflow is 
no longer desirable since the resistance to the developments may be 
proportional to the square of the velocity over a greater range - but this 
ls rather hypothetical and some experimental work is needed* For the 
present it can be said that, from the observations made during the previous 
tests, it seems that the vertical mixing resulting from the initially 
horizontal nixing action becoming random would predominate,in the basic 
configuration considered here, over bed induced vertical mixing*
10.1*9* An attempt was made to compare tests of an Outfall projecting 
water into a moving stream at two scales, full size and '/5 size with 
1*95 vertical exaggeration* (P5 - F8). For the full size tests the 
introduction box was set at the upstream end of the tank facing across it* 
Without the introduced flow, an extremely complex and unstable pattern of 
flows as set up and no consistency could be obtained in appearance or in 
temperature measurements downstream, when the introduced flow was started* 
Again the lack of sump capacity was inconvenient* These tests did, 
however, illustrate the need for a surface tension balancing agent which 
does not cause foaming, or alternatively a circuit without drops at the 
entry to test sections.
10* 1*11* The idea of a continuous gradient of, in the normal lock 
configuration is useful to further illustrate tfei fallacy of a non-level 
water surface* ‘
U m  heat losses 
ii*i Mrpfoctioa
11*1*1. By vheat losses1 are meant the heat which ls transferred from the
water before it passes outside the limits that have been selected for considers* 
tion in either a full size or a small scale investigation. In general, and 
certainly for prototype conditions, by far the greater part of the fheat loss1 
is to the overlying air, rather than to the containing solidsi*^*
11.1*2. With regard to power station heat rejection with water as the
agent, a circulating water system based on a cooling pond represents one 
extreme! practically all the heat must be transferred to the atmosphere at 
a definite location. Since evaporation is an important agency of the cooling 
process, oake-up-vater is required for a cooling pond and cooling towers are 
really a more compact and efficient form of the closed circuit system.
11.1.3* At the other extreme, one can imagine a power station sited on an
exposed coastal promentary where the outfall water is rapidly swept away at 
practically all stages of the tidal cycle. For this case, as for other open 
circuit systems, the greater the dilution within chosen limits of consideration, 
the less the heat losses within the aforesaid limits.
11.1.4* Particularly for the case of cooling ponds, and for a variety of
other cases, it may be desirable to calculate the heat losses for various 
conditions of station load and of weather* Apart from the actual heat loss 
calculations, it is necessary to predict the sequence of dilution and, 
depending on the circumstances, the heat loss or the dilution calculations can 
be of the greater importance and difficulty* For instance, if it is desired 
to calculate downstream temperatures in a non-tidal river where the total flow 
is only slightly greater than the circulating water flow and where there is 
little tributary flow within the distance in question, the heat loss calcula-
tions are paramount. On the other hand in a tidal river or estuary* the 
maximum upstream and downstream flows may be far in excess of the of the 
circulating water flow and the immediate diluting action may reduce the 
cooling potential. In assessing the chances of a build up of temperature 
the most important factor is the amount of replacement or interchange between.
the volume 1 block1 of water known to motfe up and down past the station and the
. 11.1*2adjacent blocks on either side,
11.1.5, There are* then* three main points regarding heat losses which 
should be considered in the present circumstances i~
(a) How to predict heat losses in a prototype so as to find water 
temperatures after some period of time,
(b) Parallel with (a) is the question of heat losses in a small 
scale basic study. Normally it would be desirable that the 
density difference flux is essentially the same as that which 
would obtain with no heat losses,
(c) The effect of heat losses on model simulation,
11.1.6, At the time of the Kincardine investigation a method of computing
11,3heat losses given by Throne was used for both model and prototype. Some 
experiments were carried out in the model to check on Throne’s formula* and 
fair agreement was found. As heat loss was shown to be relatively unimportant 
in that study* the matter was not pursued. Since then conditional criticisms
l.ioj 11.4of Throne’s method have been noted. As the question of heat losses
was only very briefly mentioned in the final version of the Kincardine paper 
(Attachment 1* paragraph 21)* these are now considered in more detail* 
remembering* however* that only a certain degree of accuracy is required in 
many heat dissipation circumstances because of the greater importance of 
dilution.
* a *11*2 Heat losses from water surfaces
11*2.1# The energy transfer processes across the water air boundary are
1,11; 2*6well known. Solar radiation strikes the water surface and the
unreflected proportion heats the water below the surface, the distribution
of the heating in the surface layers depending on the angle of incidence and
the clarity of the water* There is an interchange of fblack body1 Radiation
from the water upwards and from the atmosphere to the water*
11*2.2* Heat can be transferred from (or to) the water by conduction.
11.2.3* Evaporation from the water surface requires heat which is mainly
drawn from the water* The reverse occurs, with condensation which is,
however, improbable In heat dissipation circumstances.
11.2*4. It is convenient in heat dissipation studies to express heat
gains or losses in BThU/sq.ft./hri The energy budget per unit area of a
1.10body of water may be expressed*-
Qs — Qr * Qa Qar - Qbs 4 Qv '■* Qe — Qh - Qw = Qx
Where Qg is the solar (including sky) radiation incident to 
the water surface*
Qr is the reflected solar radiation. .
Qa Is the incoming long wave radiation from the atmosphere.
§ar is the reflected long wave radiation.
Qbs is the long wave radiation emitted by the body of water,
Qv Is the net energy advected into the body of water other 
than that contained in evaporated water*
Qe is the energy utilised by evaporation.
Qh Is the energy conducted from the body of water as
sensible heat*
Qw ia the energy advected by the evaporated water.
Qx is the increase in energy stored in the body of water*
It is agreed thatyin most circumstances,that conduction of energy through
the bottom and transformation of Kinetic energy into thermal energy can be
, '1.10$ 2.6; 11.1ignored* . .
11*2*5* For any combination of weather conditions and in the absence of
added heat in the form of cooling water or the like, there will be a surface
temperature at which there would be no heat flow between a body of water and
the atmosphere* This is the equilibrium temperature (Twe) Throne1 s basic
idea was the introduction of natural water temperature (Twn) ms the basis for
comparison with Industrial conditions, and the transference of the calculations
from the absolute to the relative* The natural temperature 15 merely that
temperature which would obtain at a particular time had a body of water not
been used for heat dissipation* This may differ considerably from the
11 1 5equilibrium temperature; the range of mean temperatures V  from the outer 
limits of an estuary to the non-tidal river during winter and summer illus­
trates the influence of the local conditions of depthf turnover and inter­
change on the tendency for a body of water to reach the mean equilibrium
temperature* But at all places along the range, the temperature is always
1,10; 11*1,4
•natural1* Thronefs approach has been followed in later studies*
11*2*6* The nett solar and sky radiation, Q3 - Qr, can be considerable, 
but is very erratic because of varying degrees of cloud cover. Bp to the 
order of 200 BThU/sq*ft*/hr. is possible in temperate climates* The mean 
rates throughout March, June, September and December, for the British Isles
are of the order of 31, 55# 33 and 9 BThB/sq*ft*/hr* respectively#* But in 
comparing the heat balance of a natural and an industrial body of water, the 
nett incoming solar and sky radiation is the same in either case and can be 
ignored*
11*2*7* Qbs, the black body radiation, would be 0*171 x IB® (Tv ♦ 460)^
BThU/sq.ft./hr* for an emissivity rate of 0.97*^°, where Tw 1© the surface
water temperature. Fig, 11,1 shows a plot of this for the range of Ty from
32 F to 80PF, the variation from the linear assumption of Throne * and 
11,4Lang haar, being slight* but not negligible when water temperatures near
2.6freesing point are considered; Sverdruup* Martin and Fleming have given 
a figure showing effective back radiation Q^a - Qa ♦ Qarj which is reproduced 
as Fig. 11,2# This is for a clear sky* assuming that air and surface water 
temperatures are equal. For cloudy conditions the value should he multiplied 
by (1-0,0830) where C is the oloud cover on the scale 1 to 10.
11,2,8, Throne^*^ adapted Rohwer’s ^ ^  evaporation formula (inserting 
latent heat of evaporation) to givet-
Qa e 70.6 (1.0 ♦ 0,268V) (ly ~ 1©)
Where V is the wind velocity just above the water surface (m.p.h.) 
ly is the vapour pressure of water at the water surface 
temperature, (in. Hg.) 
la is the partial pressure of the water in the air (in, Hg,) 
and sea level conditions are assumed.
This result is similar to that whioh would be given by the Meyer formula for
11.4*7 11.8evaporation. Penman* after investigations in England* concluded
that the empirical Rohwer formula was superior in use to results given by
more theoretically correct approaches.
11,2.9* A relationship between the amounts of heat given off to the
atmosphere as sensible heat and used for evaporation can be obtained as
2 6follows (vide "The Oceans11 * )• The amount of heat carried from the sea 
surface in unit time through unit area is » “cvk (neglecting
the adiabatic lapse rate)
where Cp is the specific heat of the air* A is the eddy conductivity and
dTs/da is the temperature gradient near the water surface (0C/cm), Again 
the transport of water vapour , F, through unit area in unit time is • Adf/dz 
where df/dz is the vertical gradient of the specific humidity* This leads to
Qe a ., 0« 621^p| d@/dz ,, . .
where % is the latent heat of vaporisation at the surface temperature of the 
water, p is the atmospheric pres sure and de/da is the vapour pressure gradient 
(mlllebars/qa) * R, the ratio of Q& to Qe is equal to
Op/1* p/0f621, dTa/dz, da/de 
«0* 66* p/1000  ^ d Ta/dz, da/de 
(cp £ Gj240 and L = 585 caloriea/gm,)
Remembering that air must pass several miles over water before any 
perceptible change in air temperature and hppaidity 13 noted, because of the 
constant interchange of the lower stratas, this leads to
R a 0,6<?,p/l000. (Tw - TaJ/tOv, - Oa) 
which is known as the 1Bowen ratio1*
H i 2* 10, If it is accepted that the relationship between the heat used for
1*10;2*6;11*4
evaporation and tiiat transferred by conduction is given by the Bowen ratioi-
* » °-°i2 H w t !  Is *• **•85 “ a
Where Tv is the surface water temperature °F 
Ta is the air temperature °F 
P is the atmospheric pressure In* Hg*
This leads to Throned combined formula. In this case assuming an atmospheric 
pressure of ^0 w.
Qe * Qh = 70.6 (1.0 ♦ 0.2687) /*(0U - 0*) ♦ 0.012 (Iw “ Ia)_7 
11*2*11* Hence Throne obtains H, the heat flow from the water surface
occasioned by the raising of the temperature from ’natural1 to ’industrial’ as 
H » 1,04 (Twl - Twn) ♦ 70,6 (1,0 ♦ 0,268V) •&vn) * 0.012 (1*1 - Tm ) J
Solar and sky radiation is ignored* being unaffected by the change from 
’natural' to ’industrial’ conditions* and the air temperature and partial 
water vapour pressure are cancelled# The first term is an approximation for 
the differential black body radiation (more or less correct about 60 - 70°F 
water temperatures - see Fig, 11*1)
11*2# 12# As mentioned earlier* Throne’s formula was used for both model 
and prototype to assess the effect of heat losses on simulation in the 
Kincardine model* The tests {briefly described in paragraph 22 of 
Attachment 1) consisted of trapping the heated water which had gathered over 
a sheet of thin glass by placing a wooden frame on the glass* The glass was 
supported on four thin eoluans and lay horizontal and centred at 3*30O’E#* 
1*350’S# (Fig* 2 of Attachment 1). By the time the frame was positioned* 
all flows had been stopped and the subsequent loss of heat was studied#
Table 11,3 shows the results and how the heat loss differential from that 
predicted by Throne’s formula#
11# 2# 13* It was thought that the divergence at the larger temperature
# ' ■
differences might he due to the Bowen ratio assumption being Inapplicable for
the limited area involved# An alternative approach to the conduction loss
can be made by considering the water surface as a flat horizontal heated
11*9surface and following a method given by C# W# Rice# * The conditions over 
a model in a building are neither truly ’free convection’ or ’forced 
convection'# The assumption of free convection with* perhaps* some allowance 
for wind velocity seems more reasonable# The free convection heat flow from 
a flat horizontal surface* as given by Rice* is
Qh = 0,83 (Ty - Ta)1,25 BTMJ/eq.ft./hr.
11*2* 14* An alternative to Throne’s approach for indoor conditions is
therefore*- : "
H = Qdb (Twi - Twh) ♦' 70.6 (1.0 ♦ 0.2637) (fl** - awn) ♦
>  0.83 (Xvfi - Ta) 1#25 BthtjMft,/kr 
The results with this method are again shown on Table 11#3 under ‘•New Formula 
loss11# There is some improvement over the original formula, especially in 
the case of the highest temperature test, using a Thermos Jar# This test 
corresponded more closely to the laboratory conditions during the later basic 
studies#
11 #2.15. For average conditions during the basic study tests where heat
losses are thought most likely to be perceptable, it is reasonable to assume 
a natural water temperature of 60°F with an air temperature of ?0°P# The heat 
content, above the reference provided by basic temperature, at the start of a 
•lock1 experiment with water at 100°F on the shorter flume length and at 60°F 
in the larger length (as described in section 7) at depth 0#25 ft# would be 
4,200 BThU# The Initial heat loss rate would be 193 BThU/ sq • ft * /hr • and if 
the heated area at half the available travel length combined with twice the 
time taken to reach the aforesaid half travel length is taken as sufficiently 
representative, the total heat loss is 115 BThU, without making any reduction 
for the effect of the mixing which would undoubtably take place# This is 
just under %  of the original heat content# Again, if a half inch deep band 
of water is allowed to flow down the flume from the introduction box, the 
heat content per square foot (assuming the same illustrative temperatures) is 
104 BThU# At 0*06 ft*/seo* (the mean speed of flows 4 - see Section 3) the 
heat loss by the end of the flume, assuming again no mixing would be 13 BThU
j  ■
or about 13^ * This would be more than desirable, but, in fact, such an
experiment was never carried out, the nearest approach being with Xj inched 
depth of water at a smaller heat difference, which would lead to about %  heat 
loss for the most extras heat loss oircumstances met with in the stratified 
flow studies.
11.3. Heat losses and model simulation
11*3* 1# For most investigations it is sufficient to check that the heat
losses are likely to be small in both model and prototype within the 
appropriate limits of time and location. Throned formula is suitable for 
the prototype and the adjusted formula for small scale models, though, if the 
temperature increment is small the difference between the results from the two 
methods is slight.
11.3*1* If it is desired to simulate heat losses in a model, it must be
arranged that equivalent bodies of water have equivalent heat drops in
equivalent time. Supposing that the same temperature increment is adopted
in model and prototype, the ratio of heat loss rates required, for a normal
Froude basis model, is 1 I Iaa^  Hp. L p as
between prototype and model; i.e. 1 I (Ha/ftp), Lp/Lra or 1 * Hr2/Lr where
L and H. refer to horizontal and vertical lengths and n p and r indicate
model, prototype and model to prototype ratio (the scale). This means that 
1 1 
for say a natural model the heat loss rate in the model should be 12
that In the prototype. How it is normally found that minimum prototype heat
loss rates are about 2 to 3 times that in models operated with the same
temperature increment. This was so for Kincardine and has recently been
stated to be the case for some river recirculation models in the United 
3*13
States. Thus great difficulty would be found in simulating heat losses 
in a natural scale model, a difficulty increasing with decrease of tho scale* 
Partial substitution of saline density difference would seem the only solution.
Only one model where close heat loss simulation is necessary has so far been
1,7 * Idescribed# The scales adopted* ^§o horizontal and go vertical* lead to a
model heat loss rate requirement of l/l#45 of that of the prototype# This 
seems sufficiently near to 3 to present no undue difficulty# If it were 
desirable to increase a model’s heat loss rate* the use of overheated but 
slightly salted outfall water would be much easier to arrange and control than 
salting of the main body of water* which was suggested earlier in this para­
graph as the remedy should the heat loss rate be too great when thermal density 
differences only were used#
11*4* In conclusion
11#4# 1# A further search of the literature might well provide information 
on which a better approach to heat losses could be based# The presently 
described method is thought to be adequate for the present purposes and it 
has been sought to demonstrate this# There Is* at present* considerable
interest in the effect of heat dissipation on the temperature of rivers and
2# 15-19 J 11# 1*80*1estuaries and on the biological effect of temperature changes*
and it is probable that, when th© results of current investigations are 
published* an improved method for the prediction of heat losses will be 
available#
12# ECONOMICS OF HEAT DISSIPATION 
12*1 Introduction .
12* 1#1# Considering only temperate climates and conventional methods of
heat dissipation, it is normally found more economic to base tho circulating
water system of a coal or oil burning steam power station on a convenient
naturally occurring body of water than on cooling towers. The relationship
of this advantage to fuel, transport costs and transmission losses is such,
however, that many power stations have been, and aro being, constructed so as
to bo close to coalfields and load centres although this necessitates the us©
of towers* As illustration of the basic economic disadvantage of towers, it 
12*1has been shown that where insufficient flow is present at an otherwise *
suitable inland riverside site for all or part of the year, a system which
uses the river water available augmented by towers is preferable to a system
depending entirely on towers for heat dissipation* This compromise,
involving a certain amount of duplication of equipment, has been adopted for
12* 2-6several modem power plants* , Because of the lower initial steam tempera­
tures and pressures, the circulating water flow required for the typo of 
nuclear station currently under construction is nearly double that of a con­
ventional station for a given output and temperature rise and the nuclear 
stations so far announced are a3,l sited beside natural sources of cooling 
water* 10,000 and 6,000 £ThTJ/KWhr for nuclear and conventional stations
respectively have recently been quoted as typical figures for the surplus heat
12*7to be transferred to the circulating water*
12*1.2. The economic design of circulating water systems based on cooling 
towers has attracted rather more attention than that for systems based on 
natural bodies of water, perhaps because of the initial disadvantage of the 
former type, but the economics of the latter type are not without interest.
In this section an attempt is made to review this subject in the light of i u
recent developments in steam power plant and from the point of view of the
civil engineer. However, for the civil engineer to understand the basis of
economic design of the circulating water structures with which he may be
concerned as regards layout, hydraulic design, stress design or construction,
it is necessary for him to have some little knowledge of matters which are
primarily the concern of the mechanical engineer. Some terms, which may be
unfamiliar to the civil engineer, are briefly explained in an Appendix*(12,9)
12.2 Design considerations - 1 Effect of exhaust pressure on turbine
output
12.2,1. For given rated initial (and reheat) steam conditions and throttle 
flow and a given final feed water temperature the output of a central station
steam turbine is affected by the exhaust pressure and by the total annulus 
area of the last stage of the low pressure section or sections, assuming an 
equal standard of design and manufacture throughout the turbine for varying 
last stage annulus areas. Keller and Dovns^*^ have described how the 
minimum heat rate for a given steam input and annulus area is attained at 
the exhaust pressure where the following effects resulting from a small 
decrease in pressure are equals- .
(i) The varying increase in output due to increase in used energy per 
pound of steam flowing through the last stages (the used energy tending 
to a limit where sonic velocity is reached at the last stage).
(ii) The decrease in output due to the reduction in steam flow through 
the stages beyond the first feedwater heater, at which additional steam 
is withdrawn to compensate for the reduction in condensate temperature ' 
corresponding to the small decrease In exhaust pressure.
The relation between steam flow to the condenser and the last stage annulus
area determines the optimum exhaust pressure (so defined) at which the
minimum heat rate is 1
attained and Keller end Downs have given the following empirical rulei*
Steam flow to condenser (Ib/KWhr) e Optimum exhaust pressure 
7*9 x Annulus area per Mil (sq. ft.) (in. hg. absolute)
They have further shown that the curve relating percentage increase in heat 
rate from the minimum obtaining at optimm exhaust pressure to tho ratio of 
exhaust pressure over optimum exhaust pressure is more or less constant in 
fora and if known for any turbine and initial steam conditions and flow can 
be modified to apply to any generally similar turbine and varied conditions 
by its multiplication by two factors, tho first depending on the change in 
steara conditions and tho second on the characteristics of the last stage 
buckets of the turbines. Fig. 12*1 shows part of this curve as given by 
Keller and Downs.
12.2.2. Miller and Sidma^*^ and Morgan and Fulton*^*^ have shown how
output increases with increasing annulus area for constant initial reheat
and final (exhaust) conditions and flows, giving examples fron ranges of
annulus areas available from two of the principal turbine manufacturers in
the United States. The effect of variations in annulus area on cost and
on floor area i3 also discussed and comparative figures given. Together
12.11,12with other contemporary papers these immediately preceding references
are cited because of the lack of comparable published studies dealing with 
British practice. They are mainly of interest for the information given on 
the effect of variation of exhaust pressure on output and as illustration of 
the problem of optimisation of power plant component selection in conditions 
where standardisation is much less operative than in this country, but may 
also give guidance as to the economic effect of any departure from the normal 
range of circulating water temperature increment#
12.2.3* The foregoing tends to under emphasise a factor to which increasing
attention is being given in this country as the basic unit size of turbines
increases rapidly. That is the Equality* of the annulus area. In the
various stages through a turbine the required flow area for the steam increases
greatly* as the steam elands from the initial conditions to an exhaust
pressure of 1 or 2 in. hg. absolute* despite the abstraction of steam for feed
heating of the order of one third or more of the Initial flow. At the first
stages of a modern central station turbine* the quotient base radius/blade
height is large* of the order of 10 to 15* The practical assumption can be
made that the blade velocity is constant along it3 length, leading to a
uniform section. At one time this assumption was continued through to the 
12.37last stage* but with the continuous search for greater efficiency and
greater unit size* this phase has long past. The 30 and 60 MW turbines of 
the post-war years had last blade quotients of the order of 1.3 to 1.5# with 
one and two exhausts respectively* For the larger turbines now being 
installed* a quotient of 1 may be considered standard and* for the largest 
last stage yet announced, that for the English Electric 275 MW turbine* the 
quotient is 0*89 (36 m* blade on 32 in. base radius). Table 12.3 chows
details of typical British turbine designs* concentrating on the last stage
*7details. It will be realised that the particulars published by the various 
manufacturers vary greatly in detail. Regarding the last stage annulus* for
example* the English Electric Co. and the General Electric Co.* give con*
' %
siderable details* Messrs. C.A. Parsons A Co* and the Metropolitan-Vickers 
Co* are much less inclined to disclose overall sizes. Some idea of the last 
stage annulus can sometimes be gleaned from the sectional drawings published 
in various papers and books. These are sometimes named* but can otherwise 
usually be identified by the characteristic design features of the various 
makers. The use by the Metropolitan-Vickers of * Bauman* multi-exhausts
X V O
(indicated B) complicates comparison, So the table la rather fragmentary. 
Designs of The British Thornson-Houston Co*, are included, although the turbine 
manufacture side of this A*E.I, subsidiary have recently been integrated with 
those of The Metropolitan-Yickcrs Co. For the computation pf Keller and 
Downs, optimum exhaust pressure on Table 12*2, exhaust flows were taken from 
Table 12*3 which lists the s&ient features of the C.E.&.B. standard steam 
cycles#
12,2,4* Considering, then, the last stage of a modern turbine of quotient
about 1, the stage is designed for soma selected exhaust pressure. From
the cycle characteristics, the exhaust flow is more or less known. The root
blade speed is 50 x 2 tt Bp ft*/sec* where Bp is the root radius in feet,
(3,000 r,p,m* is the shaft speed used for 50 cycles/sec, generation) and the
tip blade speed is about twice that at the root, , The designer must attempt
to produce a blade which will ’throw out’ the1 steam axially at a uniform
velocity over its length! the desired axial velocity being determined by the
volume flow and the annulus area. This determines the ideal blade exit angle.
Agreement between the nozzle angle and the blade entry angle, so that a
variable degree of reaction through the stage fits logically into the design
in general and compensates for the centrifugal pressure increase due to vortex%
flow through the stage, must also be achieved. The number of blades must be 
chosen as a compromise between tending to obstruct the base flow and being 
able to effectively control the flow at the tip, without widening the blade 
more than can be held by the root area. Once a best compromise has been 
found, changes in the exhaust pressure will modify the degree of axlality of 
the exhaust flew. The difficulty of design increases both with the mean 
radius of the blade and with decrease of the blade quotient* In a fairly 
recent discussion on turbine design, Mr, J, M, Mitchell, w speaking for The
I U 3
General Electric Com,, attacked The English Electric Co*, 275 MW lsst blade 
dimensions, not of course directly, but clearly illustrating a divergence of 
opinion between turbine designers in this matter*
12*2*5# The exhaust pres cur e-heat rate curves supplied by a manufacturer 
should be the manufacturer^1 best computation of the factors involved; but 
there is divergence of opinion on such computation. The curvo is used, 
firstly, to a assess the economics of the choice of turbines and, secondly, 
to correct for differences from rated conditions during acceptance trials.
It is a curve agreed between the manufacturer and the buyer and is not based 
on actual Tests. These may come later and are used to re-assess the basis 
for the computation of later curves. For a particular curve, similar to the 
generalised Messrs, C. A. Parsons drawing (Fig* 12.4), supposing that the 
heat rate is correctly assessed at the design point, the effect of over 
optimistic computation of variations due to changes in exhaust pressure, 
particularly reduced exhaust pres sure, would be to reduce the true rate of 
curvature of the curve.
12.112,2*6, Kennedy and Mar gen • have also given a set of curves showing 
the effect of changes in exhaust pressure which are reproduced here as Fig. 12.5 
These authors, writing about cooling tower economics, made statements about 
the •inevitable1 increase in annulus loading which hare subsequently been 
shown to be completely misleading (Table 12.2), Their figure ignores the
wkick occuxS
decrease in output (with reduction in exhaust pressure below optimum, but is 
otherwise probably quite useful so long as 1 exhaust heat-loadings1 can be 
obtained for the turbines; a simple process, but ignored in the paper apart 
from the statement of typical figures for 30, 60 and 100 MW sets. These
loadings are included for some of tho turbines in Table 12.2.
12*2.7# Tims, although standard steam cycles and turbine ratings have
been adopted for conventional plants in this country, as shown in Table 12.3,
standard heat rate to exhaust pressure curves for full load running are far
from realisable, principally because of variations In the low pressure stages
of equivalent turbines by different makers. It is suggested that for
circulating water system design the most useful form of the heat rate «*
exhaust pressure relationship is the curve of percentage change in full load
output per degree change in equivalent exhaust temperature. Ideally, such
a curve for a particular case can be prepared relatively simply from a
percentage change in heat rate against exhaust pressure curve as computed by
the turbine maker on the assumption of direct correspondence between exhaust
pressure and temperature, although in certain cases it might bo necessary to
12*15make some constant adjustment. . These curves are not, however, readily
available. Fig3. 12.4A and 4B show information received from two manufactureCet-fc.
The British Thomson Houston curves for 120 MU or 200 MW sets are for designs 
only, made prior to the integration referred to earlier. For purposes of 
general study, the Kennedy and Margen or the Keller and Downs curves might 
be used# Unfortunately, the part of the Keller and Downs curve relevant to 
British practice is reduced to a small size in the original paper and some 
error i3 likely in both the preparation of the enlarged section shown in 
Fig. 12.1 and in the interpolation needed to bring the curve to the required 
stage for a chosen case* However, this method should give results of the 
correct order and the approximation for optimum exhaust pressure is thought 
to agree fairly well with British practice. For practical use, seme 
assessment of the characteristics of the turbine fin mind* would be necessary 
with recourse to the paper to make allowance for the differences thereby made 
from tho writer1© company1© Turbines, as instructed in the paper*
12*2.5, It should here be emphasised that the effects of both variations 
in last stage annulus area chosen within economic limits and variations in . 
exhaust pressure during operation on the output of a modern turbine are 
relatively small and are decreasing as higher initial steam temperatures and 
pressures are adopted. Both effects are proportional to the steam flow 
through the last stages of the turbine, This steam flow with the most 
recent G,E,G,B, standard steam cycle (2300 lb,/sq* in, 1050°F with 1Q5Q°F
-i , 12.14repeat) is only 63$ of that of the immediate post war cycle , the flows 
corresponding to about 6,500 BThU/Ktthr and 4200 BThU/teftir heat rejection 
respectively, A 5000 lb,/sq, in, 12QG°F with 1050°F reheat 3^5 H#tf,<set| 
for Eddystone power station in the United States is expected to have less than
_  , I*2-164000 BTkUl/KWhr heat rejection. Generally speaking total last stag© 
annulus areas per MH have tended to decrease in proportion to the steam flow 
through the last stage as larger turbines for improved throttle conditions 
have been designed; the English Electric 275 MW turbine is one notable 
exception to this t o ® 7 More detailed study of the effect of these variations 
is made later in this section,
12o3 Pesim considerations - 2 Relationship of exhaust steam temperature tq
intake water temperature.
12*3*1* The amount of heat passed to the circulating water in condensing
exhaust steam is little affected by the exhaust pressure within the limits
likely to occur in power plants, (Latent heat of steam 1050 BThU/lb, at
0,5 in, hg, and 1036 BThU/lb, at 2,0 in, hg, absolute). Thus the temperature
rise through the condensers is determined by the circulating water flow, and
the exhaust pressure in a well designed condenser closely corresponds to the
temperature necessary to cau3© the rejected heat to pass to the varying
temperature circulating water. The resistance to heat transfer depends on the
material and construction of the condenser, on the water velocity ia the
tubes, on the intake water temperature and. on the state of cleanliness of the
condenser# Fig# 12*6 shows the relationship between intake water tempera­
. ■ ’ ■ > • 
ture and exhaust steam temperature for a wide range of circulating water
increments and is based on the following empirical equation after Guy and
Winstanley12*13
M  x [P/(P-PQ]
5 x Cc * * yjT, +■ * R
Where
H s Heat flow per KWhr (B#Th#TT«/hr#)
P a Exhaust steam temperature - Ti (°F)
= Intake water temperature (°F)
H « Condenser increment (°F) (Ti + ft/2 is dinensionless)
100
Vt * Water velocity in tubes (ft#/sec#) (Vt/5 is dioensionless)
Cc = Characteristic of condenser (B#Th#U#/sq#ft# x hr# x °F
temperature difference)
S a Condense surface area per KW (sq# ft*)
12#3*2# If the rated exhaust pressure at a given intake water temperature 
and condenser increment is known, exhaust pressures at selected intake water 
temperatures representative of the annual variation can be obtained as shown 
on Fig# 12.6 for a typical case* Positioning of the curve of percentage 
change in full load output per degree change in exhaust steam temperature 
aoove the condenser relationship graph enables the effect of changes In intake
water temperature on output to be readily appreciated# Such a figure could
*» • ,
also provide guidance in the comparison of condenser increments. Although
12 ISwritten some 25 years ago, the paper by Guy and Winstanley * is regarded 
as a standard r e f e r e n c e * I n  it 650 BThU/°F temperature difference is
suggested as th© value of Cc for average conditions. While the authors 
stated that the use of the Grass ho ff mean temperature difference may be 
incorrect in condenser calculations, they showed it to be reasonably accurate 
for cases where little pressure drop occurs through the condenser as is 
assumed for Fig. 12.6. As the figure is intended as a basis of comparison 
only, starting from rated conditions or from some modification of rated con* 
d it ions, and not for the evaluation of precise conditions, further refinement 
is not thought to bo justified*
12.4. Dosim considerations — 3 Effect of circulating water released into
rivers* lakes and estuaries
12.4* 1. Circulating water abstracted from a natural body of water is
usually returned, after being heated in passing through the rondensers, to
the same body, the distance between the points of intake and discharge
varying with the circumstances. Exceptions to this can be found where site
12.20-22 „ . configuration ha3 been especially favourable. In the body utilised
for heat dissipation, whether the source or not, variations fron the natural
temperature, which would have obtained at particular points and times had th#
station not been in operation, can sometimes be recognised at considerable 
* 12.23distances from the station. IJeglectlng for the moment the complication
of other circulating water systems which might be based on the body, any 
sequence of variation of temperature from natural at the intake of a system 
using esturial or tidal river water may be regarded as having two vaiying 
but separable components, a long term or inherent recirculation increment and 
a short term or configuration recirculation increment. The first component 
is likely to be largely independent of the relative placing of the outfall 
and intake and of the combination of flow and temperature rise chosen to 
remove a required amount of heat from the condensers, but is strongly influenced 
by the mixing and flushing characteristics of the particular body on which the
station is sited and by the nature of the tidal cycles and of the output of 
the station for some days previous to the time in question* Although in 
relatively shallow waters the actual water temperature is closely affected
by the weather, the inherent increment over natural temperature is much less
/ : ‘ 
affected since it is unlikely to exceed a few degrees. The second component
will vary with the state of the tide, the design of the system (orientation 
of intake and outfall and the design flow) and the output of the station just 
previous to the time in question* The natural water tennperature may also 
affect this increment because of the non-linear density-temperature relation­
ship in water. In open waters there are occasions where the inherent 
recirculation increment is imperceptible and the configuration increment 
inapplicable, but in many cases stations are built on more enclosed tidal 
waters where both Increments nay reach several degrees farenheit, though 
probably not concurrently*
12*4*2* In this country lakes have not so far been u3ed to any extent to
provide circulating water but separation between the two increments could
again be envisaged* Uith ron-tidal rivers the inherent increment does not
apply but the configuration increment, though much more easily avoided than
in tidal waters, may be a factor to be considered where economical design is
12*24 . ,attempted for cases of fluctuating river flow*
12.4*3. Limitation on the use of river or estuary water for cooling purposes 
is commonly stated as a maximum allowable temperature increment for the outflow
over the natural temperature together with an absolute maximum outflow tempera-
12.25 ,ture* In the case of a previously unaffected non-tidal river site, the
base for assessing the condenser increment plus the recirculation increment,
if any, for comparison with the allowable increment is easily definable during
operation from the upstream temperature. Even with a series of stations a
basis of comparison is available somewhere, but for a site oh tidal waters 
the natural temperature may be difficult to define due to an inherent 
recirculation increment, whether, caused solely by tho station under considera­
tion or not, being superimposed on a natural temperature subject to semi­
diurnal tidal cyclic variations and irregular variations caused by the weather. 
Thus for practical design purposes a condenser increment nust be selected 
which allows for any configuration increment, possibly allows for special 
circumstances which may be envisaged and either allows for ah estimated 
inherent increment or ignores this aspect of recirculation# Ga a non-tidal 
river site tho closeness of the condenser increment to tho allowable incre­
ment may determine the total heat rejection which can be accepted at low 
flows but for tidal waters this is unlikely to be the case because of the 
vastly greater flows involved. For example, the River Forth has an average 
flow of about 1,500 cusecs at the tidal limit but IB miles downstream at
Kincardine power station the average flow, up river and down river, is about
 ^ 12,2640,000 cusecs although the drainage flow has only increased to 2^00 cusecs, 
12,4#4* In industrial regions waterways are increasingly used to dispose
of sewage, sewage works effluent, industrial wastes and even radio-active
12,27
material while, at the same time, the natural drainage flow is increa­
singly abstracted. The dissipating capacity of such waterways is being 
widely studied (innumerable references can be found in the monthly D#S.I,R, 
Water Pollution Abstracts) and attempts made to formulate rules for the best 
use of the available resources so as to combine reasonable facilities for 
the disposal of waste with the maintenance and, where possible, the improve­
ment of amenity and of the marine and river life environment, Vaste heat 
disposal is really a form of pollution and it has been shown that the com­
bination of temperature rise and oxygen deficiency resulting from bacterial
pollution can have a more severe effect on fish than oxygen deficiency
■ 12*23 • - . . v ■ ■ • :alone* Certain toxic impurities also become more harmful to fish vith
■ ■ ■ - • , ■ .12.29 • . - ; . '
increasing water temperature. Although fish can bo comfortable at a
vide range of temperatures, sudden changes in temperature may be harmful even
12.7
in unpolluted water. Such considerations may lead to a more accurate
determination, perhaps a more restrictive determination, of how much use can
• * •.? ■ '
be made of natural bodies of vater for heat dissipation without undue inter*
ference with their other functions. In this country river boards and similar
bodies aro already less willing to accept such large increases in the tempera*
12.25*30turc of rivers as has been customary in the past and this is helping
to iTiake suitable river, estuary or lakeside sites for conventional power 
plants difficult to find, and where found, to secure. Even in the United 
States with its apparently limitless resources there is a tendency in this 
d i r e c t A  recent article on the siting of a nuclear power plan?*33 
(uhero the requirement of especially favourable foundation conditions as com* 
pared with a conventional station adds to the difficulty of finding a suitable 
site) shows that despite negligible fuel transport costs, the need for isola­
tion and the relatively greater circulating water requirement, tho open sea 
nay not always be the most economic source of cooling water. Hero an inland 
body of water at much the sane distance from the load centre was found 
preferable, attractive though the open sea would have been as a means of heat 
dissipation unlikely to result in recirculation or to meet strong opposition 
for reasons of amenity or conservation. This points to to the continuing 
pertinance of the study of heat dissipation in enclosed waters*
12.5 Pesim considerations - L Theoretical ontinum full load increment 
12* 5.1* £’or a particular site and circulating water system layout the cost
of providing some design flow of circulating water will be related to the
amount in some fairly complex manner; the proportions of the minimum anntfaj
cost for any chosen flow attributable to capital expenditure, to providing
power for pumping and to maintenance, including efficiency losses caused by
servicing and cleaning, varying with the flow, The power required for
pumping will not even be proportional to the design flow because the design
12 34head loss to give minimum costs will change with varying flows.* Because 
of the vastly different conditions between one site and another, no rule for 
costs could be given. If leading details of costs, design flow and head 
loss for various recent circulating water systems could be obtained, it is 
thought that broadly representative curves of full load annual cost per 
cusec against full load design flow could be drawn. It is this information 
that has been sought from the project design staff of the C*E*G*B. The 
request has not been rejected out of hand, but whether the information will 
be given is not known, With such information the economic comparisons to 
follow could be expanded and more firmly based and it might be possible to 
make a paper out of this section,
12,5.2. For a selected turbine type and number the full load condensing 
heat flow is largely independent of the condensing steam temperature. 
Assuming that the problem of recirculation does not arise and that there is 
no restriction on circulating water outfall temperature, a theoretical 
optimum full load circulating water temperature Increment can be envisaged, 
for any selected orientation of outfall and intake, with which the sum of
the following annual costs Is a minimum for full load running assuming that
no increase in the condenser increment Is allowable at any timet- 
(i) Cost of condensers*
(ii) Cost of providing the circulating water flow. .
(iii) Cost of loss in efficiency occasioned by the
difference between the seasonally varying 
intake water temperature and the condensing 
steam temperatures appropriate to the circulating 
water flow, the condenser design and the aforesaid 
seasonally varying intake water temperature.
12,5 *3. This optimum increment would be expected to be at a minimum when
the total circulating water route length through the station and between 
suitable points of intake and discharge is the shortest feasible# Just as 
the technically possible optimum output as affected by the total last stage 
annulus area is rarely economically justified, the increase in output which 
could be obtained with relatively large circulating water flows and propor­
tionally low temperature increments is hardly ever found economic# At a 
particularly favourable site a design circulating water increment of 4°F and
condensers giving condensing steam temperatures 11°F above intake water were
12*35
adopted in 1937 in the United States# This represents a limit which is
unlikely ever again to be approached because of progress in turbine design# 
12*5*4, Although the invalidity of the assumptions made in paragraph
12,5*2, rules cut the automatic adoption of the minimum theoretical optimum 
full load increment as the design increment, there may be considerable benefit 
in knowledge of the relation of the theoretical optimum full load increment, 
for the layout selected, to the design increment chosen# Choice of layout 
and design increment (or the design flow) may be influenced by various 
factors includingt-
(i) The type of loading envisaged for the station* (As the load factor 
decreases and the proportion of part load running to full load running for a 
given load factor increases,the most economic value of both the design head 
loss and the design flow tend to increase and the economic capital outlay on 
circulating works tends to decrease#)
(il) The restriction, if any, on heat rise in the source of circulating 
water#
(ill) The amount of recirculation, if any, thought likely with various 
layouts on flows and the comparative ease or difficulty in decreasing the
configuration recirculation by expansion of the layout, e.g* foundation 
conditions, availability of deeper water, limits of land available, etc*
(iv) If no restriction on heat ri3e arises, or if such restriction is 
not fully taken up, the relationship of the intake water temperature corres­
ponding to minimum heat rate to the expected annual, cycle* (The case for
increase in increment with saving of pumping power at low temperatures has 
12*15, 36, 36a 
been stated, )
(v) The effect of departure from standardised practice cn price and 
delivery of components*
(vi) The necessity to guard against unlikely but feasible Isolated 
combinations of conditions where considerable damage might be done to marine 
life.
(vii) Arbitrary decisions which may be made as factor of safety because 
of lack of knowledge of (iii) or as concessions to parties interested in the 
source body of water*
12*5*5* Again it is hoped to eventually prepare curves of annual costs 
for varying increments and selected representative ranges of intake water 
temperatures based on the curves mentioned in 12*5*1** cn Fig* 12*6* and 
heat rate - exhaust temperature curves* Minimum costs and the corresponding 
increment^ would be obtained from these curves and would be compared with 
design increments as recently adopted in the United Kingdom* For the 
present, some such increments are given in Table 12*7* linked where appli­
cable to turbines listed in Table 12*2* *
12.6. Economic, comparisons - 1 r - Values qf_posslble changes In circulating
water arrangements at Kincardine
12.6.1. This and the following economic comparisons are made in terms of
annual value, or of capitalised value, for selected typical cases. As similar
comparisons can readily be made for other cases by the methods outlined, it is
thought that the disadvantages inherent in attempting to typify a fairly wide
range with a very restricted selection are more than balanced by presenting
the comparisons on the basis of stations which can be readily visualised, and
in a form which has an immediate meaning to the civil engineer in terms of
costs of works. Indeed there are so many possible combinations of equipment
and situation that any other course might well lead to confusion.
12.6.2* Kincardine Power Station was originally intended to have six 120
MW sets; it was later decided to substitute two 200 MW sets for the final
three 120 MW sets, G.E.O. sets with four flow low pressure stages being chosen
(14 on Table 12.2). However* details of the cooling water flow for the 200
MW sets have not been Issued. Considering, for simplicity, a 720 MW station
sited at Kincardine with six 120 MW Parsons sets (29 on Table 12.2). The
condensers are rated to give 28.9 in. vacuum (1.1 in. hg. absolute exhaust
pressure) at 55°F intake water temperature and with a flow of 160 cusecs. This
corresponds to 15*8 f temperature rise through the condensers assuming 95% dry
steam. (At the time of the Kincardine investigation 15°F was the assumed
rise). Unfortunately, the last stage annulus area of the Parsons 120 MW
turbine has not been given. However, the annulus area of the Parsons 60 MW
set is about 70 sq. ft. with two flows (information received from Messrs.
C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd.). The cost of developing a new last blade is
12.14,39considerable, and since the 120 MW set has triple exhausts, it seems
reasonable to assume that the same last stages were used. Allowing for the
improved initial steam conditions and the reheat, compared with the 60 Ml/ sets
steam cycle, the relative annulus area (taking 1 as representing 70 sq. ft#
ofor a 60 MW, 900 l£/sq# in#, 900 F non-reheat set) is about 0,97 and the 
Keller and Downs optimum exhaust pressures are 0,67 and 0,69 in* Hg? absolute 
for the 60 MW and 120 MW turbines respectively, Nov the rated condenser 
performance for tho Parsons 120 MW sets at Kincardine is l.l in# Hg# absolute
O 0pressure (or 32 F saturation steam temperature) at 55 F Intake Water tempera­
ture# The typical Parsons heat rate-intake water temperature curves (Fig# 
12#4A) were stated to cover most of the machines designed by them in recent 
years for the Central Electricity Generating Board and the South of Scotland 
Electricity Board# The annulus area of the 120 MW set is relatively large 
and the leaving loss would be expected to be nearer 1$ than $ $  at the design 
point# Curve A cm Fig# 12 would reach a minimum at about 13°F below the 
design point intake water temperature and at a saturation steam temperature 
of 69°F (or 0*71 in# Hg# absolute exhaust pressure)# This is in reasonably 
good agreement with the Keller and Downs optimum exhaust pressure*
12.6.3. Curve A (Fig#l2J4ft) has been transposed into percentage full load
output increase per degree decrease in saturation steam temperature and placed
12*40.
on Fig# 12#6# Representative average natural water temperatures at Kincardine
are 33, A3, A3, 53# 53 and 63°i* for sixths of the year# Suppose 2°F is taken
oto cover the inherent and 3 F for six hours per day, the configuration 
recirculation increments# Taking 33 ♦ 2 ♦ lijr, etc., as the mean actual 
intake water temperatures during periods of recirculation, the developed 
Parsons curve A is placed with the design point rate of change at 32°F 
saturation steam temperature# A horizontal line is drawn on the condenser 
relationship part of the figure so that it passes through the point on the 
55°F intake water temperature and 15#3°F increment line (interpolated) which
O
is vertically below 82 P on the saturation steam temperature scale, thus 
agreeing with the rated condenser performance. (fcitput changes are then read 
from above the appropriate temperatures on the horizontal line.. The mean 
output change for 3°? temperature drop is thus ♦ 3/6. (00.035+0*085+0.21*
0,145*0.160) % or 0.27$,and at 30$ load factor, 0*6^ per unit and remembering 
that the saving is for only 6 hours per day, the annual value of the saving 
is £8,500. Capitalising at 1C(S, the result is £85,000 for the capital 
value of the configuration recirculation losses. As no value has been placed 
on the increased capacity, because of the extremely marginal nature of the 
case, It would be reasonable to spend nearly this amount to avoid configura­
tion recirculation at Kincardine. That is assuming that the model results 
were reasonably accurate.
12,6* A. When the configuration at Kincardine is studied, (Fig. 2 of
Attachment 1) it is difficult to see any way whereby the configuration 
recirculation could have been completely prevented at such a low cost. The 
obvious expedient of Increasing the distance off-shore of the intake so that 
the heated water would pass entirely behind the intake during the ebb, would 
have been impossible because of interference with the navigation channel.
If It had not been for this, a considerable Improvement might have been made 
at a cost of the order of £85,000* But detailed study would have been 
necessary before such an extension of the intake culverts could have been 
firmly decided upon. Nevertheless, the point ls. made that the order of 
possible savings ls far in excess of the order of the cost of the further 
development and running of the Kincardine model (Kincardine Paper *
Paragraph 45) J had this been undertaken £1,000 would have covered the further 
work.
12,6.4, Considering now the output loss that would have been occasioned
1 4 a
O ' -had. the condenser increment been increased by 1 F from 15.8 F* Fig* 12*6 
can be used to give the change in saturation stearn temperature to sufficient 
accuracy for the present purpose; about 0*8 F increase assuming no change in 
condenser conditions* Using the same annually representative intake water 
temperatures as previously, this leads to a capitalised loss of £91*000* 
Against this must be placed the savings in pumping and capital expenditure# 
Firstly the pimping; at 0,6d* per unit* 960 cusecs full load flow for 15*8°F 
increment, 30 ft. average head loss, 8 ®  load factor and 9QS pumping effi­
ciency, the capitalised saving In pumping is about £30,000* Secondly, the 
saving In capital expenditure on the total circulating water arrangements*
Only a rough estimate of this can be made, say one third of the direct pro­
portion of a total cost, of the order of £2,000,000 given by the ratio 1 to 
15.8* i.e, £42,000, Tho total saving on this basis Is £72,000, These 
figures mean no more than that it appears that the increment of 15,8°F is 
pretty close to the optimum increment for the 1 imaginary1 six 120 Ml/ sets 
station at Kincardine* There would thus have been little scope for the 
model results to have been used to save overall expenditure by the proportion­
ing of condenser increment and maximum configuration recirculation increment 
to come just below some critical or agreed figure* If, however, the optimum 
increment had not been approached, valuable information might have been 
obtained in this context*
12*6,5* Table 12*7 shows that for stations such as Kincardine and Blyth 
A and B, on the Northumberland cost, it has not been thought worth while to 
provide particularly high performance condensers; a rated intake water- 
saturation steam temperature difference of 26 - 29°F is rather greater than 
that for most cooling tower stations* It was probably fcund that with the 
higher initial water temperature of the latter, more is to be gained by
1 6 4
reducing the back pressure* Certainly intake water temperatures at
Kincardine will sometimes be sufficiently low to bring the back pressure down
below optimum (i.e. intake water temperatures below £2°F) and thus cause loss
of output unless the increment is temporarily increased by reducing the
12.15circulating water flow. Such a step would not be acceptable to the 
Conservancy Board in this case. Had the representative two month periods 
used in 12.6.3*, been further divided# the cost of circulation would have 
varied slightly, but not materially. However, it is interesting to find 
what would have been the capitalised value of the increase in output had the
rated intake water-saturatlon steam temperature difference been cat 7 P to be
■ o„ ' . ' ' ' \20 F. On a similar basis to the previous calculations, the sum of £450,000
is obtained, allowing for the loss at lower intake vater-temperatures (below
O v43 P) which would in this case obtain for a material portion of the year. 
Parsons curve A liras used directly for the above computation and it was 
assumed that the curve was symetrlcal about the minimum heat rate point. The
extra condenser area per set to obtain 23.9 in# Hg. vacuum at 62°P instead of
o ■ *55 ? is 45*000 sq. ft. The cost for the station would be about £600,000 at
45A* per square foot total extra cost. Again there is no economic Justifi**
I for > ' '
cationImprovement In the station efficiency by modification of the circulating
water arrangements, if anything, the reverse appears to be the case.
12.7 Economic comparisons 2 - General
12.7.1. In 12.6 an attempt was made to use the original design of 
Kincardine Power station to illustrate economic considerations which might 
have a bearing on the model study programme. Recapitulating,the points
already brought out are as follows l
(a) If a model investigation shows how the same, or less severe, 
recirculation conditions can be obtained at a reduced capital
expenditure, its worth is obvious, and no consideration of 
economics is necessary, .
(b) Given knowledge of the cost of loss of output caused by 
recirculation, the economics of various alteratives, resulting in 
differing recirculation circumstances, might be studied in con­
junction with model results. While this applies mainly to new 
stations, it is not impossible, or indeed, unlikely, that simple 
modifications to existing circulating water intakes might be . , 
proved worth while. Going no further than Braehead Power Station, 
on the Clyde near Renfrew, one finds the intake and outfall sited , 
in short canals leading from the river, and at a spacing of quarter 
of a mile or so. It seems likely that a fair amount of recircula­
tion occurs on tho ebb, and a simple baffling arrangement might help.
(c) Should the case arise where the limiting of condenser increment 
plus maximum recirculation increment to some agreed limit result*
in a condenser increment materially below optimum, a model might show 
how economy could be affected by keeping the condenser increment as 
large as possible.
12.7.2. To what extent could models be used effectively in the future to 
investigate these various aspects of economic design, if greater confidence 
were felt in predictions obtained from this type of model than in the past J 
As mentioned in I.2.2., whenever a circulating water system is elaborated 
beyond that necessary to deliver some predetermined flow of sufficiently 
clear water to a station and to allow of its disposal without consideration 
of tho intake temperature, there must be some method of deciding upon the 
amount of elaboration necessary to avoid recirculation. For stations of the 
capacity of Kincardine, or for nuclear station of about half its capacity as
are now being built and which have about the sane circulating water flow, the 
basic cost of elaboration Is of the order of £60 to £100 per foot of culvert
length on land and very such more where under sea tunnels or culverts are
' - , . ' ■ ■ , ■ ' . ■ ■ . ■ , * ,.v  concerned# Host published descriptions of new stations mention briefly the
need to prevent excessive recirculation and the elaboration of the circulating 
water systems at stations such as Hunt erst on is considerable# It is undoubt-* 
edly much more likely that an arbitrary decision involving the odd £100,000 
of additional expenditure will occur somewhere in the process of design of 
the basic layout of a system than that £5,000 will be spent on a model investi­
gation. It is realised that, taking an overall view, it may be just as well 
for a prosperous body, such as the Central Electricity Generating Board, to 
spend more on civil engineering construction than can be justified on the 
basis of strict 1 economic * design, but that is a question beyond the scope 
of this thesis* If rational calculations for the avoidance of configuration 
recirculation in estuarin© conditions can be made, they are certainly not 
publicised, and tho Author’s experience with the Kincardine model did not lead 
the belief that such calculations could yet be made# The probability is 
rather that a basic layout of intake and outfall is arbitrarily drawn tip very 
early in the planning stages of most stations and that although much careful 
design is carried out on the details, it is practically impossible for anyone 
to bring themselves to change the overall configuration# The method of 
tendering fen nuclear stationsj design and price for the reactors and 
principal equipment and cost plus for the civil engineering works where local 
conditions are relevant; again does not lead to the economic design of 
circulating water works# As regards the first use of heat dissipation models, 
then, it does seem that if the accuracy of the results would be established, 
economics far in excess of the cost of such models would be likely wherever
any elaboration of a circulating water system were examined. Furthermore, 
this type of study, as typified by the Kincardine investigation, may be of 
use with leS3 than full quantitative similarity, and at its simplest could 
be merely a demonstration that distance is not necessarily the criterion of 
safety as regards freedom from recirculation,
12,7,3* The next stage, the design of some feature in a circulating water 
with expenditure balanced against cost of output loss'rather-than‘the: cancel­
lation of expenditure, would require quantitative assessment of amount of 
recirculation. At thi3 stage the characteristics of the station generating 
and condensing equipment might also have to be considered. With rise of the 
intake water temperature at which optimum back pressure i3 attained, the 
importance of preventing recirculation decreases. At the present time, the 
swing seems to be in the reverse direction# Three illustrations come to 
mindj at Kincardine the 200 KW sets are to have a relative annulus area of
1.17 compared with the 1,0 of the 120 MW sets. Moreover, the successful 
tenderer could also have offered a more compact design with a relative area 
of 1,07, but this was not considered sufficient, (Table 12,2) At Blyth A
the 120 MW sets have a relative annulus area of 0,90, while at Blyth B the
. 2.2 1A275 MW sets have 1,41 relative annulus area, Robson * has explained how
nuclear power station turbines must have relatively large exhausts because 
of the great decrease in the total heat drop. Two turbines for nuclear
12,4 - 12-37stations have been illustrated, one of 80 MW, and one of 60 MW, J Both 
have triple flow low pressure sections, .
12,7,4. It thus seems that the cost of recirculation at Kincardine would 
be a reasonable basi3 for estimates, if better information were lacking. The 
cost per °F of recirculation will apply roughly to both the improved steam 
cycles for conventional stations and to nuclear stations a3 long as the design
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condensing water flows amused as a link# For example, the cost per degree 
of recirculation at Hunterston is approximately the same as that at Kincardine 
since tho circulating water flows are approximately equal and this allows for 
the difference in steam cycles and installed capacity,which* at Hunterston is 
approximately half that at Kincardine, Prevention of recirculation by additional 
expenditure will thus continue to be on much the same economic basis as, at 
present and should be worthy of study wherever appreciable recirculation occurs.
12.7.5. The third possible approach to eccnoajy by model study, that of 
preventing an undue allowance for recirculation from forcing down the condenser 
increment below optimum, seems unlikely to be applicable in the future. The 
building of largo stations on small estuaries seems to have been completed, if 
only because of lack of sites, and the sites being investigated for nuclear 
stations are mostly on th© open coast.
12.8, In conclusion , .
12.8.1. An attempt has been made to review the economics of heat dissi­
pation and to provide a method whereby a civil engineer can get an approximate 
idea of the effect that differing circulating water arrangements can have on 
output. Tables 12.2 and 12,7 have been drawn up to show the trends of present 
British practice and it is thought these have been made more meaningful for 
the civil engineer by the use of comparisons of relative annulus area and 
rated exhaust temperature - intake water temperature difference.
12.9 /iPFFNDIX I TO STATION 12 - GW55XW
The standard turbine terms, and other terms used in Section 12, are
« 12.41briefly explained here. Bartletts Glossary was taken as a basis, but was
12.37
very considerably curtailed, and reference has been made to Kearion and 
Salisbury^*^ for other definitions*
AFNULUS ABEA*- The area of the annulus occupied by the blades* Usually 
refers to the last stage of the low pressure section and to the total area if 
mere than one flow is involved in the particular turbine.
BLADES, BUCKETS*- The rotating vane3 which convert the Kinetic energy and 
heat energy to work. In an impulse stage no expansion of steam occurs through 
the blading and only kinetic energy is used. In a reaction stage the steam 
expands while passing through the blading and both kinetic energy and heat 
energy are used to directly drive the blades.
BLADE QUOTIENT*- The root radius divided by the blade length.
CIRCULATING WATER FLOW*- The flow of cool water through the non-steam side 
of the condenser*
CONDENSATE FLOW*- The flow of condensed steam from the condensers. Due 
to feed heating this is only a percentage of the steam flow to the turbine 
from the boiler*
COITiiQUFATION EECIRCUUTICH INCREMENT*- That part of the temperature rise 
of the intake water, compared with the temperature had the station not been 
operating, which can be attributed to the selected configuration of outfall 
and Intake*
DESIGN, BATED*- A turbine is designed tc most economically meet a certain 
capacity requirement when supplied with steam at rated conditions of tempera­
ture and pressure (and perhaps with steam at some reduced pre;rj-;re being 
reheated to approximately the original temperature)* A rated exhaust pressure 
is chosen for the design stsge and the design process leads to steam flows for 
various turbine arrangements and for changes from the rated exhaust pressure^ 
which is chosen to be typical rather than optimum* /
EXHAUST LOGS*- Energy losses which occur between the last stage <,nd the
■ • . f 'condenser. Mainly leaving or velocity loss (the kinetic energy of the strain
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leaving the last stage) and hood loss (the frictional and eddy losses bet wee! 3 1 
the last stage and the condenser),
EXHAUST PRESSURE*- The steam pressure at exit from a turbine section.
Often used as a synonym for condenser pressure,
EXHAUST TEMPERATURE*- The saturation steam temperature corresponding to
the condenser pressure,
FEED WATER TEMPERATURES- As the condensate is pumped back to the boiler 
it is heated by steam bled from the various extraction points. The steam 
makes up the volume and, at the final extraction point, the final feed water 
temperature and the initial steam rate flow are reached,
HEAT RATE*- The heat supplied to the turbine per KWhr output (BThU/KWhr),
HEAT REJECTION*- The heat flow carried away by the circulating water, 
again per KWhr output,
INCREMENT*- Temperature difference from some variable starting temperature, 
INITIAL STEAM PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE*- The steam conditions at the 
turbine stop valve. Also called throttle conditions,
INHERENT RECIRCULATION INCREMENT*- That part of the temperature rise of 
the intake water, compared with the temperature had the station not been 
operating, which Is unavoidable within the broad limits of the various 
configurations of intake and outfall which are feasible,
LOAD FACTOR*- The ratio of system or unit load to capacity load, normally 
averaged over a period,
MINIMUM HEAT RATE*- For a given turbine operating close to the rated 
output with rated initial and reheat steam conditions there will be an 
exhaust pressure where the required steam flow is a minimum. Hence the 
minimum heat rate,
OPTIMUM EXHAUST PRESSURE*- The exhaust pressure at which the minimum heat 
rate is attained,
NOZZLES*- The stationary blades or guides which direct the steam towards
the moving blades. ,
REC IRGU LATI OH * - The drawing of already heated water into the circulating
water intake# , . .
EEKSAX*- The practice of removing partially expanded steam from a turbine* 
re superheating It, and then returning it to the turbine to complete its 
expansion# Thus reheat pressure; the pressure at which the steam is removed,
and reheat temperature, the temperature to which it is reheated#
RELATIVE AMULUS AREA.*- The ratio of the total last stage annulus area per 
lb*/sec. ©team flow to the area for a 900 lb# 900°F non-reheat 60 KW.set with 
70 sq# ft* total annulus area and on full load#
STAGE*- The combination of a single row of stationary nozzles and a row 
or rows of moving blades. This is the elementary turbine building block and 
in the type of turbine hero described there are only single rows of moving
blades for each row of nozzles#
STEAM CYCLEt- The sequence of steam conditions from the selected Initial 
conditions to the condensing conditions at rated vacuum,
STEAM RATE*- Weight flow at a specified point divided by the generator 
output of the system# Hence initial or throttle steam rate or flow and 
condenser steam rate or flow#
USED ENERGY I- The amount of heat energy per pound of steam actually
converted into work during a given expansion, .
VACUUM* «• The vacuum at the condenser is the assumed standard atmospheric 
pressure of 30 »#Eg# absolute minus the absolute exhaust pressure#
VORTEX FLOW*- The steam spirals through the turbine leading to an increase
in pressure at the outside of the annulus due to centrifugal force# Where the
blade quotient is small this can lead to uneven flow distribution unless
corrected by yarying the degree of reaction in the stage from inside to outside
X' .of the annulus#
13. CONCLUSIONS. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND REC(EMENDATIONS
13,1 Conclusions '
13*1,1. If a thin vertical harrier initially separates two bodies of 
water contained in a flume and at the same level though slightly varying 
in density, then a pure density current exchange flow develops after the 
barrier Is suddenly lifted (Fig, 7,5). In such experiments a study can 
be made of the coefficients of proportionality which relate the initial 
velocity of advance of the underflow and overflow to the densimetric 
velocity obtained from the general Froude law.. These coefficients were 
found to Increase slowly with increasing densimetric Reynolds number 
through the range likely in hydraulic models. Also the Initial 
developments of the underflow and overflow are not, as commonly illustrated, . 
symstricalf the overflow velocity exceeding that of the underflow by about 
20$, Actual values are shown on Figs* 7,6 and 7^ 7*
13.1.2, Detailed observations of the coefficient of proportionality of 
the overflow were made for the first time and it was found that the slight 
variation in surface tension appropriate to a small thermal density 
difference has a pronounced scale effect on the mode of flow of the 
overflow. This is illustrated In Figs, 7,13 and 7*14, The scale effect 
can be obviated by balancing the surface tensions using wetting agentj 
the results of corrected tests being given in Fig. 7*7.
13.1.3, It has been shown that the conditions for similarity in . 
diminution of velocity, and in density difference flux in certain lock 
experiments are applicable to internal gravitational advance In open 
water. Also that for a heat dissipation model of small horizontal 
scale, some vertical exaggeration is essential and there is always a best 
value for this exaggeration. Any significant departure from the best
value will result in failure to simulate the prototype advances. In 
Fig. 7.12 there is given a congruency diagram from which the vertical 
exaggeration may be obtained when both prototype and model are small, and 
Fig. 7 *20 illustrates how critical is the determination of the exaggeration. 
13*1.4* It appears that as the horizontal scale of a model of a iVH 
large prototype Is increased there will come a stage when no vertical 
exaggeration is appropriate, but this size is outside the range of scales 
of models so far operated or contemplated. Fig. 13*1 shows a prediction 
of the trend of the congruency diagram (Fig. 7*12) as prototype conditions 
are approached.
13*1.5. Experiments were performed which confirm the applicability of 
the general Froude model law to vertical mixing of stratified water. The 
effect of vertical exaggeration was shown to make three dimensional 
simulation impossible immediately after a definite change in the mode of 
flow. After a stretch of more or less uniform flow from the overall 
standpoint, the degree of stratification will tend to be adjusted so as 
to give three dimensional simulation*
13*1.6. It appears that the importance of simulation of internal 
gravitational advance in heat dissipation models may have been obscured 
by the initial formation of partially mixed zones at the sides of an 
introduced stratified flow in the normal type of estuary model. Such a 
gradual change between the flows would slow down the development of the 
overflow and the underflow.
13*1.7* Heat losses can be simulated in a heat dissipation model with 
comparative ease using the information given in Section 11 and a thermal 
density difference is convenient to simulate the thermal density difference
i
of the prototype, particularly if the recording system developed for the
project and described in Section 5, is used#
13.1*3* There has been a tendency for the designers of the civil 
engineering aspects of thermal power stations in general and of heat 
dissipation models in particular, to be unaware of the' economic implica­
tions of their work in relation to the overall working of the station#
The information provided in Section 12 would allow a fairly accurate * 
economic appreciation of the effect of heat dissipation circumstances on 
any chosen combination of site and generating plant to be made*
13*2 Deslvn of further heat dissipation and recirculation models, and the 
consideration of results from a model investigation.
13*2*1, The programme of studies which has been described in this thesis
followed from the Kincardine investigation and the approach which might in
the future be made to a similar problem will now be discussed* It is
emphasised that any divergence from the procedures followed during the
Kincardine investigation does not imply criticism of these procedures, .
which were adopted in the light of rather less information than is now
available*
13 *2# 2, It may be that In a relatively small model the ideal of three 
dimensional similarity of the velocity and density structure as compared 
with the prototype is not attainable, and certain aspects of this have 
already been discussed# However, if horizontal two dimensional similarity 
in density difference flux can be attained, much worth while information 
might be obtained; on the other hand if something approaching two 
dimensional similarity is not attained, model studies of the type listed 
in Table 1*1 are unlikely to be of much value# . ‘
13*2*3* The possibility of spread of heated water due to internal 
gravitational forces is inherent in heat dissipation and recirculation
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problems and the first concern of the designer of a model should be to 
assess the chances of such spread being critical in the prototype* By 
this it Is not meant that the designer could predict the details of tho 
advance - there would then be much less need for a model - but obviously 
the circumstances of the particular case would affect both the probability 
and the criticality of internal gravitational advance. As an extreme case 
one may envisage a situation similar to, but more involved than, that of 
the simplified outfall experiments which are described in sub-section 7*5, 
Here a model experiment carried out at some horizontal scale which would 
result In the same order of size of water movements as those during the 
reduced scale tests of the above mentioned series would be of little 
purpose without initial experiments to allow the completion of the lock 
congruency diagram for tho infinite width, no reflected wave case. With 
such a diagram completed, the best compromise of vertical exaggeration 
would be chosen in the manner described in 7,4* 1,, and, if necessary, a 
density difference adjustment determined. The required extension of 
Figs, 7,6 and 7,7 would presumably also be available after the necessary 
experiments to allow a full congruency diagram to be drawn* These 
experiments are discussed in 13,4*3,
13.2,4, With increasing size of model and with decreasing importance 
of internal gravitational spread there would doubtless come a stage when 
an approximation to the best vertical exaggeration would serve sufficiently 
well. Fig, 13,1 shows a ’prediction1 of the general trend of the • 
congruency diagram, and was sketched using the related information available 
(i*e. Fig, 7,12 and Dr, Keulegan1 s results for relatively narrow channels). 
The Kincardine investigation is Illustrative of the type of study where 
spread was of decreasing importance for the following reasons*-
(i) During the latter stages of the ebb, strong river currents 
were still operative, and indeed the illustration of the 
peculiarities of these currents and their effect on the outfall
water distribution was probably the most Important result
■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■  i : ; ' ■ ' ■ 'obtained from the investigation*
(ii) Once sleek water conditions obtained, the outfall water 
itself formed a strong current reaching more or less to the bed 
during a considerable portion of its travel* Similarity in 
this depended more on normal model principles than on internal 
gravitational considerations*
(iii) Spread did eventually affect the intake* but only some 
time after the very conservative period allowed to cover the 
possible duration of a low water stand*
13*2*5* However, before deciding against the need for immediate large
hot
scale basic studies (assuming these had,(been already carried out) any 
future investigator should consider the alternative benefits of increasing 
the scale and increasing the coverage. The experiments described in this 
thesis suggest that a breakdown of similarity due to completely laminar 
interfacial conditions, as described in 8*3*6., is unlikely except at 
Reynolds numbers*for the combined^flow>of the order of 600 or le3S*
Although the necessary design information is not at present available, it
* '
is reasonably certain that internal gravitational spread can be simulated 
fairly accurately. But insufficient introduction length before the 
portion to be studied in a river model is always a hazard* To illustrate 
directly, the Kincardine model might have been built at half the hori­
zontal scale actually adopted. With an increase in vertical exaggeration 
of 1.5 (i*e* vertical exaggeration of 4*5 instead of 3)» internal gravita­
tional advances would have corresponded as between the alternative models* 
The following advantages might have been obtained*
(i) Using the same shed the whole of the isolated channel 
leading to the North channel could have been included in the 
model* This would have very considerably simplified, and 
probably improved, both calibration and operation*
(ii) Using the same pump the maximum river flow could have 
been simulated and the investigation would probably have been 
continued to the stage where a complete tidal cycle was 
simulated*
13*2.6. There would have been the disadvantage of slightly greater 
difficulty in control* However, as the present discussion is intended 
to illustrate what night be done in the future, this is not really a 
snag as it is unlikely that completely manual control would again be 
adopted*
13*2*7* Thinking of surface slope as a measure of the energy available 
for mixing, correspondence in this is also essential, with subsequent 
application of the general Froude law* (3.5*5*) For a full tidal model 
correspondence in surface slope is normally attained by application of the 
normal Froude law, but for a short length of river some departure from the 
velocities so determined might make correspondence in surface slope easier 
to attain* Where it is necessary to add roughness, it appears preferable 
to do so by treating the bed rather than by using vertical turbulence 
generators, since the nixing caused by these would be initially in the 
horizontal direction*
13*2.8# Having determined the scales, including the density difference 
scale which would necessarily be one in a normal Froude law model, apart
from a special adjustment to give correspondence in Initial velocities, 
and having calibrated and adjusted the model to give the correct profiles 
velocities and directions of flow, the agency of density difference has to 
be chosen. The obvious and commonly adopted choice of a thermal variation 
has been shown to have the disadvantage of a relatively large surface 
tension difference* Just as "internal gravitational advance can be . 
Inhibited by initial mixing, the effect of surface tension on the overflow 
aspect of such advance is likely to be masked, again because of a gradual 
gradient rather than a clear cut interface. If in a model internal 
gravitational advance is of importance, it appears necessary to balance 
the surface tension difference if a thermal difference is adopted. Despite 
this, the advantages of a thermal density difference are such that it 
should always be used even if only as part of the total density differences-
(i) The realism ls convincing to those who may make use of 
the results in making a decision#
(ii) Keat losses can be simulated*
(iii) Thermal indication of mixing is veiy simple and precise 
at all levels from thermometers to recording systems such as 
that which was used for the present tests* A development of 
this system,. especially suitable for model,, studies, is described 
later in this section (13*3*S.)
(iv) At lower basic temperatues, only thermal variations in the 
model could approximate to the thermal variations in the proto­
type because of the nature of the temperature-density relation*
(v) Already models have been run with the natural salinity 
variation of an estuary also simulated and as salinity ls the 
obvious alternative to thermal variation, confusion might
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arise with this complication, if salinity were used for 
both density variations*
13*2*9* There is a probably a tendency for the following sequence of 
events to occur when a hydraulic model study undertaken* The model is 
designed and verified to the best of the Investigator*s ability; the 
required results are taken from it and in the light of the subsequent 
findings with the prototype the model is assessed as a success or a failure. 
It seems particularly Important in heat dissipation studies that the 
degree of simulation of the various aspects of the flow and in varying 
positions should first be considered before any recordings are applied 
to the prototype. This will be the case even when a complete congruency 
diagram is available, it is even more so the case for any study that may 
be initiated in the absence of this diagram*
13*2*10. Briefly, what is meant is that after taking a considerable 
number of sets of vertically spaced measurements of density difference 
flux (normally of temperature), the model should be divided into zones, in 
terms of time and location, where two dimensional or three dimensional 
similarity is obtained - or where It is suspected that neither Is the case* 
If a band of introduced water is carried with a main current, it is likely 
that two dimensional similarity will gradually merge into something like 
three dimensional similarity. Again, with incorrect vertical exaggeration, 
the aforesaid two and three dimensional similarities are likely to obtain 
until internal gravitational spread becomes operative - then neither will 
obtain.
13*2,11. Two other possible scale effects should be kept in mindi-
(a) A break down of similarity due to the formation of a 
completely laminar interface.
1
(b) Distortion of flows due to a stagnant surface.
Both of these have been observed during the studies described here (3,3*6, 
and 7,3,3* respectively),
13*2,12, Taking just one concrete example of what the foregoing could 
involve, stratified water might be flowing past a model intake with only 
two dimensional similarity applicable. If the intake is well below the 
surface it is unlikely that actual measurements of the intake water would
t
be reliable. But if a vertical temperature section at the intake is 
instead corrected for lack of two dimensional similarity in the light of 
the local conditions, a much better idea of the prototype intake temperature 
would probably be obtained,
13.3. Comments on apparatus with suggestions for development
(a) Hydraulic apparatus.
13.3* 1. The hydraulic apparatus has so far, on the whole, served its 
purpose well, and it is thought that in the design a reasonable balance was 
struck between the sizes of the various parts and also between facility of 
use and cost of the apparatus. Although the main tank has not been used 
directly so much as the larger flume has, it was essential for its 
delaying and reducing effect on recirculation during tests such as are 
described in Section 8,
13*3*2, Two main difficulties in operation became apparent during the 
tests. Firstly, when wetting agent was added to the main body of water 
there was a tendency for foam to form at the various drops in the circuit; 
at the V-notch, at the entry into the main tank, and at the constant head 
tank overflow* This was inconvenient during some of the tests and it 
appears desirable to find a surface tension balancing agency which doesn’t 
cause foam, nor, of course, is necessary in such strength as to cause an
I appreciable density difference. Failing the use of such a substance, it 
would be possible to design a circuit with bottom withdrawal after any 
drop* Such modification would involve considerable changes in the present 
circuit* This difficulty could not have been foreseen, as the necessity 
for surface tension balancing was discovered during the project,
13*3*3* Secondly, the small capacity of the sump above minimum depth 
(about 9 cu* ft,) compared with the capacity of the larger header tank 
(23 cu, ft.) reduced the possible duration of certain types of tests 
carried out in the main tank to far below the limit set by the header tank 
size. This could be overcome by placing a 20 cu. ft, tank at the pump 
end of the apparatus and leading a flow to it from the constant head tank, 
equal to the maximum flow from the larger header tank, The flow from 
this additional tank to the sump would be controlled by a float and lever 
operated valve, and the tank would thus provide a reservoir equivalent to 
an enlargement of the sump (such an enlargement being impossible),
13*3*4. The delay occasioned by the refilling of the header tanks 
(20 - 25 minutes in the case of the larger) was often inconvenient* A 
very useful development of the apparatus would be to fit a delivery from 
the pump to the larger header tank such that filling might be accomplished 
in 5 minutes or so* This modification, if combined with the provision ofv ■
a fairly powerful system of electric water heaters in the header tank
(15 KW or so) would allow the following mode of operation using salt
as the density difference agency and temperature as the indicating agency*
The water in the main circuit, of approximately known salinity, would be 
thoroughly mixed, then the header tank would be filled* A known weight 
of salt would be added and the water heated to some convenient temperature 
above that of the basic water in the main circuit* Thus water of a known
density difference could be introduced into the circuit as required, and
would be identifiable by what appears to be a very convenient indicating
agency - a small temperature difference* The practicable range of density 
differences would be very much increased over that obtained from thermal 
variations only. Alternative to the heaters, salinity meters might be 
used, one in the main circuit and one in the upper tank. Though at first 
sight more direct, this alternative appears much less suitable for single­
handed working, although one meter would be advantageous if placed in the 
main circuit.
13*3.5• The foregoing possible developments of the apparatus are basic;
it is not necessary to deal with the minor pieces of equipment such as 
introduction boxes and the like which would be required for the further 
programme of tests to be suggested later. Nor is discussion of the
possible construction of an actual model in the main tank necessary,
except to note that the additional sump reservoir described in 13.3*2. 
would probably be advantageous*
(b) Reoordin? apparatus
13*3*7. The thermopile temperature recording apparatus has functioned
well, showing up best, in its present form, with the recording probes 
mounted on a traveller. There are, however, several possible developments 
in construction and technique which might be pursued:
(a) Neither method of fusing the junctions was really 
satisfactory and better methods could perhap3 be found. ,
(b) It would be desirable to find a method of treating the 
probe junctions with a thin hard waterproof protective coating; 
perhaps a resin.
(c) More powerful oscillographs than the standard Pye model
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used are available. Although more screening would be 
necessary in order to take advantage of such an oscillograph, 
this development, if successful, would allow proportioning of 
mixing with a much smaller initial temperature difference,
13,3,8, In the form as used for the herein described tests, the 
temperature recording apparatus was suitable for mounting on a traveller, 
or for maintaining in a static state. It was not really convenient to 
move the probes, say from test to test, nor could individual probes be 
detached from the whole, making for clumsiness when re-arranging*
There is another arrangement which would, in certain circumstances, give 
greater flexibility; it would, for instance, have been extremely suitable 
for the Kincardine investigation* This would be to pair the 24 in* probes,
as used so far, with short probes set into a plug and with some two or
three feet of flexible connection* Gombined with the plug junctions would 
be the changes from thermopile metals to copper and the copper wires would 
end with some suitable proprietary connection. The plugs would fit into 
a P*V,C. pipe, the openings being closed by blanks when not in use* A 
flow of water, from the constant head tank, would pass along this pipe*
The salient points arei-
(a) With the basic water temperature in the region of air
temperature, the change in temperature along a 30 - 40 ft.
length of ■§■ in. bore pipe under 5 or 6 ft. head is 
imperc.eptable*
(b) The thermo couple metal to copper junctions would all 
be at the same temperature without being brought to the 
same point* •
(c) Damaged probes could be easily replaced.
(d) The thermopile circuits would he shorter.
(ej The plug probes need nothin such a thin tube as the
recording probes.
(f) With a series of spare holes in the pipe, and the
possibility of adding holes if required, the system
would be yery flexible,
13*3«9t The basic system having been thoroughly proved, it would be
worth while to incur the extra expense of press stud or similar connections
from the probe-plug units to the wiring. While a system such as is
as
envisaged would not be as quite/convenient as that under development at 
13 1Wallingford ' it is probably more flexible, has a quicker response, 
and is capable of further development. It can be builfe by one man in 
about a month (say 20 recording probes) at a cost of around £30 in 
materials. The amplifiersoscilloscope and camera are costly, about £350, 
but are basic equipment which could be used for many other purposes and 
which are widely available.
13*3*10* Reference was made in 5*3*12. to possible lines of development 
of velocity recording methods for non-homogeneity problems and no further 
discussion is appropriate since these lines were not pursued.
13*4* Recommendations for further studies
(a) In small scale apparatus
13*4* 1* By small scale apparatus is meant apparatus of the size of the 
present apparatus or smaller, and most of the following experiments would 
be suitable for the present apparatus, developed where necessary. However, 
their value would be much enhanced if they could be related to basic 
studies in larger apparatus, as described later in this sub-section.
13.4.2. As far as simple lock experiments are concerned, without
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larger scale results being available there seems little prospect of further 
studies of diminution of velocity or of dilution in the present flume length 
being of much value. But if a few large scale tests were carried out, the 
situation would be entirely different as economy would suggest the use of a 
small flume where possible. One possibility with the present apparatus, 
in the absence of some definite assurance of correlation with larger scale 
tests, Is its use to study the effect of a slow withdrawal of the barrier 
so that a suitable common procedure could be adopted.
13.A*3* As suggested in Section 10, some work might be done in the
present flume on the case of the lock type experiment but with several 
barriers. This could be combined with experiments carried out in an 
additional piece of apparatus as follows. If a perspex sided rectangular 
conduit, with one end fixed and the oth&r removable, were placed on end, 
it could be filled with any arrangement of density stratification present, ' 
such filling having been carried out in much more difficult circumstances. 
The conduit would then/quickly but smoothly laid flat and the overflow 
and underflow development observed,8 ft, x A in, x U in. is the order of 
size envisaged for convenient handling, though a smaller example might be 
used as a pilot model* The apparatus could be used to study the develop­
ment of the modified underflow and, presumably, mirror image of the 
underflow, in various circumstances, including that of a uniform variation 
from one end to the other, which might be expected to completely inhibit 
movement.
13.4,4. Turning now to the steady state studies described in Section B,
the use of saline water would allow a very considerable extension of the 
range covered. What is envisaged is that similar configurations to A, E 
and F, should be again examined while maintaining the same general Froude
number. These have already been compared and found to illustrate ' 
stratification, some mixing and complete mixing respectively. It would be 
necessary to reduce iki flume width in order to provide sufficient flow but 
the range of Reynolds number examined could be at least doubled. In 
isolation such tests would hardly justify the modifications to the apparatus 
required (i.e. pumping lead to header tank and salinity meter) but the 
modifications would also be desirable for the tests to be described below.
In passing, it should be noted that tests of a similar nature to those 
described in Section 8 have been carried out at both Manchester University 
and the Hydraulics Laboratory of the Rational Bureau of Standards. In 
the second case it is possible that a sufficient flume length was used to
continue the study into the uniform flow zone. No details are yet
available but it would be foolish to devote much more time to these 
studies until more is known of what has already been done,
13.4*5* In Section 10 reference was made to the probability of 
inhibition of the development of an underflow and overflow by initial 
mixing. A start would be made to the investigation of this in the 
present flume. If the upstream part of the movable side were brought in 
to make a 12 in. wide length of flume and an introduction box was arranged 
at the projection so formed, the flow subsequent to the junction of a
12 In. wide band of basic water and a 6 in. wide band of introduced water
could be studied. The depth could not, of course, be great; 2 - 3  inches 
would be best. However, it has already been shown that in similar 
circumstances the critical Reynolds number for laminar flow is very low, 
about 400 - 600,and a useful range of conditions should be possible,
With saline density variations, but thermal indication, it should be 
possible to range from conditions where density difference would be
■unimportant to those where a clear cut underflow and overflow would develop, 
13*4* 6, It would be expected that the veiy small scale experiments 
outlined above would suggest the need for larger scale experiments. Some 
enlargement could perhaps be accomplished in the main tank, if an 
additional sump tank were fitted, although there Is probably not sufficient 
introduced flow capacity available at present for completely steady 
conditions to be established, at least at larger values of introduced flow. 
This difficulty has already been mentioned in 10*1.7,
13,4*7. The main tank would be suitable for a small model of some 
river or estuary where a suitable small density difference flow occurs.
Such illustration and confirmation of the results of the project would be 
the final stage - though it is possible that the building and use of some
Owell verified ad hoc model elsehvere may make this course unnecessary.
(b) In large scale apparatus
13*4*8* The need for extension of the ’infinite* width - no reflected
wave Keulegan Type congruency diagram, which has been discussed earlier in 
this thesis, could probably be met by a few experiments in a 600 ft. long 
by 6 ft. wide flume and 11 ft. deep flume, together with more prolonged 
testing in a flume about 80 ft. long by 2 ft. wide. The first of these may 
seem rather large but the work could be done in aziy suitable channel or ship 
model tank so long as mixing tanks were available and the channel or tank 
could be drained reasonably quickly. Two 1800 cu. ft* mixing tanks with 
appropriate mixing devices and piping would be the main equipment, and
probably the main difficulty in arranging the tests.
13*4*9. The other set of experiments which might be carried out in
larger apparatus than is at present available, relates to vertical mixing 
in stratified flow once more or less uniform flow is established* That 
is beyond the effect of the entry or introduction conditions* Even at
the scale of the experiments described in Section 8, a fairly long flume
would probably be necessary; perhaps 100 ft* or so. However, considerable
indication that similarity between model and prototype may be attained on
a general Froude law basis is given by the successful tidal estuaiy
2.3 7,3,6-8
salinity intrusion models, where general bed resistance
presumably predominates over the resistance due to bends and where corres­
pondence in a slight vertical salinity differential has been attained
throughout tide runs which extend to several hundred of times the average
2,37depth in the prototype. Consideration of such model prototype 
comparisons, and possibly of the results of the tests at present being 
undertaken at the National Bureau of Standards Hydraulics Laboratory, 
may obviate the need for further basic studies of this problem*
13.5. Miscellaneous
13.5*1* This thesis Is a record of part of a continuing investigation*
Despite the considerable attention that has been given to small density
difference phenomena in open surface hydraulics, there is much that is not
understood and which is worthy of attention. For example, It was stated
2 37by Inglis and Allen in 1957 that the nett upstream bed flow observed 
In the Thames could not be simulated in the Thames model without the use
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of salinity whereas Allen in his capacity of (Hydraulic Research stated 
in 1959 that it has been shown that the upstream bed flow in the Thames 
was independent of salinity variations.
13.5.2* Gome comments are here made on some aspects of internal
gravitational movements which are outside the main line of the thesis.
(a) The Mississippi salt wedge intrusion model
3.1613.5.3. In 3.3.1o reference was made to Tiffanyfs # description of
this model study parried out at the Waterways Experimental Station, which
appears to have been the only attempt so far made to simulate a 
distinctly wedge type salinity intrusion. Unfortunately, the details 
given were extremely sparse - the scales of the model were not even quoted* 
But after saying that some basic studies, presumably lock tests, had been 
carried out prior to the design of the model, the author stated as 
definite that a density scale of unity should be used and otherwise the 
normal Froude model law would give the correct flows# Although Dr* 
Keulegan*3 later basic studies were all carried out for the Waterways 
Experimental Station, he does not refer to any report on the Station’s 
own basic studies* It appears that the Mississippi model was comparatively
large and had a fair vertical exaggeration* Probably the length studied
was progressed by the salt wedge at something corresponding to a uniform 
’initial* velocity and the apparent ease with which simulation was 
obtained deceived both the personnel of the Station and those interested 
in density current simulation in general, as to the difficulty of the 
problem*
(b) Sewage disposal in Santa Monica Bay
13*5*4t The Author, in discussing the pattern of spread of fresh
polluted water moving along the shore under a prevailing coastal flow, 
suggested that with a density differences of the order of 0*0003 gm/m*l« 
to 0.00009 grn/m.l# and a stratified layer of several feet in depth, an 
exchange flow would develop. This would have accounted for the much 
greater angle of spread which eventually developed than that found with 
dye streams in the open sea. However, the suggestion was not favourably 
received by the author of the paper who had ascribed the spread entirely 
to lateral eddy dissipation* The considerations leading to the possi­
bility of inhibitance of internal gravitational spread, as dealt with in
Section 10, provide a further possible explanation of the type of spread
pattern observed at Santa Monica where some considerable progress had been
made along the coast before the spread became pronounced. This would fit
in with an initially mixed interface eventually clearing after the coast
wise flow had ’settled down*^following the inflow of the sewage.
Presumably, the rise of the boll from the deep out fall would cause
considerable disturbance to the general flow. The further experiments
suggested in sub-section 13*3 may elucidate this type of dispersion.
(c) Basic studies for heat dissipation models by Professor Allen and 
Dr. Allen.
13.5,5. The experiments described in paragraph 55 of Attachment 2 are 
wholly understandable in the light of the tests described here. But the 
value of Reynolds number found necessary in the smaller channel to maintain 
similarity suggests that the introduced flow was small In comparison with 
the basic flow. In Section 8 it wag shown that similarity in vertical 
mixing can be achieved with much smaller Reynolds numbers so long as the 
velocity discontinuity Is sufficient, i.e. that sufficient momentum 
adjustment has to be made.
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SUMMARY
(The reference numbers correspond with the Sections of the Thesis)
The Author had been engaged on a 'nodel study of the dissipation and the 
possible recirculation of heated water which was to be discharged from the 
circulating water system of a steam power station sited on a tidal river.
He has described this investigation in a paper "A hydraulic model study of 
heat dissipation at Kincardine power station" (a copy is attached to the 
Thesis)• It seemed that further work on the basis of design of such models 
would be worth while, and that the various modes of flow involved might be 
examined for scale effects in isolation (1).
Various aspects of small density difference phenomena which affect free 
surface hydraulics are reviewed (2), together with the present status of 
model simulation of these phenomena (3 )*
In describing the circuit of flume and tank which was built for the 
studies, the general requirements for apparatus for small density difference 
studies are discussed (4). A thermopile recording system was chosen from 
the various possible means of indicating the mixing and dilution of intro­
duced water, and the construction (5)# use (B) (9) and possible development 
(13) of the indicating probes is described. This system is thought to be 
very suitable for any future ad hoc or basic studies.
The first mode of flow to be studied was the pure density current 
exchange flow as found in idealised lock experiments. Some additional
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information on the overall characteristics of the overflow wa3 obtained, and
(2)
a scale effect, caused by small variations in surface tension, was noted.
'  - ... .  ‘
This easily obviated phenomena might seriously impair similarity in heat 
dissipation models. It was found that the requirements for similarity in 
lock experiments are applicable to internal gravitational advance in open 
water, and some success was achieved in the simulation of small scale 
prototype phenomena in very small scale models (7) (9).
Vertical mixing was studied using the recording apparatus and the 
applicability of the general Froude model law was confirmed (8). Modified 
forms of lock flow are suggested as being pertinent to the spread of less 
dense water over more dense water, when both are combined as an external 
gravitational current (10).
The effect of heat losses on model simulation is considered (11) and 
the economics of heat dissipation are reviewed in some detail (12).
After summarising, the possible form of future ad hoc studies is 
discussed and recommendations made for future basic studies (13)*
A comprehensive li3t of references (14)> the tables and figures collect 
at the start of the second volume (15)> the test recordings (16) and the 
notation (17) follow.
A subsidiary outfall scour model had been run in conjunction with the
main Kincardine model and this also left some uncertainties which were
partially elucidated in a series of tests, described in an appendix (18).
In a further appendix some minor aspects of the Kincardine investigation are 
discussed (19).
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/60  ?
VoO
v60
3ize of model and details. 166
Approximately .^5 ft. wide with only 
part of ^ mile width of tidal river
actually modelled.
30 ft. x 4 ft. with part width of tidal 
river modelled.
30 ft. x 15 ft. with whole width of 
tidal river modelled.
Kather smaller than Kincardine model
but again whole width of body of water 
modelled.
As for Berkeley P.S.
Recirculation studies for two power 
stations to be sited on the Thames 
were carried out in the Thames model 
while it was being operated with 
normal tidal conditions and salinity 
distribution simulated.
Size not known. "Study of optimum
location for flow cut-off walls between 
inlet and outlet ducting of condensate
cooling water!!.
Combined intake and outfall structure, 
operated with tidal flows simulated.
Tidal model of large part of Severn 
estuary - 150 ft. long or so. Effect 
of heated discharge from several power
stations to be studied.
Note:- So far as is known, all these models were run with thermal
density variations to a scale of 1.1 and with the velocity 
scale given by the normal Froude law (i.e. the square root
of the vertical scale)•
♦ See Hydraulics Research 1955> page 23.
TABLE 1.1 Hi AT DISSIPATION MODELS INVOLVING TIDAL FLOWS
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Model Hor.
Scale
Vert,
Scale Notes
Castle 3#i
Donington P#S. 120 V 36 Length of River Trent modelled and
recirculation studied using heated 
water.
Alden Hydraulic 
Laboratory^*^ At least three river model studies havebeen carried out, Vertical exaggeration 
3 to 5 with normal Froude law basis for
velocity and heated water at 1 : 1 
density differences*
3 12 
White River Purdue University - No details known
Crawford V60 V60 Model study of recirculation in
Chicago Sanitary Canal,
Schylkill rtiver+ V 45 Vl5 Recirculation studied in river model
No details inovn.
Olosglany P.3.X V 25O V50 Model study for siting of baffle walls
to give maximum cooling surface*
+ Ref. 3.11, p. 96.
x 0, Gyorke ‘’Scale model investigations of the cooling pond at a thermal 
power station.1 Report on the activities of the Research Institute 
for Water Researches in 1957. (Hungarian with Publish abstract)
TABLE 3.1 NON-TIDAL RIVI?. OR UK' RECIRCULATION MODELS
170
Model Kor.Scale
Vert*
Scale Notes
Sacremento - 1 J
San Joaquin'*"'
4, 300 V100
3.6 1/ l.
St. John River '1,000 /100
Salinity distribution in horizontal 
direction was represented without 
density difference.
Density scale 1 t 1 (U.1 .S.)
Savanah3.3 Vl, 000 /l50 density scale 1 : 1 (W.E.S.)
3.7Delaware River Vl,000 VlOO density scale 1 : 1 (U* .S.)
Thamest.37 V600 Vl20 density scale 1 i 1. Better results
were obtained with V l 20 vertical 
scale than with earlier attempts with
V60 vertical scale*
Mersey3.17 V 550 /o0 Density scale 1 i 1
San Francisco 
Bay* Vl, 000 VlOO Density scale 1 : 1. Very large
model (1 acre and up to 4 ft. deep)
Alberni Inlet* V4>303 V;233 Density scale 1 : 1
Puget Sound r / 10,000 Vl,152 Density scale
J. Graf, m  Francis lodel :5tudy1!. Milit > r*49*
No. 331, 1957.
J. P» Tully, "Oceanography and prediction of pulp mill pollution
in Alberni Inlet.Fish Res. Bd. Canada, Bull* 33. 1949*
M. xwattray and J. H. Lincoln, “Operating characteristics of an 
oceanographic model of Puget Sound**• Trans. Amer. Geo* Union,
Vol. 39, No. 2, 1955.
TaBLE 3.2 TIDAL SALINITY INTRUSION MODELS.


FIG. 4-3 VIEWS OF CIRCUIT - 1 
Flow over main V-notch guided below 
surface of stilling chamber of larger flume
FIG. 4.4 VIEWS OF CIRCUIT - 2 
Downstream end of larger flume with 
draft excluders in open position

173
FIG. 4 0  VIEWS OF CIRCUIT -S 
Upstream end of larger flume with fixed 
cut-off1 for lock experiments in position. 
Main V-notch in background
FIG. 4.6 VIEWS OF CIRCUIT - 4 
General view of tank and rear of flumes

174
FIG. 4.7 UPPEH MIXING TANKS
FIG. 4.8 DOWN-PIPE CONTROLS
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~Vvv*
( a . )  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  e n d  
OF P R O S E S .( i n i T iA l ')
(^) P R O S E  E N D  W H E N
C o A T F D  V JlT H  W A X  ( x 3 )
( b )  S P E E D  O F  E E S P O N C E  O F  R A R E  P R O B E S  
( a ' ) c o l d  (U1) h o t
r m r m r
.pwlUi 
I 1 'll|, J'.
.ulU^ LUU
w s r .« M »»i «'
1. e )
6 4 4  - 6 7 6‘F
C A L I B R A T I O N  o f  p k o b e S
U  ) ( A )
64 -5 - Z oi °F (A -(o -l54-°f 64-2 - 667eF
C V O  S P E E D  O F  R E S P O N S E  W l T H  W A X E D  P R O & F S
(b a s e  f l u c t u a t i o n  m o r e  t w P i c a l  t h a n  c - j )
FlG i.S.I CHARACTERISTICS OF RECORDING- PROBES
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FIG. 5.2 RECORDING APPARATUS
FIG. 5.3 PROBES IS FLUME
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FIG. 3.5 HEAD OF HRS MINIATURE CURRENT 
METER.
FIG. 5.6 CALIBRATION SET-UP
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F \G ,.l.l COMPOSITE UNDERFLOW AND OVERFLOW FIQURE.
m
6 S 10 20 40 60 60 100 200X10*
FIG 2 2  CONGRUENCY OF DATA ON SALINE FRONT VELOCITIES TAKEN 
FROM VARIOUS CHANNELS. L o /H -14.4, H/B • 2 .
FIG. "73 TYPICAL KEULEGAN CDNCPOEnCY t>iag. .
FOB TjIMlIKIITIDkJ OF UNTiEeFLOW VELOCITY
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7 - IB SIMPLE OUTFALL EXPERIMENTS
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FIG .1.I<? — SP REA D OF H E A T E D  WATER FROM S I M F l . F O l  : I-■'A I
201
12
L (ft)
8
L' IS FULL SIZE DISTANCE (FEET) 
SEE FIC. 8.
FULL SIZE BEST LINE DUPLICATED 
OUT OF POSITION WITH FIFTH 
SIZE-l-95 EXAG. RECORDINGS.
8
Xa
J
X■+
SURFACE TENSION BALANCED
TEST a  p HOR. VERT. FLOW
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21 00200
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FULL SIZE TIME (SEC.)
FIG-. 7 . 2 0 -  SIMILARITY IN S IM P LE  O U T F A L L  EX P ERI ME NT S.
200
FIG. 8.1a INTRODUCTION BOX WITH FAIRING
FIG. 8.1b INTRODUCTION BOX IN POSITION
202

203
FIG. 8.2 TUBBUI^NT MIXING- IN STRATIFIED 
FLOW.
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"IG, 9.5 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON BARRIER PRIOR TO LOCK FLOWS.
214
FIG. 9.6 DEVSLOPMaKT OF LOCK FLOW - 1
FIC-. 9.7 DEVELOPMENT OF LOCK FLOW - 2 
(SAME TEST AS 1)

FIG. 9 3 DEVELOPMENT of LOCK FLOW - 3
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p
P  +  A /O
( a )  NORMAL STARTING POINT.
S ’
*  ( c ^ . . .
(b) D o u b l e  B a r r i e r  s t a r t i n g  point.
(c.') IMPRESSION Op WATER 
MOVEMENTS.
(d) F L O W S  WITH D O U B L E  
BARRIER CASE SHORTLY
a f t e r  s t a r t .
h —  v.
( p  MOLTIPLE BARRIER. C A S E
FIG,. 10.1 ILLUSTRATIONS OF HORIZONTALLY MODIFIED LOCK CASE.
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FIG . 1 0 .2  ILLUSTRATION OF IN C R EM EN TA L
ASSUM PTIO N FOR LOCK FLO W S.
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F ig , h i b l a c k  b o d y  r a d ia t io n
C o m p a r i s o n  o p  v a l u e s .
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2 TO
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(* SEA SURFACE TEM PER A TU R E °C.
EFFECTIVE BACK RADIATION IN C,M CAl./ 
cm x/m in .  f ro m  THE SEA SURFACE TO A 
CLEAR SKY. RFPRESENTED AS A FUMTION 
OF SEA-SoRFftCE TEM PERATURE ANO REL­
ATIVE HUMiOlTY OF THE AIR AT A H E iq m  
OF A FEW METERS.
FIG*. 11.2 EFFECTIVE BACK RADIATION -  
AFTER SVERDRUP, MARTIN AND FLEMING*.
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Tab le: 12 •£ la s t  Stage D etails  For e>r
NO Man -
Fac.
Rated
CAP.
MW
St e a m
CONDITIONS
Blade
LEM6TY4
O N
Base
DlAM
In .
Blade
Quotient
LAST
STAGE
Amhuua
5q Ft.
No.
OF
Flo*£
Total
Last
Stage
AR£A
SA.PT.
AREA-
M.W.
Sq. PT.
Re l .
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To 7o’ 
f®
RATED
E x .
Press
i*Hg
K+D
OPTH.
Ex FV
i« Hg 
aba
Exhaust
HEAT
Loading
Btlu;
INIT
Press
ifc/p
T E M P
INIT.
or.
RE
1 N1V. 3 0 6 0 0 6 5 0
— ...
£ 9 o
2 3 0 9 0 0 300 — Appl'fc - 29 0
3 Go 9 0 0 90 0 _ B 3 2 8 -9
4- GO 9 0 0 9oo — App 1*2 55 2 2 7 o -4 1-17 1 26 -9 0  6 6 1 6 0 0
5 loo 1500 1050 — B s 2 6 9
<0 ISO 1500 1000 looo B 5 0 2 l o o 0 833 93 28 9 0 -7 2 1 7 2 5
7
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17 R*W 6 0 1350 9 5 0 _ 1575 1*5
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24 27 5 2300 1050 (050 3V3S •8 9 78 5 4 314 1 -1 4 1 41 29-0 0 -4 7 1150
25 100 1500 10S0 -
/
2
26 350
| M R | 0-618
2 1 F a r 60 900 900 - I 25 35-0 2 76 1-165 1 28-9 0-67 1610
2 8 loo 1500 1050 - 3 2 8 9
29 120 1500 1000 1000 3 105 0-875 37 2 8 9 0-69
30 125 1025 1000 looo 1-2 4
31 200 M 3
32 100 1500 975 955
34 Bt h 6 0 300 900 2 71 7 1-13 1 2 9 0 0-63 1570
ISO 1500 looo looo 3 115-1 0 -96 29-0 0-62 1500
200 2350 1050 1000 V Z b 3 1 5 3 9 0  7 7 2 9 0 0 - 7 2 1 7 3 0
tish Turbine designs
in d ic a t e s  B a u m a n  m u l t ip l e . E * h a u b t , 
F ig u r e s  in  f r a m e s  A r e  in f e r r e d  R a t h e r  t h a n  B a s e d  o n  p u b lis h e d  
D e t a il s  o r  From o t h e r  r e l ia b l e  S o u r c e  .
TABLE 1 2 .3 -  CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERATING
board Standard  Steam  Cy c le s  l2J3^14-Stop valve Pressure (lb/s«|. ih Jiuge) A B C D E r G6oo 9oo 1500 1500 2 3 5 0 23oo 2300
2 Stop Valve Temp. °F 8 5 0 9oo 1050 IOOO 1050 1050 1050
3 REHEAT TEMP *F - - - IOOO IOOO 1050 1030
4 VACUUM in. Hj 2 8 9 £8.9 2 6 9 28 9 2 8 9 2 8 9 2 8 9
5
final Feedwater 
t e m p e r a t u r e  °F 3 3 0 3 6 5 4oo 4 3 5 4 6 0 4 8 6 4 6 6G>Klo. or FEED h e a t in g  Stages 4 5 Q> <O 7 7 7
7
R e l a t i v e  A v a i l a b l e
H E A T  D R O P .
loo 1029 M7 5 126-3 131-4 129 8 129 8
8
r e l a t i v e  S t e a m  t d  Stop 
v a l v e  p e r  M W . to o 9 6 •£8 5 9 77 3 75-1 7 4 8 7 4 1
9 S te a m  td S tc p  V a lv e  Mtww&-G4 8 3 5 7-42 6 6 8 6 4 8 6 4 5 6 4 0
lo
St e a m  t o  Co n d e n s e r  R e l . 
To St e a m  T o S t o p  v a l v e 7 8 - 0 7 3  7 72-7 7 0 - 7 67-4 66-5 6 6 5
II R e l a t i v e  S t e a m  t o  C o n d e n s e r  • loo 91 a 7 9 7 7 0 -7 64-8 6 3 7 6 3 1
12 St e a m  t o  c o n d e n s e r 6  6 5 6-15 5 3 9 4 7 3 4 3 6 4 2 8 4 2 5
13
Hea t  to  C o n d e n s e r  btlu / sec 2o3 0 IB7 0 IG4 0 1440 1330 1310 13 0 0Assum ing  Qnrr S te a m  m w
14
Re l a t i v e  S p e c if ic  v o l  . 
a t  a s  9  i n . h g . - 100
_ _f_
100
9 8 7 9 9 3 105-8 104-6 104-0 1 0 4 0
15
RELATIVE O u t p u t  For
Co n s t a n t  A n n u l u s  a n d  
Co n s t a n t  L e a v in g  v e l . III 1 2 6 135 148 151 153
16
R e la t i v e  o u t p u t  F o r  
C o n s ta n t  Annulus and CON­
S T A N T  ° /o  LEAVING LOSS,
1 0 0 116 141 160 183 167 1 6 0
n APPROX .THERMAL E F F IC .  
Allow ing  Fo r  T urbine  Au x  s . 341 3C-5 3 9 3 4 0-G 42-9
t h c  t a b l e  is  A p p r o x i m a t e . F i g u r e s  W il l  v a r y  Sl i g h t l t  w i t h  
l a s t  St a g e  A N w ix .ua  a r e a  o f  t h e  P a r t ic u l a r  t u r b i n e , W it h  T h e  
F in a l  F e e d  W a t e r  t e m p e r a t u r e  a n d  t h e  r e h e a t  P r e s s u r e .
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Table 1
T y p ic a l  E x h a u s t  H e a t  L o a d in g s  fo r  t w i n - F l o w  
T u r b in e s
Turbine rating Exhaust We&t loadmg Lqf)
MW BTkU/sai-ft1
30 1,100
60 1,500
IOO l . W
PIG,. 125 KENNEDY AND M AR TEN  H E A T  
R a t e  -  e x h a u s t  t e m p e r a t u r e .  c u r v e s .
Ta b le  12.7 c o n o e n se r d e ta ils  and f u l l  lo a d
D E S IG N  IN C R E M E N T S  F R O M  P R E S E N T  B R IT IS H  P R A C T IC E  
( o b t a i n e d  F R O M  P U B L IS H E D  d e t a i l s )
STATION 1
5it
£<-Ju
Rating of 
TURBINES 
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NtANOF.
No
OF
SETS
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C\A/ FLOW 
PER SET
(C05EC
*>
l
i
COwOEnSER 
area/ set(so. 
f t ) a n d  n o  
of passes
RATED Bl* 
HAlrfT TEmP 
AT INTAKE W. 
TE«P (°F*t °f)
P
!°f)
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QUAY
30 PAR. U> 5“^ 225 <17 5<UoS 327 I?
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Ar
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176
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FIG. 16.1 FLUME ROUGHENING 
in. mesh and down pebbles as shown
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16. TEST RECORDINGS
Page
16.1 Recordings for test series A and B 231
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16.4- Current meter calibration recordings 257
16.5 Recordings for oest series H. 258
16.6 Recordings for test series J. 269
16.7 Current meter recordings during tests H and J 282
16.8 Recordings for test series M.
#
284
16.9 Recordings for test series N ana f. 295
16•1. Recordings for test series A and B
The recordings are in the form of tables and notes. The following 
abbreviations have been used in the tables. D refers to da~te (1958 missed).
G to code showing thermal (T) or saline (3) density difference, vith 
subscript 0 or U for overflow and underflow. (B) means surface tension 
balanced. Thus To(B) means thermal overflow with surface tension balanced. 
The second D refers to depth in feet (e.g. 0.75) or inches (e.g. 7^). Ti 
and T2 are the temperatures. As the one compartment of the larger flume
was U ft. long and the other 13 ft., it is obvious, from the further travel 
lengths, in which compartment the less dense water was at the start. The
times (in seconds) for the tips of the fronts to travel to distarces
(l, 2, 3 ....  feet) are then given. Where additional times are entered
they refer to (unless otherwise marked) 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 feet, as is 
indicated by their position.
Thermal density differences for the subsequent computations vere 
obtained from a large scale plot of the International Critical Table data 
(as shown to small scale on Fig. 2.1); saline density differences were 
obtained from the information given in the notes, (i.e. a weight of salt 
in a volume of water) which follow the tables, and using Fig. 2.2, The 
notes also contain the observations made at the time of the tes^ s,
The saline cases only were used from the series B tests; sufficient 
duplication of the thermal cases being available in series A.
For tests AS - 11, where depth is marked N, further details are given
at the end of the notes.
. 231
N° Al Al A3 A4 AS A6 AT Ag A9 AIO A11- - A12
D S/S (cfS 6/5 7/ff 7/ * 13/6 13/6 16/6 IL/b> il/ l> 17/6 17/6
C To To To To To To To To lo To To To
D IO% to'* 4»i 4*4 2 * 10% 10 Ni M rv N
T, 567 SCO S$(o 610 SS-8 S76 553 600 6*5 58-5 5 *4 s$s
T2 LIS UrJ 664 780 6t« 685 66-2 773 765 745 76-2 1 1
1 ILO I4S 245 730 180 ISO /7-0 12 0 130 II 0 /0-5 140
2 265 XO 430 255 445 275 285 200 220 720? 230 22 0
3 3S0 V  ■$ 73-5 360 720 31 5 38-0 240 30-0 300 335 71$
4 4to Ai5 815 480 1040 435 480 380 385 415 455 4$0
5* MS 60-5 1035 LOO 1480 545 600 47-0 472 515 SL'5 SCO
6 130 U S I2l 5 73-5 1940 66-0 715 555 560 620 68 5 (£ 0
7 855 fits 14* 5 890 2530 765 845 65-0 665 750 805 n-o
8 990 <?«•? 14,15 1015 3490 885 970 760 750 *75 92 0 ISO
9 III 5 IIOO 1805 l»S5 4-710 I Of-5 /095 870 8S0 /O05 /tfo 1100
10 1240 1240 204-5 1315 58tf> H45 1240 995 940 ULO //OO IUS
11 1385 \yi’S 228-5 1490 (26-0 m o /09-5 /06O 1300 /360 14/0
12 1535 - 2585 167-0 IlSoO 1390 1645 1200 l/7sf 1470 /5/0 ISOO
13 (63-S I4S0 2915 1840 15(5 /69 0 1J6 S /330 IL70 /670 IJi
N° AO AI4 A/6 A(7 Ai« A<9 A 20 A2I A 22 A23 A24
D (8/Co • «/&» 19/fe 19/6 19/6 20/(0 10k 7jol(o 2(/6 13/6 2Vfc 2l/c
C To To To To T* To To To To To To To
D \0% loIf (0% •37? •05<> 841 • v s •84tf •196 •849 •048 *49
Ti £53 SS2 565 542 545 572 S(p-o 563 628 5*3 675 474,
Tt 67-5 44 2 682 700 722 ?69 855 951 712 940 1 oVO
I 9 0 (2 0 (1*5 120 lo o 6  2 7-5 6-0 17-8 3-8 2 <0 •JOO
2 200 150 21-0 26*5 17*5 12 3 (42 II-> 40-5 - - 602
3 3IO 375 TOO 4<5 255 171 22-5 (6-o 64 6 (To 9*9 8*0
4 430 5/0 40-5 55o 340 231 30-0 215 93-5 (7-0 145 U lS
S s$5 550 SiO 69*5 430 29 3 35-3 266 (265 71-0 10-Co h j s
<o 4*79 785 6/5 060 520 34-6 46-0 3/2 1620 25* 22o ic?o
7 805 1W 7/0 /02* 6/5* 39 9 54-5 370 2043 So 2 248 i m
8 90 *> /<rto 805 M S 70 O 46-3 62 c? 42-0 28<>8 3$S 3oi 2ll£
9 (045 I240 985 IJ5-0 *l<* 50 - 445 402 344 mo
10 Mt-5 W O tOtfO 15V5 4/<* 5*9 804 525 452 38 tT m o
ll I3/5 l$35 ((S i n io (0/-? 62-5 9/-0 575 49 8 425 V7-5
12 14-40 1200 (VS 192-0 1(20 67 6, 10/fr 43 5 S5‘0 44-9 3S!f
13 1550 I0SO /460 2(2 0 US-0 n o f/35 7/-o Lo l 57-0
N ° A 2 5 A 2 4 > A 2 7 A 2 8 A 2 9 A 3 0 A 3 l A 3 2 A 3 3 A 3 4 A # -
0 tljio 2 4 / 6 2 4 / 6 2 ^ 6 ^ 4 / 4 2 6 / 6 7S/L is/g 2S/G 2 5 6 2 ^ 6 • 2 f t
c T o T o T o To To T o T o To To T o T <* T o
D • 8 4 - S • 8 4 9 • 3 8 * • « ? < 4 ^ * 3 8 2 6 3  8 4 5 ■ 3 8 0 3 8 0 2 8 9 • 3 7 V S W
7 , 8 4 - 4 5 8 4 5 7 4 5 7 ? 5 7 * 0 G O $ 6 8 6 5 4 0 b OO 5 3 6 « * «
T a
& £ >
4 2 * 3 6 2 * 5 $94 5 8 6 idb(0 10(2 8 2  2 * / 4 7(0 7 0 * 0 W ?
1 ll o 1 2  0 3 0 * 5 4 0  <3 6 / 5 4 8 r ? ' 6  2 7 0 ISO
►
9  4 2 3 - 5
X 19 8 2 8  T Gl 5 V S 112 0 8 5 9 4 1 7 0 14-6 3 0 0 2 4 2 $ 9 °
3 2 9  2 SiO 9 5  o 1 4 0 * 1 H i 5 13 8 1 7  5 ZO'T 2 7  8 4 £ o 7 * 0 < ? * 3
4 3 9 0 6 4  O 1 2 3  5 1 7 6 * 3 2 2 * 2  0 / 8 3 14 G lil 3 / 4 ( J O 5 7 * O S
S 4 9  O $ 7 * 5 1 5 4 * 0 2 2 4 5 6 3 0 / 0 2 4 / 2C o 4 ( 5 4 0 6 7 7 0 (p& O 1819
Id € 9  2 1 0 9 ? ( 8 5 0 2 6 * 0 f 3 3 # 0 2 4 3 3 2 - 2 5 0  0 9 2 0 M ' S m z
1 W 4 1 8 0 5 2 1 2 5 3 1 4 * 3 4 7 1 4 3 6 0 3 8  4 5 9 8 5 9 4 /0 6 - 8 tool ms
8 g o o 1 5 4 5 2 4 * 6 * 7 5 7 0 6 5 7 7 5 4 0 £ - 7 0 4 7 / 0 ( 2 7 0 1171 h o c
9 9 0 4 * 7 5 5 2 7 9 5 4flja*3 4 - 7 5 5 2 o 0 1 * 0 8 3 0 ' # 0 il$G 3 9fS
1 0 ( 0 0  0 ( 9 8 5 3 0 9 5 4 4 9 * 3 5 4 5 5 9  2 9 4 0 9 4 5 ISGo IS7 6 4 3 7 2
II ( l l ' O 2 2 2 5 7 4 ( 5 4 4 6  0 6 6 2  0 4 7  0 tcG'O 17$ 0 1 8 0 5 $ 7 / o
1 2 1 2 2  0 2 4 4 0 7 8 0 0 5 4 7 * 3 6 4 5 7 6 3 iZo-l / 2 / 5 20 0 0 ? 0 f 2 « p - 6
1* ( 34-0 - - - / 7 8 0 8 5 4 / 3 5 3 / 3 5 0 2 V O 2 3 4 0 -
N ° A 3 7 A 3 9 A 3 9 A 4 0 A 4 I M 2 A 4 3 A 4 4 A 4 5 A 4 6 ? A 4 7 A 4 8
D 2 ? / b 2 6 0 2 bj(o 2 i / 6 2 </fc ’ 2 i/ 6 2 4 / 6 2 6 / 6 2 /yk 7 < y i
C Tc* T o T o T o To T o T o To T o T » T o 7 .
D 3 7 9 • 3 7 9 • 3 7 9 3 8 7 l«>) • 1 8 9 • 3 7 9 • 1 9 / • 1 9 0 5 • N t f * / 8 4 5 •8 ?
7 , 5 * 4 5 8 1 5 7 9 5 7 5 6 7  5 5 9 5 5 ? o SfO 5 8 0 « ? • * # 5 C 7 2
t 2 6 >l- 8 6 4 0 6 4 / 6  0 0 w - c 9 6 * 8 6 i<) 8 4 8 6 2  5 6 V 8 7 0 * 5 fi» - 8
I 7 ^ 0 • 5 2 l * Z 3 5 5 - 7-4* ■Jiff too 9  1 - < 3 5 4 2 o
1 4 9 $ 3 1 -g 2 9 5 8 1  0 1 5  0 1 4 * 3 f c 4 o 2 7  4 23- 1 3 6 0 3 7  # 8 8  5"
3 8 ( o 4 7 9 4 4  8 ( 1 2 4 2 4 3 > 2 4 0 9 7 2 3 6  4? 3 6 5 6 / 8 9 ?  5
4 m s 6 3 2 (oOl l U o 3 6  2 3 3 3 1 3 5 2 SOI 5 0 0 8 9  9 8 5 5 2 9 2
1 5 4 * 6 7 8 6 7 6 0 2110 4 6  0 4 4 5 • 7 5 3 6 6  3 6 6 * 8 122-5 1 1 6 2 3 « 0
<* 1 9 0 0 9 3 - 2 9 2  0 2 5 1 0 5 7 4 5 5  6 > • 2 1 4 2 8 4 - 0 8 4 2 /54-5 1 5 0 0 4 8 3 4 -
7 m o i07.g icfo I 4 8 6 - 6 7  6 2 5 < 2 (0 | 9 / 0 1 3 2 o 2 8 ( 8 8 6 r
f lb'll 1 2 0 * 8 n il 3 6 2 5 8 4 * 4 8 0  2 ■J< « 2 ( 28 0 ( 2 0 0 2 6 2 - 2 2 2 t o
9 7 1 ( 5 ( 3 6 2 1 4 2 2 4 4 6 2 (ol 4- 9 3 2 3 5 5 5 ( 5 7 0 1 4 5 6 3 / 3 0 w < .
1 0 3 7 6 0 1 4 4 6 1 6 7 0 5 3 2 8 H o * 1 1 0 0 4 1 7 * 14 £ o / 8 0 3 4 7 3 0
u A 4 5 3 l 4 6 o 1 8 0 0 - 1 4 3 5 1 3 1  8 4 » - 5 2 3 5  0 2 / 9 2 — -
12 S H S 1 9 2 4 lil-o /7o z 1 5 4 0 9 4 2 5 2 8 4 2 2 6 6 o
13
- i K y f l 241-0 1 4 2 5 194 2 - -  .
234
N® A*s fiiSO AS 1 AS2 AS 3 A 54 AS5 AS4> AS7 AS0 AS*? ‘ A60
0 Vc)(o 2^4 27/6 lift* 2i/i 'loji 1o^ Trtb $o/<b 3oyi 'A g/7
C To To To To to To To To To T* To 5a.
D • /«*o 061 •104 -I0*S •($9 *34 837 •831 •838 •01/ •8355 •&2
T, s is STS 57-4 582 605 9 K S0-S 607 501 $7* 577 fc&l
Ti 605 08 0 SI 9 6(0 04o 10S5 87-5 96o 588 613 606 tt
I 44*0 77 4* 7 I* 17 O /03 15 39 92 60 0 (4f (42 0-4
1 90S 344 n o 7o 0 24 6 76 9 1 10$ i5?o 312 4(5 172
3 140-0 00 0 H o 145 0 365 u l 143 260 2225 S09 6$$ 26 4
4 2270 I&-9 47-5 2772 4q 0 14-6 703 39 0 }06O 46 0 9(2 350
$ 3170 1402 4,7-0 4900 664 182 254 501 106 4 $82 K42 448
6 3990 004 - 336 22 30 7 601 iio9 (400 >26
1 IKS (027 260 367 V S 50 TO (360 (769 6/4
g 14)4 1236 30-0 4(4 841 5983 (544 2064 70 0
q Ifc-fr /Si 6 142 467 933 6035 (856 2345 77 /
10 227 5 (095 152 523 m 2/(5 2639 07 6
n 2745 2330 42( 505 i/45 2343 2935 963
ii 3411 2#0 464 64> M S 2610 1235 /059
13 - 522 703 ms 2405 1500 114$
M® A6I A62 463 A64 A6S f\b(o A67 A6g A 6? A70 A7I A72
D 0/7 9/7 9/7 9/7 9/7 9/7 I0/7 /o/7 /o/7 /0/7 (0/7 24/7
C 5u Sir s* Sg SiC Sic 3w Sk Su Sic Sk Su.
X> •842 •054 044 •057 •850 •072 ■939 •846 •342 •380 •304 «S4-
t. 40 0 440 (o\ 8 645 62-9 62 9fc) 617 620 670 62$ 631 622
Ta i w 1 i< M 62 0 1 1 « I H It
1 q-o So it$ 47 39 7 2 3 M2 468 /4 0 457 £4-4 14 O
2 17 5 10 0 34 0 S3 757 6 0 %% 013 27 8 554. 114 4 26T
3 24-1 14-9 966 (4*6 1108 87 548 1212 4(3 $46 (025 405
4 152 20 1 743 /44 /470 117 1 s*?3 54-0 »i 2 246 8 5Jo
5 44*1 2$3 474 244 1017 »47 Hi* (995 606 i«2 3255
4> 513 30 0 1(16 29 4 2155 177 lioo 2344 03 I - 402-6 00 /
“7 616 34 0 130 0 344 2490 20 C, r#> 271 ib 96*6 H>oc 44/5 91 4
8 70 7 401 1443 tfl6 206 0 a* (473 7/o0 ((0 0 W i 6044 10L-O
9 goo 46 S 1472 447 3245 261 IHS 3490 tiss 7250 tyO
10 886 507 /030 494 36fO 293 («V< 3»2 /4*4 » 3 /126
ii W 557 2040 548 4o2o 125 2o? J. 4208 (05-5 3575 146-4
it lock 607 2216 59 6 4421 149 2208 466-0 /7d4 )6lo fbOl
13 K4tf 66 1 24(6 649 105 2W<> (07/ 17}<e
235
A7) *74 ATS fl7fa *77 A78 A79 080 ASl f\81 AS3 “ AS4
P 24/7 U f l 24/7 l/8 l/8 2*/* 0 *jf? &
C To Su Sm Sck Su To To To To To To To
P 'l(0 l •38? - iso •«43 4645 -840 849 8+0 844 Sff •833 •840
T, 624 a n (o il 613 (olo 607 828 634 627 623 624 629
1i 6 *0 II i* •1 II 94 3 S79 850? 722
/
64 1 722 642
1 14-4- 207 2S-I }07 3°l 0 5 2 lo o I S 10 o (30 H2 (35
2 260 40 60-6 526 - 13 0 14-5 24 5 2 OS 265
3 4V0 CsA8 <?26, - 1500 llL? 3 05 (88 285 362 320 40-5
4- 575 814 (300 - 15$ 40-5 248 307 45 o 413 532
5 6) k loo* 172 0 - l o > 529 310 460 Cot o 52 3 660
6 907 |K3 2260 2580 247 445 370 590 1V<° 62 8 788
7 io«5 143-0 240-5 24 to 777 432 u?47 85 0 732 4 (2
8 1242 (65-0 3660 8S 912 492 750 975 8?4 /02O
4 <425 (8*o 344 1037 S$6> # 3 110 0 4S* ((40
10 (6J-2 2K-5 43 9 1(6 0 627 9*5 (24-5 10$ $ i l f O
ti m <p 2755 452 125$ T o o (05 2 1400 11*0 (36 *
a (4$b lu < * 54 1 1423 7*2 US-2 (556 (3(7 /SO0
‘3 2163 2*7-6 - -
N° ASS AS6 A«7 *88 A*9 /Wo A9| A92 /W3 /W4 >495 A96
D 5/7 4» n /» n /io 2i//o '21/to 2jjto 2 tjio 21/10 J l/io
C To To 7 . Tu. Tu Tu Tu Tu Tu To Su Su
D •84} •846 •843 •551 •552 •*49 •844 853 564 •4(0 •OSS
Ti CZ-fc 625 62 8 56# 540 54* 553 564 &7 54 7 5599 646
Tt 677 6#0 672 65 5 819 522 10f *44 649 66 3 «< 11
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14 5 10 3 44 IOO 10 O to 4 14 0
2 /9-7 />-7 176 /3 > i y z /3 6 l& >
23 9 /6 *6 /Cl 766 /6*6 77 2 732
3 2 /4 276 20-0 144 ZOO /M 206 210
- >1 233 226 274 2J 2 240
4 745 3H 3<-4 2L-S 256 2l<o 267 272
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5
6 30-5
7 
S
9 4\f
10 
I
11 StO M O
AS 0 40 (o
T&)
242
3S€
Al Boomer Lifted ih t^o secs. {row * y r o  -an ci for* Succeeding
tests till amended. Ded^e to °i ' tt^n deleaved ok Side
A2:-DrcL<\ far Side A3 :- T )^ t\ UfiCLY” <£l d e A&-U See endJ 1 D ^  n0tes
A ' 2  . -  D iscarded  A  1 3 * . — L ^ a k  ext -d is c a r d e d ,
A \(o Leak - d iscarded  > ta^rier Lifted 1 1 I ^>ec (to^ &ro)
A 3 $  : Fan Cau.secL far S id e  dca^ (as AI * 2 )
ABM-4*3 !- Tt u es obse<oed duorm^ tV cse t e s t s  t t a t  
cx^ >out M "tte surface tewdei fc co ^e to sta^ddill d t h e  
bed^e ti|? to  clioa' sli^Lti^ -  Souetii-.ee, fo<")~iK^  roller  
A7*^ '— Ba-rrier lifted, a t  ~^ero
A 94-  : — D e p th  IS f o r  s h o r t  le n g th  u t  r e n t o i o j-  Longer
7 .4 c  iii. heloio.
A t f ?  l - l O  lb  S a i t  i n  1 -S f lO  f t  s t n a i l  hnX in<j t a n k
/\99 :_ 5 lb S a l t  in2-572 ft U rj£ ImXihjfor /)<??-/0>2
A 103'- 1IW /2  5£Oft UrfUnk fil03>-s 
AJ06:-3i t»/  2-5$oftUrp Uhk Alo(,-9
A HO : - 2 o t b / 2 - 5 # f  f tU r f  t a n k  AUO
A If*) :- l-7lk/2-7i0 ft. Ur*e U»lc A/ft-//?
A 1/6 >  l -S lk /2 -7 4 0  J f  («<^£ t « * k  h l l lo - l iq  
A HO :- 7o4rlk>fl-7ioft tarje tank A/20-/23 . Mo truce of- uaoes a.'t 
lhferfoc€ — Just turbulent hniXina
24b
hill 
A /23 
A (24
A 127
A nq 
A fti 
A 134 
A 136 
A I'M
- l/<?n\ jood e x a n ^ le  o f  n o h -h reu k m y  u a o e  C a s e
-  lo^ih/2-74fjt larye tank A B I-U S’
- Ida.ves c/iAhji>tj /M^ a turbulence out interface.
- 1 1 1 / 2 -7 0 5ft la ra e  tank A 126,-128
- 1lk>/2-73?ft lar^ e tank A I2<?- 130
- 3lt/2-74-5-ft lar^ e ta*k A 131 - 133
-  3 |b f2 -7 2 o |t-  la-f^e l a n k  A | 3 4 - - | ' 3 S ‘
- l5l/2 ?3o jt lar^e lank Al3C,-lft#
-  4lk/l-078jt SV,a|l tank A 139 -141 these t e s h u e r e  run
t o  sko o  u b c tk e v ' t L e  ^ r s j p e x  rv ^ ig r*  p r o d u c e d  U h e j£ n  fro n d s  
duo. t °  ets sp^ncy Tkis ^as jouhd . to b€ Sor but could be aooided 
bc^ C a re  .
A IS 8  Tendency to  'd *o e ' ^>ux a b o u t 10* — Nose b lu n te d  pc**, l o \
A12S ! -  S u l fa te .  VnoO\r\c^ J o r  2-5 ihj-fOh~t oj~ J-ro k t  a t  9
A I"74 I- Ckan^ e ffov* uc4^£ c-— ~~ to bulbous uicd c^ ^ ------ .7
UG-r^ n o t ic e a b le  token S u rfa c e  Louies to  r ^ t  in f  f o n t  oj^ Utd^ g, - 
A n f l  ’. — t)ood  €\)Qvv u>e4^£ -  b u lb  fron> 9* o r  SO.
A Ho * -  fyrops of Uettvnc^ a^ent a t Yaxioi™ in flume -  bad  
n o t ‘C£aU £ e f f e c t  o n  f r o n t  .
A 182 ' -  A fe o  d /o ^ s  o f  u ) c t t \n ^  a ^ e n t  W h in d  t i p  c a u s e d  v a / / e r  
fo rm e d *  a b o u t  lo *  to be  iro n e d  o u t .
A MG :- Perfect voiles u*tk 3 complete turns seen } started to
form about ^
A lo O  S 2 S ° F  W s ic  -  9 T 0 ° F  i n s t a l l  s / de .  O g S S ’ d e p t k .
S trohc^ U ^d^e  akd o « .nC £  f - u l l  o f  t U v b u L f h t  tnO (m <J. V£rv^ L i t t le  
S i^n  o f  s u r fa c e  te n s io n  a d u a n c e .  S u r f a c e  m o o e d  a lo o u .t I
in  a d o a n c £  U p to  about 4  b u t  a t  "1 t r  S  u u s  2  o r  So |v> 
a d o a n c £ .  T i p  d r o n e d  a t  e n d  b u t  d id  n o t  f-o rm  p o l le r  
A 2 o i  2 - 5 2 - S ° F - 9 2 o°F as A 2 o o ~ 0  4 - o V  J u p t L .  9 i 1 3U.tr b u t  d e fin ite
e lo n c y c tio h  in f  ro n t o f  u c d ^ e  a t  s t a r t .  F in»sked b i^  a b o u t  3  '
a s  s e p a r a te ly  o b s e ro a b le  - f e a tu r e .  I 1 s u r fa c e  w io tte m e h t <*t 4 ­
3 '  b y  *&'. D io e d  f  row, 1 o' to tti\ rclter /o rM in ^  . D e p le te  tuybule^t
>m :xin^ m u e d ^ e  f r o n t .
A 2 c 2 S I ' S  °F ~ C\2 °F  asA 2oO - 0 2*3* deptk t Definite eiongat/c?*! 
to  a b o u t V  . D  « m p le  <— — r a s t e r  t k a n  r o l l e r  j r o ^  3  ~ t o S !  
Kouem ent u p  to 4-' a Lead a  3  V l / / r t u ,« i ( ^  n o  t cct~I .
d \oe  s t a r t s  a t  /< t- n o l le r  ktj | 0 ^ - f , R o lle r*  0.(I o i t i *  
U h d C rfCot^  •
A 2 o 3  5 3 - 5 ° b  ~ ^>s%F as  A 2 0 0  -  0  0 9 7 '  d e p tk  . V /€ r^  ^ o n o u n c e c t
2
turn f o r w a r d  c o n t in u e d  trid a b o u t  to . 2 ^ ’ 4 4 d  U n d e r  u n c i  o v e r  
are about simultaneous, deteriorates into finest ued^e tMjinaUq 
0  a t  e' to  le s s  tU* >2 d e p t L  a t  o'
A2Ofl -~5 !- 2>a.i rtcr\S ~ A o t u,s£cl
A207:- S25°F ‘ W f  f  • 0 40 '^ dej?tL . LittU ufciUc and
practically no Signs of Surface adoanC£. MoOih^ Surface. ueli ahead 
ley 4 - ; b id jrow t w>ooihy s u b t ly  fester*. D lKple a t  ? f (not roder)
CdUv proK l o W y as Sat-j^ ucc £jbps*
A20£> SI«*F - £>4 S°F ;0  87Z’ deptL . Little s i^  of- surges tension 
adoa/nce. Bay amount ^  Wunmn^  in oed<j£. - repeat du.e to i/^ itors. 
A204 >  ?1-S°F - U 5 ° f  ;01Os' deftb . 5L«*kt S u r f a c e  tersStor*
advance stored btj Is’. 3 ’a^d 2-S* Simultaneous* ever Und
under Jtou. Dej'tncte mixing °ut Ku>t pronounced. Surface *>oom^
W  a W  at"7‘
AllO 5 \-5°t -k5°F  1 O-Ms' deptb. Definite Surface tension adoQoce. 
"True u<2dye cau^ Vct u)p by about 4-, ^^ootl advance ad S 
Surface KioOin^  about 2 akead. 2-5* a t ~7\ Tke Surface uas 
beid u|p ext $ and ue(j[c^ C imKecliatcly cb^ ed .
Alll :-r^ Dejpiressioy but not brae roller of slou)er fhoom^  Cases,
A l l l  , - . r  A y m  s.LvO)V\t Aejp^esSiov-i lo « t neoet- tv u .e  r o l le r .
A 2IV- Stilt o k I^  sUkt du^ > till near Cnd - 4'on voiles more pro-
A114;^  $UyV\t dv^ > till b' bat changes Lo 2 to I roller by (J~ 
Alls SluyWt day bid no %i^ n of true roller* '  Some wucmy.
A 216 *.“ Little ^air\^ . l)ef mite bulb ai l'f bat not roller. ]?>uib dee 
ft2l~7> Bulb ay*n ^ .T e s t distuvbed dou)np<|?e |tuy.
A 21$.- True voller* formed. about l b  . 
A 2lS IS\fes suit in 2-(c2S Larye tank A2l4 -222. Dejptb vaned at
s t a r t  — S k o y t  l e n ^ t k o - 4 ^ 2 > ' f lo n g e r  W n ^ t !  0 - 4 - 0 8 .  T o p i c a l  p o i n t e d  oec(y£  
U > i.t l\ S e m e  K u jty r t^  t i l l  °l -  (o '  ( S u r f a C C .  < A r a y  f o r m e d  r o  H e r
H<3 stui* o£ Su.<Jace ten'iu’h e^ect.
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A 2 2 0 :- ^bcvt length 0-4 0(^0 t lon<^ ev t A C* I a t start C^Jiri 
o [  w\>:xin<  ^ 7> -*1 rathcy- th a n  bt^lb . No S.T ado<i»ic£ . k u r-OMxount
a I j, L_K»» j» ir\ u
A221Adoaneed  jester  t>an .rjcA.ce Uith Tgndenc^ to butb.
"TVm oedl^e od l' ; u£r^ sm all rollers farmed a t  S 
A222:- roller starts j 4 *S! c^ tfod roller
A 2 2 5  *- §*5 <A\ps j # T S  r o l l e r *  ija.s oe *^  S m oo th  a t  c ^ te r  b ^ 7
SkooedL ST. adoancs , b u t  moy^  or less d ^ r  2 25 . Wot 
<^ vate V>cdanced .
A 224 Too wxad> wetting a«yinL , Oue^jdx>^ held back /ess 
t t\a ,K  a n d ^ r j- lo o .  \ J e r ^  a o t ic e a b le  v u ^  b a c k .  f i ' 1
A27S *- I A*-o^erj-ud (jetting a^ent  ^ cu | t . A225~T Roller 
/\Z1C '.-Trace S.T adoance; SS' cUue!>; <*' roller L N o S.T adja««:.
A 227 :- Roller tor**,hc, a.1 8 . No “j.T culoance seen.
A22« :-  Ver u^eoev. u>ed ^es — Discxx>rd.
u* C o m b in a t io n  oj^ to o  
Uttle cU^ Ttv and too Uttl£ density d f j . *But no si^s oj^  ST advance 
iTe t^ u>as C?4 2>-* ~74  • I a^ t O-OSSb j-t chH\ ST. balunCed.
A21>1 (o dro^^er*(uls> WA . Z~l 'Lqyo^c tank A 2TI-2/J5*.
(\l'7?\ «- TS4-> Mo v<j h* ° f  ^  adoanc^ ; o tk e y o tse  mo d^evenc£  
K^>i*\ Sali*£ cas£ or nOn tveded Ckec*v«d. Pronou/nCed turbulence 
and sVs.«kc^ > o^vrTt To oed^6s (pver|tou>)
A 22)5 - Roller | rovvx 10 5'
A2yi : -  Sl^Wt Udt d e fla te  ST. advance okserOedl t'-ll alpad $ 
A22>$ !- ST. advance not" obseroakle bi^  A23^ Discarded
A240 -24-1 >  7>IS S<tttI  2 (o& lar^e tank Combined oitk
2l d**©)j>s UtA. vv\ 2 - 5 8 \  A 24o — moderate • A 24*1 < o^od ijedijes
A 242: — 4- Acoj|>jj>er|wJLs V A .  2  ^ ’ o|- tarcje fcihk. ST. bdanced
A242 2 lb salt 2-72S( lar^e tank A 242)-2 4 7 .
A24C, : -  S -S '-tW enc^  to  roller* . Still onlij sl<*jCr totl^Y' t>tj /I. 
A l ^ - l s i  *•- ST. VaUwceA cct T l - S V ’F ( m A24^ ooerW!a«ced?)
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A h a - Dilto . A2SO:- Poor w c A ^
A2S2 SJ b c l ^ c e d  
E>l:~ a p=o-oo$i°i ^ j wxi 
2>£> Ap * O-OOS^G Jk%X. 
B * J =  O-ootiq ^y»Jhd.
?> 10 ’. - Ap - 0 005°l U> o^wx jvh.L , 
Ap - 0*OO6OC> Q^ y^ jw\.l.
B l 4 : - A p - O ’DoSfc4! ^w /k L 
B l t >  Ap = 0-OOlfrS’ ‘Jw /k .L.
R u n s l"or tW s e  xu,ns £(.u*ne w as £dle.c[ to  o«.
d c p tk  o£ 4-'^d Cm 5*)  t  kc KStud coac^ O t fU  tk c  ^ x u ^ e r  
o a X e r  m t k e  sko^'ter* l£ n < y tk , bai m c r  ua.$> tkcn cracked
open a n d  pdllnt^ c o n t in u e d  o k  t k o  c o ld  s id e . So kl ^
^ i2t>na o c c u r r e d  b e t id e *  “tke . C o ld  u a t e v  u n c k ir l^ y n j
lxm m C’T ooctfcv" a^<L tW . u)av»vi£ir o a tex'. 1 e per«. t a r e  
t r a o e r s « s  a t  i t e .  w u d d te  o t  tW e  ^.Lov'tr C e n ^ tk  o [ " l k e
£Lx*we ( t w ^ e d 'a t d l^  ^ r io v - to  t t e  oj^ t k e  bn 'C *'ier)
(^xe <^voen belou>. "H^g second. te^M^er-od^re t i e  tables, 
re p r e s e n ts  in t L s  case t k e  ua.ov> lo a te v  te v M b e m tix re  
a t  t W  s t a v t  c^- tU e
A ? .* Final Deiptlv lO^j'' iO^s l~l<°!> 8 j l S  O
G ' l & H o  4  V / 60-g ~ S 'j (o O O
AS : RP lo V  I0V/7S-3 9Y7& 0  % ' / i $ 0  l " J 74 0
b ' / i o - s  s / a $  <a.‘'/S«-€ 3" 58-g- o ' / s v s
A 10; RD. 5 %  S " j l 4 S  4-‘ / 74- 0
3'/73R  2 / 7 / 0 f /k S -o  O "
Al i iRO 5%" & t j l $ ‘0  3 /7 4 3
2" /72  0  I V 6*40 \ * j t 6 - S
16.2 Recordings for teat series E (and e)
Again recordings are in the form of tables and notes. The following 
abbreviations have been used in the tables.■. i
No. - test No. (small e signifies surface tension balanced)
D - Date (1959 omitted)
C - Code indicating position of introduction boxi As- facing up flume
from gate with open end at ♦ 11 ft. 0 in., floor 0.5 ft. above
bottom. Bi- as A but 0.2$ ft. above bottom. Gs- facing up
flume with open end at + 4 ft. 8 in., floor 0.25 ft. above bottom.
Ds- as C but floor 0.35 ft. above bottom.
D - Total depth in feet
*i - Basic temperature, °F
oT - - Inflow temperature, F
Q - Flow in cusecs.
The times (in seconds) for the tips of the fronts to reach the various 
distances from the open end of the introduction box (with zero time as 
indicated) are then given.
The notes follow the tables.
M° FI E2 F3 F4 £5 b6> F7 Fg F9 £10 E H ' * FI2
T> ISjfl lb/1 Ife/l 20/l 2<y, 2o/l 20/i Zoji 2 tjl 2i|l 22ji 2lj\
C A A A A A A A A B B B B
D ■Cpis (jS •675 675 475 • (olS 675 675 •3375 •3375 3375 3375
Ti S2-7 55 4 £6 6 $94 607 612 a  5 617 520 S42 57 2 s 5567
Tz 77 o 78 2 785 794 737 (pi 1 74 1 4/0 7727 76 3 78 7 795
Q •0242 •0201 •0201 '0201 •0201 020Z •OZo* •0201 •0/25 •00635 •00633 •00633
/ O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
2 114 s 0 105“ 12 5 i2 8 185 116 9 2 14 2 l io 125 22 0
3 m 210 209 264 264 >1 26 0 14 2 322 37 i 26-7 40 5
A 345 34-7 - 3b'4 400 SCO 357 287 433 554 Tl-° 562
5 438 AH - 434 Sl-o ICO 9 0 367 577 762 493 762
6 SA1 SCI 53 2 54o 630 47? 63-7 44-2 77 0 977 59-3 962
7 CAl Alb 050 6)5 770 ///I - 527 849 //<-2 7 4 2 //60
B 74-7 1SI 770 14 0 $ 4 1292 1$*> - 998 - Stf7 -
9 842 m 84-0 442 1022 (473 ia y 70 4 1147 l(AA Atf-0 icyi
10 947 loo 1 101 0 452 H45 162-5 1145 79-7 130* (947 / 2/-2 l# o
1/ 1041 1123 IIIQ> 1043 1277 151 7 /26-0 I4t0 2220 (403 2//3
12 IlSZ I2V7 \l\C> 1157 1412 2017 1392 45-4 1640 257} 1595 27? 0
13 /270 13*7 055 1272 1342 2lo l - - 182-3 2823 - 2635
14 IbSS 148 0 /4SS 1377 16$ 0 2410 1657 HM 1QZ 0 3/3F 20/3 24/8
15 144b ms Ico-O l# 4 1827 - 179-3 |2?b 111 4 1460 22/-5 32/0
ICS li$ l 1790 W o 1664 7067 2857 2 0/6 137-0 2S43 3975 26/8 3360
N* EI3 FI4 B S FI 6 Fl7 ei9 elO e2 ‘ e 22 c23
D 22/1 22/i 2i\\ 22/| 2 »^ 23// 6/2 6/2 6/ 2. 6/z bjz
C B B B B b B A A c c C
D *5Vlf 3375 3373 3375" 3375 •3375 -675 fc75 •3275 •3275 3275
T 485 548 6/ g 42 5 62 O 625 (o0 0 603 <bj 5 6/0 62 5
Tz gig &S S4-2 85-1 £2-6 803 806? gb5 9* gZ 0
Q • 00745“ •00C5O •00785 00760 •00695 •00255 *020 •020 •0071 -0071 •0071
i O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 O O
2 18 0 175 130 137 120 12-5 12 2 |2 Z r-i” /OZ too 122
3 It* *335 2co 245" 23-0 29-0 23 5 277 i-SM - \ll 2/7
4 533 500 39 S 430 36 6 4-6-0 34-0 34-2 I1** 360 337 36 5
9 7 1 * 668 542 558 £13 62-8 47-5 45-3 3-«* S/5 490 52 0
6 SI O 55 0 703 - 633 79-0 527 555 4-8“ 7/-0 700 68 0
7 nog /630 85 0 824 - 450 62-0 675 5-8" 912 87-5 89^ 5
« 060 122 7 - 4* 0 940 1/3-9 - 7 40 t'-V 1/09 /o75 log'*
9 1543 /437 1218 i/y5 (01-5 131-8 &J-7 8f7 1’g" - 1300 IVZ
10 1773 /44 0 1420 ry>-6 12 30 03-3 Hi <3 98} g'g" 1555 153-0 ItfO
H lolO tfCb /tf 5 144-2 1380 175-6 106 0 1103 \6 -i 1497 /935 /985
11 m i 2017 /& * 16/7 isyo ilCA 117* 1220
/3 2534 1Mb - - 1702 22/3 /70O -
IA 2803 2*5 2 2245 - 1862 247-J /42g >170
15 3075 2423 255-3 2075 Toll 2727 /S45 is$0
/fc* 3S*b 3372 2455 *473 2250 3/40 /754 itvs
M° e Z 4 - CIS c2fc
D 7 M 7 /2
C c c c
D •3375 ■ 3 W •IJ75
T, 6 0 7 6/f? 6 2 4
Tz ^ 1 7 S /S 2^ 4
Q oon •O I4 ‘J ?
6" O a <9
1-2" 10-5 6 7 /0-2
V 147 s o 2/0
2-8" 3 73 u -o 45 6
3 V 5 2 5 i s o 7 /5
4 'g 1' 643 52 O 977)
5 ^ ‘ 8 5 8 C IO l2?-2
c’-g" M S 8 2 5 /S5 0
w1 8 W S - 1405"
15A3 110 0 2775
10-2** /o ? o »34 5 2847
f a ^ t a 5  p o u .  T k e  ■st
f € w t . 7 S  s >F '> '  •
/
*27
lo(i
D
•4125
(cO-S
8l-3
•0M8
O 
TO 
15 o 
275 
40 4 
54*3 
67-0 
786
e25
lo fi
e29 
lojl
D O
472S -4725
612
£Z-6>
•Olig
0
73
2^-7 
4? <7
56 5 
C72 
P/O
^4 <?* O
LOSS 1105 
/37'5 /350
6 1 7
92-1
OH?
O 
7 b 
l> 5 
29 7  
40 S 
57 0 
65-2 
745" 
<?2-5 
lolZ 
IVO
El:- VAt t^*poct ft*-V, Surjuce
te~p 2 * V  back - 7C>00F 
E 2 : -  (J.neocv» u e d ^  j Littl^
W\oOe*\Q*t cxkead . Atghci
7 6 ' 5 ° F  l g \ * c k  f r o u , t . p y 7 7 * 5 ° F
4-’ back. ’
E3 UnOi^ C*^  L)6*c(^ e -y^n. • cka*^P
j-rou^  oh£ side to otier a[ter~ 3*
No S.T $6 read f #  * on 
110° F IS"; 777 4-'Uck ate*(L 
E 4  "be tter uedyd f Surjou:e. 
dope, koo£ fcAou^ k 43
Z ^ 5
E S  : -  N o  v < b < U e  i i< f je * e v K :e  ^cok, p re o < o u s  c a s e s  b u t  d e j p t i  u * u $ t  be .
r e n t e r  7  3 - 7 ° F  4 - ’ k a t k  a t  e ^ d
EG  ‘ -  Slojoe JLolo*^  entr<wice. KdtiCCuhle c\\ah^C fa> d eeper-
h  Q<~ Liv\<i u)Cd^e . G G O ° F  12 " ba ck  &1‘Z ° F  Z ! ba ck  o tr  e n d .
E7 •.- 1 2 S°F t ' back / 73 2 3* back a t te n d .  See al o^ after- E 8
F $  P io io  L ifted  t * 2 fo ^  Y C a ciin ^  C*c<L o f  e u tra h ce  U>JC . l% inhC r- 
bliCih 1  . 8 S  5  ° F  2  S 1 b a c k  ad  e * d .  iJ itL  t i p  a t  7 *  d e p tL  fro** 
bottom o f  ooC^C cxj t o  h c t tot+\ /S a t  6  ' tv  7  V ,  a t  s U l k l ' , a  t 4  ',s7*
U tk  t ip  a t  12' (t>Kl^£ d e ^ tk  is " 7 -V ; a t  7 % “ 7 -V  a t
S' is 7" 0 s 6 4 "
B 7  (V o h + tO  T i p  a t  7 ' ( d e p t /  a t  ' is  C ^ . ' r a t  5 ^  6^ ( j  f c c t  4  
IT p a t /?  t b « (< je  5 % '  f a t  I I 1 a t
F S ; -  C^ocd ued^e( boct ^ood thicker that) Q^tnj depth  74 S 
?F V  bacic; 15’1°F 4-' hack at end. Tip at l' f but3,f , after rt$e 
s/o^es <dotJ>h to  7.5/g" abou t 4-*. Slopes f r o *  e n tra n c e  to  
2^/su a t  I . Tip IZ1 / bulge. 2 ^ ^  o jte r  n$e back a h a t  3 ^
E  1 0  ! — S l i i j k t '  s l o j p e  d o o h   ^ o^ood L j e J i ^ e . 7 o - o  ° F  i g  b a c k   ^ 7 3  > 7 -  
4 - 1 b a c k  o d e n d .  T i p  a t  7 * ; b u ( ^ £  *Lf/ & i r  r i s e  s lo p e s  c lo u *
t o  3 - g  C lT  abca/L 4 - .  S t o p  C 5  d o to h  r f t / } C C  f c r 2 * % >  V / .
7/p at /2 f >^uicjC ^7? j aj-ter- rise back ubciot 3*4- *
E l l ; — P ro n o u n ce  S T  6Ldoa*ice. u f t L  n o  b u i ^ e  . H ° F  IS  
h^k, 7 7'O0F $ 1 back aj~ end . Tip at 12'f no /W^e, 3° back 
3*^7* a t l / ' i^  3 ^ *  tack a t  3 4 “ 3 ^ "
El2 : -  Little trcuce c?^  fjT. ad^it^ce . 7 3°F~ /£" b a ^ U  1 L S ° F  
S' back a t  e ■ T ip  at 7 ^  bulae 3 4  rise- b a c k  a t  3 ^ ,
T i p  a t  1 2 ]f b u l ^ e  2 ^ & h / a t  l l \ T b t g n a n d  b o o k  a t  t b f r .
r e d  ix>  b e  ^ o o d  ru + i M o t  m u d *
Siiiii S_77 aAoance., ~ l l* F  — <8* b a c k  1\bFc> ba.de a ,te * d .
J  J J  ^?
Later s^rj-ace, te ^ s  77°Fat/>' l S  <F 0F j t 1 l. 7y? *-t 7
tu 34? *. 7y? at /Z ( b u ly c  2 ^  , a t H 1 a k d  b a c k  a t  f i i$ .
E / 4 : — 1 2 - 0 °  F  c c t  1 9 *  b a c k  % 0  a t  * ? '  b a c k  a t  e n d ,  L a t e r  
Surface t^tnps. l ci ° F  a t  &  , 81 ° F  a t  4 ' .  T ip  a t  l \  b a ^ d  7>%\ 
n^e. 33^ ." a-£ 3 3^. , Tip  a t  12  ^ fiuLye 3"E ^
//'/s TE*,
E t e  .**• / V o t  to m cL  s<yn$> 3 7 "  a x iu u /h c e *  ~11~  ! ° F 2 T a x k  f F H  ° F  C  
book a t  end. Tip a t  7' k>ul^£ 34- * r/s^  3%* a t  
ElC  :- S I  adaance. T 8 o ° f  3 'W k, $0 1  I 1 back a t-ekd . 
E l l : -  l/erj hiuc/, 3T adwmcd . 3/ O cF ^ b a c k ,  S7S°F 1 * back. 
E l # ; ~  Munnal case u ttL  <>Liyl*t b a i^e  . 77 F aF « t  7>1; & I£ °F
a t T { fir&u+e+d.
e 19:- P o o n s k  sVa/t to 79 3 °  I- o> Surj^ tue a4 e*>(i
< l £ t e v  T i p  a t  7 1 SlktfCar To a  2 O  a r t  1 * •
Q  2 0  V ^ C b ^ r o K t  . 9 D - 0 ° F  o»^ S a r | « r e  a t  j a r  e * \ d  c x j ? t .
T|pat 12* I^Nj^ . Tip at 7 ‘ t U  s lope  b a c k
to (O y cut bo-C.
e 2 l gOO°F o-v Su,face luier . T7f>at ^ ' ^ r T v
E  ( 3 : -  Cj o o d  e o e *  c ^ e d ^ e  clk(L  u  j? j? e a
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8|-0°F oh\ Su/rface. CxJtg-r.
c 2 4 :- 8o°f ok Surj^ce Later.
e29:~ 8o-5°F<>n $ur^ xc<2 l o W . Tip at 6>-8,,, • a t l  8
e2(oi- l2'0°F i* ved^e ±\b Y\e**r enL t 3*' t>a,ek. Ver^
SVvxclII roller uke* tr^ p at ( J -g* /* ^ ^   ^ ^r ^2 31 '
80-5 °F sut-j^ ce aT ewd exf>t.
e28 *— §1 3°^ ©* Sarpece cut' e»*l c ^ tc r  €xj?t
$t<
JtAcfXW b
N° 3)
D [zjiffl l l j i
C P P
f, 625 62*7
Ti 82 3 82*5
Q •0317 •0317
0 O 0
2 1/1 laZ
3 <6*3 n-o
4* 2^ *0 24-9
5 32-7 135
(0 4>3 44-f
1 55* 57 ^
8 65 9 7 /-7
S >3*5 $1*7
to [oyo 9^ -5
11 [14-4 1/6*2
12 140-0 1145
IS ikAS 153*0
14 no-o
15
(6
17
N°
tp i
g/4*
[pl/HD
C *,*195 b,t/95
T. 63 5 G7>*
Tz 84 0 dV<0
Q •0 0181 •ooi8l
0 0 O
2 - -
3 45 5*2
4 7*4 7 5
5 lo-2 /o->
(0 ty i 13*c>
1 tL-9 /6tf
8 iq-1 Z /-7
9 143 27o
10 1IX 32 5
1 36-0 18-5
il 40 0 442-
11 41-0 50 3
/4 567 57*2
15 64-^ 656
l(o
17
' /  I I 1
p
6?1
•0357
O
to 3
n-3 
23-1 
32* 6> 
43*5 
555 
C9 3
82-t 
1002 
l 19 5 
119 5 
157 ^
I 01 3
34-
0/z 
rnx I 
62 2 
$2 2 
OOQU. 
O
4«
$c?
[11
175
23*0
2£*4-
36*1
452.
55?
61-0
«39
104 <7
I22-0
/40-7
1575
17 7 * 4
9?'V2
MXI 
6 1 - 0  
82 5 
•00066
4 - 7
g*9
115
iq.o
1 4 5 
125
4-7 5  
525 
675 
74(7 
9<z 
1/20 
1715 
1532 
1645 
1«70
/6/2 
*,*24 
C22 
83 o 
OoV4 
O
4-5
7*5
95
15 5 
1$ 4 
24 £ 
10* 
1*0 
45 5 
537. 
4/2
*4?/
622
• 00254 
O
7 0  
95 
I25 
14*3 
172  
2 0 - 7  
24 4
52 O 
38 0 
44 O 
40 0
53*2
(.LO
s «
tuz 
nt*24  
621 
*3o 
• 00274 
0
50
7 * 5
9/4
l2-2 
16 -0
27-0 
275 
37-2 
70 7  
4 6  <7 
SC-5
574 
66 0
74>0
ujz  
thX 27 
6?5 
?3*5 
•06274 
(7
45
7*5
!0Z
12-7
lal
l9*7
275
27-2
3 1 0
1 5 4
437
A&O
54-2
615
7 0 2
JO 9 H - ®
/y 2  lt>[Z / i / 2
*,*15 k,*?-0 ht*l95 
625 63*0 CY9
83-2 * 1 5  84 2
00158 00193 - Oo!8i 
O O O
55 
3*4. 
i23 
15 7 
190 
217 
2<?-o 
156 
422 
4$-S
57#
*4-7
7 4 *0
8-0
7*5
100
(2*1
15*1
14-3
23>
2*7*8
1/S
'166?
456
$1-5
555
67*0
56 
*5 
/0-2 
H*9 
!7 -7 
112 
2i-3 
127 
IS 4 
444 
H*2 
57-2
1 6 . 3  T e s t  s e r i e s  &
All e^sts carried out o it t  Surface tension difjevence 
batanced o 4 . t  Si^mpes Code j uitV P indiCatTh^
full si^ e test^  as skoon m FIG,. 7.10 with
a  total ctaptts oj- 10 Jo. a n d  2  in. iv\ intfoducboM \>oX.
A ll  reduced Scale tests ue<H %  horizontal scale 
and. av£ ind icated  vnx l*8; cohere a 1*6 exaggeration
is used in tk e  p artic u la r- te ^ t .  J ]  and T z  are  
lie ba4<c a n d  Introduced voter Teu« jpSra,bcres.
(3 shoos tke introduced toater j^ LotJ casecs.
Tie f/n,es to f/i^ v a r (o a s disfavices a r e  * i e h  
jioeu t e^uioAe^t social distances t>ei*ty used 
trhe. reduced sc j le  te s t s ,  ‘T'his sim •es 
Co^jpaasoh arid  plotting j as /n F I G .  7 .20.
16.4“ Ce r e n t  M e t e r  CAnuRfvpoN Recordings
h \N  CofcRBNT M E TE S  ANt> O TT MET6R. PLACED A&COT 2." APART AT 
APPRoX. 9  IN. PEPTH IN <o IN OF WATER. IN  IS |N . W tO E  FL0M 6.
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N o V e l o c i t y P f o b .  r f o o l M . l i o w s  
C o a n t  tn^C
l e c t i o n
ova v ^ i g t e  y '
O f t  m e t e r - -
t 7 * £  f o r  5 ( 3  r e v s .
1 < \ ' Z )  
4 6  
8 'Jo 
■9 S (
g - l \
q i  J
I f t  0 - U l j t / s e c .
3 3 -S  
3 3 3
3 4 - 7
3 4 - 5
y z o t £a k > .
)  0 - 5  #4-
p e r  s e c .
£ ) 0 £> s c a t a  C*
0 - W  s c a l e  A
2
4 . { I  l ( t  0 -2 4 1  f y o e c
1 0  Z O " i ^ , o ^ .  
\ o - A \
\o \ \ | 9 2  Y t \ / s . 
( J - 4 J  p e r  s e c
0 - 1 0  S c a l e  c  
1 0 0  S c a l e  A
3 7 - 0  , c « )  
C «  6  7 1  
7 1 , ' C  S (
7 1 5  J
3  f t
0  4 3 1  f t / *
7 -3 5
7*1
7 * 4
> 4
^ Z O r e o s .
\ 2 *7 4  i e o f s e c  
J ( t - ^ l ? )
^ • 4 2  S c a l e  C  
0  S O  S c a l e  8
3 3 -4 5 ;  
S 3  1 < 
1 1  C
O l 2 « m / »  
[ 0  4 2 o f Y « r
4
$ - 2 ?
0 - 6 2  S c a le  C- 14 1 1
H O
, n  S
*3
l ! j
3 f t  0 6 / f t / s e c 0  51  S c a l e  c
1 4  3 ,?  0 - m J v c
I H 2 (  ^ r , 
N ; O j  0  t lo p / s a c
(£> 4 1 , 7 - 9 ?
f t 3 2 *
0  77  S < a / e  C 13 g l  0  245h./s<L 
I V M  • * • / .g:Sj o - t < a f * f s t
1 f r l  ~
* 0 5 1 
f - 5  
2 - o  -
r ' J f t
7 - 5 )  
7 -7  y  
7 9  J
Z o
S u s p e c t )
' 0 - 3 ( ?  S  C  
0  - f>q  s c a l e  &
4 4 1 )  
4 4  I 1
4 7  g
+ g - 4 ,
O - K O a / j f l *
Oy*
0 - S &  f t / & c
s 7 7 - f c 9 $ -7 '  
3 1 ,  34 -^  
tt -S
0 - 0 5 ? 2 .
^  f t / « c
7 7 - g )  
4 5  0  • 
52-1 j
5
O O & f f  r / ^ c .
0  0 2  $ c d e  < -
£ • 0  |4 * \
f i ' O  1 4 o )
' , ? o ' ' X 7 l O r « ^
1 ^ - 0  J 0 1 $ O r / $ e c
C - I O t r  6 - 0 1  
S c a l e  C
J O
Ig-o ' f t / > € c
h i  C b t e o  , 
1 1 - 8  3 l - i t r / s e c .
0 1 0 1.  o - o < |  
S c a l e  C
l l /4 C > , IV 7 )  
‘3 - 8  IV7<| 
14-1 l V 7 .
• 3 f t  0 * 2 1 8
i 1 f t / s « c
;U \ \ 'x ? 2 o
u -o  3 l ‘7 G • 'p^c
0  7 0  Sca le  C
1 1 I M s X V t  0  3 0 5  
l o o ' l l  . . . f t l s e c
»4 > 0 , f l2 ? r0
• 1 - *  ' 4 ' \ n  I ? '  /
17*q )  2  32 v/sec
0 - 2 A  S c a l e  C
16.5 Recordings for test series H
The recordings are in the form of notes giving temperatures and flows, 
and reproductions of the oscillograph recording strip for the various tests, 
the latter having been mounted on quarto paper before copying. Some detail 
is perhaps lost, especially in the case of originally poorer recordings, but 
the essential detail can be read, and the method has allowed the preparation 
of the necen ary five copies with reasonable economy in effort and cost.
Throughout the tests the introduction box was positioned with the open 
end facing downstream at plus & in. is the larger flume, the box bottom 
being 0*5 ft* above the f3.urae bottom. The total depth was maintained at 
0.625 ft. throughout series K.
For test H(a) the speed of the recording camera was 1 in* per sec, and 
thereafter was 0.5 in, per sec.
During tests H(a) -(e) the bare recording probes were positioned as 
follows, the distance from the edge of the box being given first and the 
distance from the right hand side of the flume (facing downstream) thereafter 
(Depths are given on the recording strip reproductions.)
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Probe 1 In box Probe 9 13 in. 8 in.
Probe 2 6 in. 3t in. Probe 10 30 in. 3k in,
Probe 3 6 in. in. Probe 11 30 in. 8| in
Probe 4 6 in. 13 in. Probe 12 42 in. 8 in.
Probe 5 12 in. 3 k in. Probe 13 42 in. 13 in.
Probe 6 12 in. 9 in. Probe 14 54 in. 5k in*
Probe 7 12 in. 13 in. Probe 15 54 in. 8§ in.
Probe 3 13 in, 3 in.
For tests H2 - 17 the damped recording probes were positioned 18 in. from the 
end of the box (apart from Probe 1 in the box) and the depths werei-
Probes 2 - 9  uniformly spaced from 3 in. deep to y- in. deep, and Probe 10 at 
the surface. Probe 11 was left bare and was used for subsidiary recordings, 
again at 18 in. as detailed on the recordings.
The flows were as follows (cusecs)s-
Flows No. Lower flow Upper flow
1 0.357 0.0394­
2 0.1785 0.0447
3 0.0893 0.0223
. 4 0.0447 0.0112
In the notes the lower flow temperature is always given first.
The oscillograph recordings were mounted for copying so as to be read 
left to right and top to bottom with the volume turned to the normal second 
reading position.
The tests were carried out during the first half of June, 1959*
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HI Flows 1
(a') £.1 I 0 F — 1 5 -0 ° f (
(to £2-1° F - IS-2®F ( 62. 6° F at
(c) £3 3°F - 75 7® F ( £3-1° F OX
(d) 64-£T — 7£-7®F ( 64- 8>6 F at
(e') £4- 0‘F - 77-5° F C 64 - 0® F a t
He Flows 1 G3 0°F • 7 5 -8 °F
H3 FLoWS 1 64 -3* F - 7  l-G 6F
H4 Flows 1 64 8®F - 9i -3° F
H5 Flo w s 1 £2-0°F - 69-3° F
HG Flows 1 62 • 3®F - 66 • 5 °F
H t Flows 1 62 • 8® F - 7S -0°F
H 8 FloWs 1 £3 • 5°F - 94-0 of
H9 Flows ’ 2 6 2 • £ oF - 75-6«F
H1C Flows 2 63 •4 ° F - 68 3° F
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H 11 Flows 2 63 £ °F  -  65-5°F
h IS FloWs 2 6 3 -7 aF — 94 -74F
H 13 FUWs 3 G5-lop -  95 7 6F
H 14 FLOWS 3 63- 3°F -  66  4°F
H 14(a) Flows 3 StnaJ7 temp. dipf.
H 15 FloWS 3  63-8»F -  T7<>F ? ( 0 0015 density d ifp
H 16 Flows 4  65- 3«f ■ 
H 17 Flows 4  £ 5 £ of -
H 18 FLOWS s 610  °F - 
H 19 FloWs 2 63-o °f  - 
H 20 Flows 2 63 5 o f •
H 2i FloWS 2 £3 5 t  •
H £2 Flows 2 65- 6°F • 
H 23 qjtA. 2 4  Flows 2
90-5 °F 
71 8°F 
74-5 OF
7 0 - 8  °F •
£ 6 5 ° r
83*7°F
58-8°F (Reversed, case) 
£3-OOF -  ££• 5 °F  a -nd.G3-5°F'65-5°F.
In . both these tuns the tn ix itij died awa^ a f te r  4 - g
Heated top flow/ continued to end of fiu.me . a t  this floW
S tra tific a tio n  is obviously very Sensafitve to  -the. 
slightest, density difference.
H25 Lower flour -t'd.ther over* 0-5 cusecs f 6 o ° F )  ojtxL 
d  -upper flow of 8 5 °F  put m. by etje, top depth, 
beittj about 1 m. mixing oceutred. r i j h t  -thtouft top 
flow from, the point of Corfuuenee wv the topical 
Jet manner ~ S t at ifi cation/ still luiintncaad
to the erui o f ^  the f  Lome m i Xiil] much
less ofter f irs t feu) fee t -
HSG Bed of pebbles put on fLutne bottom,
fo r -first. Six fe e t from -the edje of -the box. Visual 
Comparison, between -roughened and. -um-toxwLened 
ba-Kt di-id 'tuft show aivj ^-reater diffusion. of 
d-ue Si*ream B u t -repeat of H 2 5  Seemed to  gioe 
greater* oLt'omj (^ .a-urrv o f s-tirf9.ce (coloured} W ater
once rt was . puiled a x i j  from the  itite r-
f  OCE.
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16.6 Recordings for test series J.
The recordings are in the form of tables and notes. The following 
abbreviations have been used in the tables*
No. - Test No.
D - Date (1959 omitted)
C - Configuration of flume etc. (as shown below)
D - Total depth (in feet) (N.B. in small scale tests this refers
to the actual depth).
- Lower flow temperature.0|r 
^ 2 ~  Upper flow temperature.°F
Q - Upper and lower flows indicated by No. (as shown below).
Thereafter the times for a surface float to reach the 
various distances from the introduction box (as shown) 
are given (in seconds).
The notes follow the tables.
Configurations
In both larger and smaller flumes the entry box was positioned at -2ft. Oin. 
(facing downstream) throughout the tests* (In the smaller flume scaled 
down full size distances and depths were used at all times except for the 
total depth given under D in the tables and the distances above the bottom 
noted here).
Configuration Ai- Larger flume with bottom of box 0*5 ft. above flume 
bottom.
Configuration Bi- ^ horizontal scale model of A in smaller flume with 1.8 
vertical exaggeration; i.e. bottom of box 0.225 ft. above flume bottom.
Configuration Cj- Natural scale model of A in smaller flume i- i.e. 
bottom of box 0*125 ft. above flume bottom.
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Configuration Di- A with 4* ia. x 2q in. block across flume at +7 ft.
(9 ft. from box) with 4i in. side vertical.
Configuration Fi- D with block at zero ft. (2 ft. from box).
Flovg
The lower flows of each pair are given first (cusecs)
Larger flume (R.N.55 indicates Reynolds Number for flume at 65°F based on 
the total depth and total flow and the whole wetted perimeter).
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Flows No. Lower flow Upper flow Mean Velocity 
(ft./sec.)
R.N.65
1 0.357 0JB9U 0.476 14,200
2 0.1785 0A47 0.238 7,100
3 0DS93 0.0223 0.119 3,550
4 0JU7 0.0112 0.0595 1,775
9 0.714 O«0596
10 0.357 0J)298
Smaller flume Each pair of flows was for a normal Froude law - ^  hori-
zontal scale model of one pair of the larger flume flows, and the intention 
is indicated thus*- 3 x 1.8 means Flows 3 simulated with 1.8 vertical 
exaggeration.
.ows No. Model Lower flow Upper flow Mean velocity 
(ft./sec.)
R.N.^ 5
5+ 2 x 1.8+
6 2 x 1.8 0.01335 0.00334 0.159 1,450
7 3 x 1.8 0.00667 0.00167 0.0785 725
8 3 x 1.0 0.00279 0.00069 0.0595 445
11 10 x 1.8
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,fFlows 5 were incorrect attempt at flows 6 and were too small, being 1.49/ 
1.59 of 6 (Slide rule slip). The error was immediately apparent in the 
velocity measurements.
N° 71 T2 ^3 34- 7S J 6 77 38 79 T /0 JH - £12
D icfq io|s i oft 10/4 10ft /</9 h/9 t "fr ' f i i‘|9 11^9
C A A A A A A A A A A A A
D •625 -623 •6ZS *625 •625 •625 •625 6Z5 *62? ■ 625 •625 *625
f» 62-5 62-3 62 5 65 2 667 667 664 65-5 653 65 5" 65 7 6 7 0
Ti 62-5 675 625 0*0 $1 * 89-0 65 4 655 555 65-5 90-0 90-5*
Q l>r • / * r r 1* <2*4 2 wd 2*4 2*4
0 O O O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 O O
1 2 5 23 23 2*7 14 2 0 5-0 43 3 8 4 . 0 4 7 3 8
2 5-0 SO 4 4 5-0 43 4 7 87 83 8-1 7 5 7 7 7 6
3 7-6 7-4 6 g 7 0 6-7 72 127 123 (2-0 {20 122 133
4- 9 7 9-8 - 88 87 95 \c 3 »S3 <53 ItO -
5 <2o 12-0 - 117 wo W-fc lOO 201 (97 I4> 19 0
6 14-7 1*3 - 132 <37 130 24.0 237 2 >0 233 246
7 <47 16 0 - <32 14-6 152 160 710 “2 6-2 273 275
8 (9-0 180 167 160 17 S i7o 337 y o 7®0 310 708
9 iqo 202 191 19-0 HZ I40 3t4 349 377 3*5 152
10 218 - 71 4 214 213 2<-6 402 381 351 3 *4 3*4
II 243 243 2V0 232 112 4diA 4/7 420 - 422
12 262 267 244 255 25*5 4$*> 463 456 45-5 -
13 27-2 287 262 273 77-0 523 49< 49 0 489 492
14 24 9 70S 28 5 293 257 56-0 576 540 522 5 2 8
W° 723 124 325 l l ( o J27 J2« 329 133 734 335 J38 £39
D 1 i f t 42j4 |2/°l 12p Ii] 1 14/9 14/9 /^9 iSj9 15/9
C A A A A A A A A A A A A
P 6 2 5 625 •625 -625- •625' •625 625 625 625 6?5 625 625
T, 67 3 673 673 673 643 647 65-7 65 2 652 652 65 7 65 7
Tz 67-3 67 3 67 3 67> 8 9 0 08 0 9/*0 65-2 65 2 652 fl-O 8 /0
(3 T 4 3*a 3r* )*'4 3rd 3^ 4 M 4 ^ 4 * 4 * 4 /X
0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O
1 - 80 6 0 70 - iO-0 93
2 170 <5-7 147 - 157 <83 170
3 260 232 /* 7 202 273 24-5 252
4 327 3<5 ICO 265 346 31-7 330
5 4c 5 390 7)o 3)7 4*7 397 402
6 476 <467 4*4 490 467 473
7 587 530 4*0 563 547 946
8 420 650 »-3 6)0 623 61-5 O O 0 0 0
9 680 723 674 700 715 6*3 14-1 (57 157 112 (05
<0 745 8o< 104 768 776 74*6 273 29-5 313 210 2(3
II 8/5 575 Trf - 872 815 -4o 5 4 4 0 4.57 313 3/7
12 *6c 943 to-0 903 940 87o 57-3 579 53 J 416 420
13 945 100.7 - 970 1020 944 670 73-0 775 517 513
(4 loio loto /ot-3 /0)7 to 70 <qd8 74*5 070 875 6/8 6 /0
N° 742 143 344 J45
D Ifcjq Ibft <6/9
C A A A A
P •6Z5 •675 •625 •6ZS
Tr (o$*7 697 657 65 7
Tz 657 657 057 657
Q 4 * 4Jk 4*^ 4 a
0
!
o
175
2 340
3 500
4 <65
S' 82 o
4s 978
7 1*24-
8 0 O o 1275
<9 117 149 15 J 1410
/0 20£ 245 J25 1545
ll 4S0 4*0 1690
4 53S 60S 615 I $17
6 670 IbrO 802 197 5"
14 800 910 957 2115
No 354 3*5 3 $6 TS7
D ic/l <$/<» 12/9 itf/9
C A B £ B
P •625 •20 •28 20
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\kjc  ^ < ta ji»u te  turbulence m box a * < l  tn v n a m  strain .
72 *“ Coiou «T Ik | a m te ir  diiut/oh YCacLcs bottoM ct\>ot~F ^ H>ut
m & T £  CohCCtot ro t u JL a t  tofy cl o c j h  j ^ u r n e  t e l l  a ^ O u t  II t A c m
p u r l ^  u e U  i*,i x  € < i  
J ’5 b l o a t  toucUeci s<clc
] 4  >  D e ^ m i t e  c k u K ^ e  t o  l a ^ e Y i K ^  f b u t  no d i s t i n c t  interface.
S t r a n d s  oj- c o lo u r  f o k I v^  ^ < e a c L  b o t to m .
31 Still t n r b u t ^ u t  in box cmd b e l o U )  . Mi^ i*^ op struhds 
it> bottom bij 4  5 . M a m  iood^ j s/a»jS oh top>.
J #  7 7  M»^ihj pretty ilorcM-^U b^ \0 ~|l\ \j£ r  ^ bttlf
i *  v / c l o c i t ^  ~ j - r o m  s u r ^ i x e  iro l M  p Y O v ~ ,  b o t t e k ,  n £  o b s ^ v ' O e d ,
S  di c
3  ll : —  - I n i t i a l  v j o r t e x  a u c t / o K  o j u i c b l v ^  suppressed W ? * ^  dej'ihtte 
I f t A j P c m y  p i o u >  s t i l t  c j u c t e  tu rb ulen t m  i d ^ C X  <X*d
c^ta io t^  i* lou>&r Layee.
712. : — Little cUjpoence m  L?e(octtu l top> To nea^r bottom f eo£h ujp 
to D i t b f h  /  j-t oj- ooerj^ll
7l3 : —  (7l3>^ 14 —  2 Wc^  F(oo#5 obs€roat(o^\cU r u n s ) 67*5°F ~8O0F  
St^l dej-i^cte la y e r' - h & rd(j d ist/nyuisL^ble frot^ J/2 by eye.
7/4 0 ^  O°F - 7 C 5 ° F  I^ter-J^ice s l i yL f l y  Less d is t in c t
X Is 03 o°F — 1At 5°F Ag^fin , .
J l(o ;—  G S -'y F —  72 0°F L a ^ e r to jUun^e lo u t strands
Sb retch cLouxn. F u a r d s  bottom by €wd oj- .
7/7 C & & F  — l b O ° F  Nix<*y s h ll  in h b < ted  by M ry  i^cLstinct 
ihterfure by  e n d .  s t r a n d s  r e # c L  n e a r  b o t t o m  b y  &
J 1$ : —  (p&F’F  —  C ? ^ 2 ° F  M i X i n y  b u t  s h l l  c c n ^ c e n t Y a t e d  touanis
top by Cnd &j~ j~Lu>s&
T/4:- G>&1°F — £1'&°F (£ever$e case) Pretty u>ell h^xed by !C>
^cjLW*o$t decided.
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120 !- (710-2-1 F^oljs okseroccbcoH 6&7°F- 78°F
F U ts  b o t to m  lr>^ 5  4oes y n a m ta i*  g r e a te r  proj?ort(<Xi of
f(po> toioavts to^ > rv^Ut aUw^ tie j^Lwie
7X1 :- &S7°F - 84-0*F . Te*di*\<^  to $tat< jbcad(on f uitl streamers 
do^v\ • 8|0°F ^uct beloio s^r j^ acc air e>s(L of. plume.
JZ2 - - FIoudS *US0 cu&ecs alaooe - 4C?0 easecs betoo. (Max possible 
U^ jpe^  pCfc^ O 6^*5°F ~84"3°F . Teudt*^ to zbabij-tCab <oio s[illfuitL 
streamers dowKi - 81*0°F o* Sairj-aC« ad e*d cp {Luwe.
■523 * - (3V* ^  u><>) Nbouncj stdl v€acUe> boft °K k5 4  s - ‘‘“ J1,
(jreate/- co*c€*trr*d(o* does sfcj^j o*> top. PeAops dohcct^ j effect 
©j- KMh 04 Cov*\*^ \*\ sbjLdlvj. Sti(X Un^ Jbrwi V(>1<xAm ci&Jh
, lun»£ To uit^ivx 3/4*" ov so cp bottom ; vjkfVe plo© is  d tsdw ciU j 
awtiinar. $ t t l  k v ^  U ffte . -pom u ittdva o a i. o f  T op  vtgUt u p  t o  14* .
727 :— FLouj t^itl ^ust tuv-bu-lfi^ t oUe^ l*vbrO duct<0K boX. ^[ocXy 
A v s t A b a t t o v >  c^v'ta^nl^ A c t law *vV cor . \I&<^  leftl c  c t jd e v ^
box j uaoes ave S u^ p pressed . baton* adion doto* ^r®oi^j
tdi^v%'Cv ? H iiw^ ill ^oTt. Xu^ \pu4c^ w^ .
"32€ :- la^Cy cuppers tir mooa sk^ldlj pester irt€«or £h<t,'
(JL^e sAvOtoS tbs uy. LoxJev law uvuprfiA, ^peed t<ii v^ eav bottom.
330 C>7 5°F - 1Z'G°F T»t*r p.c-e (ess af box omLj
axioes dephitel^ treble.
731 :— G7'5°F — CAS°F Tulevpixe. /d c iisbmct' ^
t e ^ p  d p jo & k c ^  b ^ ^ u ^ ld  (ioa)K to  x ^vo  t t t «  line o p  LocJer
ojl UiiXI*(j tr\DU€cl clout* to (act- loottotM ad ^  ~C?
T 3 2  :- G7 5bF -(,& o°F (QeAie>r$e.cL c^c) —  (Cotouy b d s  
bott ou, b^ j 3 1.
7 “5"3 *•—  Flou>s} TaacUes bottom bvj 4-1. Vtu^e {ik r\a7u^ e
Cy^t  • }  waoes e d d ie s  O x i:b  U)d6| . \f<lloci£^
dj)U>* plume stilt puv pr^w» p6-ra.be> Itc.
~37>4> :—  4 ^  Ftocos t9-2°F botk. ^ottoa, u>iti ctvraoai. T)e^ uJi
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tooter s W t s  ctUuf 14- ; Ci<y c(o€<? i\oticealol^ ^ o d ^ i C a t i o i *
\J& Ucct  ^ <Ust\r% loixb ou.
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710’.- SwuIclVivs^  3*^  JiotoS . M\XiK^  OCCIt/v> L?tti sivaurtfrS
Y€acLiv<^ U t ok. V>t^ 4  ^~ V> . LltlU bu 10
STTcU tur-Wle^ t L->ltv Wo 'V&OJ€vs(y-^ 'to- pB-ro.Ua lie vzhsdtj tfet.
7 7 \ •- St Ul w^rrfiw^ WO" tkeY&xj-fey- <>i rtMftcai&H to
ew i 4 -
~S12:~ StA l ’toake'
Wo oeUcct, dfct-. chaw<j £  <9b>SQ v O a A o L d .
3 73 Ve^ sl^U socasStOHol iv*\Xiw<j eavbj
Hot ^UvOcttv tdJl o>r s '  Wo \ je r i\ C c d  kfctoCctj oUstvvb^ca clax*£
VkocJel oj- pbyu)^  ^ • (c^-\~ CD®f~ — S p”
13u4 re\>6*S£ Case • ^°cc/*es L d t t c h *  a J p & ^ t  2 f '  l /e r y  v e i l
yntxcd. t>ij 1 o- 8 1
7~74 •- oU4 I '? 7 Dej^ote topjg^cyj^y'
fcejo UoT&r- ~Cf> <Xexj frw 4o^> L^onrhC.
37*F : — d<a pUtttiv^ \ > a l l s  /tr,r .
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° f  ^'5~17 :— U»air\<j a4 Startj (terCa.pt^ r' cleu^
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slowoiKtj occurs a t 4~ ter 5  . U)e(l v^\^et V>^   ^ ui^ lk
2 8
Onlg truces of Visible st rat i f\ c at < on . C Because TUe up^er 
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ancl Up'
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It* 7 Current- Trieter ^eeorcUn^s da-nag tests H dL*nd. 3
Copp < u^ra.tion, t\ ) ftouDS 2.; cLeptk 0-G>25 f t ,  d/arvn<j H "tests
M m ature Curren't M e te i0 t-itneaL -fo-r IO -revoltx/t-cons.
Deptks are prom Su,rp<xce. .
At edje o f  L+vtyodjjuztion faox.
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3/4  in . 5*2, 4-7, 4 - &  4te in. 4-7 ,  4-7, 4 *5 .
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3 m. 4-7, 4 - S , 4 - 7  . 5 . ^  6 .£
I " £ m fro m  ed^e o f b o x  — b o t k  (b4-5° F.
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I W .  4 -7 ,  4 - 6 / 4  9 .
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I'-fc in , 5-9 5-9 Gin. 5-0, 6J5, C-2, 6-3, 6 -0  •
, * ' 4 4 > 7 , 5 - 0 , 4 - S
2 V4 -KI. 5-2 , 5-1, 5 0,4-9  Bottom. 3 -4 ,  5 € ,  £-3 •
4 * 6  -prom. ed^box. — 6 3 - 7 *F* Lowet* — 7 6 -4 eF* •
Sutf&ce 4 2,4-0, 4 4 , 4 - 1  4!fe m .  4 - 6 , 4 - 5 ,  4-5
I W .  5 5 ,  5-S, 5-71 5-7 G i n . .  4 2 ,  4 3 ,  4-5 ,  4 - 6  .
3  in.4  3 ,4-1 , 4 - 3  S o t-to m . 7 -3  .
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Furtker tn mature Carremi m eter “t*ecor<lm9S C dimtv3 J" "tests) 
Comf’-i^ira.tioa A , {lows 2. , d e p t k  0 6 2 5 f t  7Q3^  lOrevs.
4 - 6  -from, ed^e of mirod-gctLon. b o x , both. 6TO°r
Savfa.ce 4-2, 5 1 , 4 3 , 5 - l * 5 5 , 4 * 6 , 5 &  
life m. 4 8, 5 3, 5 1 
4ife In. 4-5,4-7, 5-S, 4 9 , 4-8, 4 -5 ,4 -8  .
Botforrv. 6*5 6*5.
|£-q" from edge o| iritTodu.<?t»oN bcr*. both. feToT,
5-urJdcc 4 ’?> t 4 3 .
4-/£ -rft. 4*5,4*
Bottom.. 6 5 , 6 5 .
Still !£*• o |voni ed^e o| box , flows 4 , G7Qr.-6 5 °F .
Surface 114,12*0 
i V  *in. 15 0, 16*0 •
4^d i'tl . 15 0, 16 0.
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16.8 Recordings for test series M
The recordings are in the form of notes giving temperatures, flows and 
configurations (the flows and configurations were largely those used in 
tests series H and J but are relisted here together with those pertaining 
to series M only.) The notes are followed by the reproductions of the
oscillograph recording strip,
• ■ '
Throughout the tests the probes were positioned in a line across the 
middle of the flumes, at the distances given on the recording strip, and 
sufficiently spaced to have little effect on the flow, (approxiraabely 1 in.)
The depths were as follows (heights from flume bottom)*-
Ml - M9 - Surface, in,, 5^ in* %  ^2 and "k
(■£ in, probe went out of action during tests)
M10 - M39 - Surface, 6J- in,, 5% in., Ui in., 3 -^ in., 2J- in., and 1 in.
1140 - M U  - Surface, 2*°/loth in., 2 Vloth in., 1 /l6v,h in., 1 Vl6th in., 
1 /loth in., and 2 "Vlbth in.
M43 - M47 - Surface, 1# in., 1£ in., and § in., simulating surface, in.,
Ajt in., and 2| in,
M48 - M50 - Surface, 215/l6 in., ?}/ 16th in., and l£ in., simulating surface, 
6J in., Uk in. and in. For tests M43 to M50 a fifth probe was used to 
give the initial temperature difference.
Configurations (end of box always at - 2 ft. 0 in.)
Larger flume
Configuration A:- bottom of box 0,5 ft. above flume bottom,
Configuration Es- as A with in. x 2g- in. block across flume at zero' ft.
(2 ft. from end of box) and in. sides vertical.
Configuration F:~ as E with 2^ in. s.ides of block vertical.
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Configuration Gt- bottom of box 2 Vl6th in, above flume bottom, £ in, mesh
and down pebbles on floor of flume from end of box downstream (Fig# 16,1)
with largest stones removed, Vl6th in, was allowed as ’dead* in assessing 
the flow area, thus with flows 2 the total depth was 2 in#, 2 in.
below and in, above the box bottom.
Smaller flume
Configuration Bi- \ hor. scale, 1,3 vert, exaggeration model of A. 
Configuration Cl- Natural | scale model of A.
Configuration Hs- Natural scale model of E,
Configuration Js~ Natural £ scale model of F,
Configuration Ki- % hor. scale 1,8 vert, exaggeration model of E, 
Configuration L:- £ hor, scale, 1,8 vert, exaggeration model of F#
Flows (in cusecs)
jbarger flvuae
Flows No. 
1 
2
3
4
Lower flow 
0.357 
0,1735 
OJB93 
0.0447
Upper flow 
0.0394 
0.0447 
0,0223 
0.C112
Smaller flume Each pair of flows was for a normal Froude law - % hori­
zontal scale model of one pair of the larger flume flows.
Flows No. Simulating Upper flow Lower flow
6 Flows 2, 1.3 exag. 0.01335 0.00334
12 Flow 2, Natural 0,00553 0,0014
In the notes the following arrangement is
ad opted i-
M13 1 F , 33.7 64.7 64.7
65.2 64,5
which signifies that for test M13 Flows 1 were combined with configuration F. 
The upper flow temperature was 88*7 F, and of the lower flow and the reference 
bucket 64.7°F at the start of the recordings and and 64,5°? respectively
after the last recordings, (The second line temperatures were not taken for 
some of the earlier tests* and where otherwise omitted, were the same as the 
first line temperatures). Where the total depth differed from 0,625 ft, it 
is noted.
As for test3 M, the oscillograph recordings were mounted from left to 
right and. top to bottom, as is obvious from the numbering. The recording 
3pced was 0,5> in, per second throughout.
The tests were carried out between the 3rd and the 18th November, 1959*
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TEST FLAWS COKlF UffER Lower
Ml-2 -replaced - di -f Low/S I Cot^ F A *tnax
M3 (a) 1 A 87 3 630
(b) 89 0 65-0
M4(&) 1 z 89-3 66-3
lb ) 9 0 S 68 0
M5(a) 1 A 78 1 64-3
(b) 786 65-1
Ms a A 72-9 65-5
M7 2 E 73-5 66- i
MS 2 Z 79-5 GC-5
M9 2 E 900 £7-3
MlO emn'fo-ywv)Ajutyder E 70-7 63 4 6S-4Mil a E 71-5 63-9
MI2 2 F 718
63-964-2
M13 64 21 F 88-7 64-7
Ml4- on- MI3)
F 88-8 £f:$Ccheek
EMI5 69 1 65 9
MI6 1 A 15-0
66*3
67-7
MI7 1 A aimeo Atoms 68-2
MIS 4 A 01 FT. O.OOIGft1 91-0 68-7
MI9 1 A atorpx.73'0 
( 0  0 0 0 4 s) 69-5
M20 3 E 7/-5 69 9
M2I 3 F 71-4 69 9
Maa 3 A 71-3 69-9
N123 3 A 62-4- 60-2
M24
Go- 2
3 E 62-4 60-a
M25 3 F 62-7 60-6
60-6
M26 3 F 65-4- £1-261 • &
M&7 3 F 69 6 6) - 2
MBS
6i- e
3 F 76 a
Bucket.
dsns cLiff.
63-0 
65-0 
66 3 
680
64-3 
65 I
65-5
65 9£5 -5
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5
a
so
4-
££>
66 67 67 
63 63 O 63 7 63 '4*
11:4
6 4 -764-5
6 4 - 7
65 9
65-7 
67-767-S
68-1
H - 7
66 6 69 5
6 9 - 7
69-5
6 9 - S
59-759-6
60-26 0 - 4  
<c>o * 5
- &
61 -2  61 * I
61-0  6 1 0  
6 1 9  61-9.
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TEST FLOWS 
ME9 3
M30 £
M3I £
M32-35 RepLActb
COME
F
F
E
By i*137
Upper
&6'7 ©7 2
715
il-267 1
-31.
Lower
c e -762-6
63-963 a
i t f
Bucket
62362-0
63-8
63 7
64 1 64 O
M36
M37
4­
4
Z
E
(2-35
62-3
62-5II
G1 *35
61-962-0H
61-9
61-9
62-0H
M38 4 A 62-5II 68 Cn 6l;3
m ss
M40
4
a
E
G II
62-5 62 7 
60 0
62 0 
62 1
63-8
61-6 
61 IS 
63 8
a ' total fliefrtk C ^6 d e a d ) Head. Loss -Prom.. — 1 f t .
to •+ 4 ft. * 2 %  x W s  in ,
M4I a G 73 1 64 7 £4-7
M4£ a fi’flBKSL) lo t 65 4- 65 a
Ek/TRY Mihino AQAIti Predominates & there is Lima CwoNoe Fri
.M43 Ifc C 71-5 £4-3 64-3
M44- IE H ll it II
M4-5 ia 1 ll II ll
M4fi 12 H 16 0 £4-5 £4-5
M47 la J ll II ll
M48 Q> B 72 1 £5 0 65 0
M49 <b K It II K
NI50 6 L II H I
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*«+> 
-n/n 
d. 
b-89-.^y> 
 
i”?-*!?..™*).. S3»
r>-L**f?w3A 
w
m
„
w
,.»
w
j


Av
IG-9 RECPt-diugs foR test Series N amol P
The -recordings ore i% the form of twtes <uni -reproductions 
Of oseiftojtaph -reco+di-ngs Str-ip, in both, cases test NJ Comes 
fihst.Thfc tests Were catried oat )9™-2fit“ K/ov. lOS4} .
Psr tests hi the probes were positioned as follows
1 In Shorter Uugth.
2  a t  (o'In  Longer Length.
3 art 3’- fi" hi longer Length.
Tbst n!q. Deptn(fc). TiM
Nl 0  400 550
rvlfi 0 400 55 5
Nl3 0 800 55 0
n(4 O-ftoo 550
kIs o eoo . 575
For tests Pi-4 the probes 
11 C 3 f t  from box
2 v£. OptanK i 3 ft  from- box
3 j I  7 ft  from, box
Tpsthlo Scale FLowCcusbcs)
Pi. Foil 00363
P£ F u l l  0-0363
P 3 * *S(I 95 Vert Exag)0-00193 
P4- '/s(|.95VeKEXag)0-OOI93
=p Possibly soKie of the 'pail
4  art 7 - 0  \a  Longer Length.
5 at lo -g" in. Longer LerigtH
Probe depths (in  abiwe bottom) .
T s (°r) 3 4 £
66-5 Va '/t '/a
fiC-5 l \ 2>e 2'fe
9f7 3 3 3
88| boccom 4 I
84-5 ,y/4 '/4
Were Located (fu n  Size ditnensim^ ) 
act Surface,
in. below Surface 
at surface .
T\ far) Teftr) PoiiM op^A.i.)
6 6 0  85*0 66-5 0  00823
Uo-5 65 5 67-5 0 00232
67-8 64 0 65-5
67 8  03 5 feSO
probes were out of the Wa**r-
For tests P5-8 the Location, of the probes deaTt Wrth, 
In the body of the 'thesis.
Test^o Scale Flows lessees) T,(°f) Te/V) &1L[°y ) -
MAIM INTRODUCED
P5 Pull 0-240 01028 66-5 83-5 66-5
P6 « 0 840 0 1028 67 5 84-0 682
P7 - 0240 0-1028 69-2 85-0 687
P8 Vsf|-s&\/£8rrExftfi) 0-0127 0-00546 68-0 84 0 65-1
P5-P7 A m arked on Recording S tr ip  a t  0  secs 
P8 A » - -■ * -  £5 S ecs.
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17. APPENDIX 2 - NOTATION (GENLRAL)
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Note: The notations used in the sectionson Economics and Heat Losses are
local to these sections and are listed in them.
A Area
B Breadth
d An internal depth
F Force
g Gravitational acceleration
H Total depth
H1 Part of the total depth
K Ratio Vo/Va
L,1 Length, often extension length
Lo Length of shorter section in lock flows
M Mass
m Mean value (when used as subscript).
R a Densimetric Reynolds number
R* Local densimetric Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
T Time
V Velocity, volume
Vo Initial velocity of lock flow, with additional subscript
(o) or (u) indicating overflow or underflow.
v* Densimetric velocity.
m, s and d are used as subscripts to indicate various 
lengths as shown in Pig. 10,1.
Density.
Small density difference.
Small density difference reduced from initially 
obtaining.
Coefficient of dynamic Viscosity.
Coefficient of kinematic Viscosity.
18. APPENDIX ? - OUTFALL STUDIES
18.1. Introduction
18.1.1. Concurrently with the operation of the main Kincardine model, 
some studies of the circulating water outfall arrangements were made using 
a ^24 natural scale model. A crest level of minus 1 ft. O.D. combined 
with a length of 80 ft. had been selected for the weir necessary to preserve 
the syphonic recovery of the system at lower water levels. This weir was 
to be sited at the end of the culverts immediately before the discharge into 
the River Forth, which has an extreme low water level of minus 11.0 ft. O.D. 
Borings had shown that, at the position chosen for the outfall, gravel 
underlay the silt banks characteristic of the Forth. It was thought 
desirable to avoid eroding this gravel as far as possible; the gravel started 
about minus 14 ft. O.D. and at a water level of minus 11 ft. O.D., the mean 
velocity of the flow of 92$ cusecs spread over 80 ft., would be 3.8$ ft ./sec., 
assuming no erosion of the gravel, a not unreasonable velocity. This 
assumed that the silt bank, which sloped from about minus 7 ft. O.D., to 
minus 11 ft. O.D. along the line of the outfall (oblique to the river bank 
line) would be washed out in front of the outfall so as to form a channel 
into deeper water (Kincardine Paper, Fig. 2) • But the formation of a large 
pit in the gravel was another matter; if this were to be continually filled 
with silt at higher river levels then washed out at low water, progressive 
local regime changes might result.
18.1.2. The model tests consisted of discharging a flow corresponding to
i
full load flow (on a Froude law basis) over a $0 ft. equivalent model length 
of spillway (with appropriate adjustment for the reduced length) and into a 
pool at minus 11 ft. O.D. equivalent level with a minus 14 ft. O.D. bed 
formed with washed building sand. (100, 97, 93, 82, 41 and %  by weight passing
3 U 2
B.S. Sieve Sizes 3/l6, No* 7, No. 14, No. 52 and No. 100). No attempt was 
made to represent the actual configuration of the silt banks. Various 
stilling basin shapes and devices were tested for 25 minutes per test, 
corresponding to 2 hours prototype time, and thereafter the centre line 
scour profile was recorded and a photograph taken showing the soour. There 
was a great variation in amount of scour between suitable and unsuitable 
spillway profiles. Tests K9 and K5, Figs. 18.1 2 and 3 illustrate this. 
The stepped spillway of Test K9 was adopted and has been constructed at 
Kincardine Power Station. Slightly better results were obtained with 
arrangements including blocks, but the difference was thought insufficient 
to justify this construction (Test K.15, Figs. 18.1 and 4)* krith certain 
arrangements a three dimensional flow and scour pattern developed as 
typified by Test K2 (Figs. 18,1 and 5).
18.1,3. The Author was curious regarding several uncertainties which 
remained after the foregoing tests.
(a) How would the results have varied had a better sand for scour
18.1 _ 
models, e.g. Leighton Buzzard, been used? (References are at
the end of this section)
(b) If sectional tests had been made in a flume, might the three 
dimensional effects (as found in Test K2) have been suppressed, 
so leading to the possible adoption of such a profile because of 
a uniform result similar to the centre line scour actually 
obtained? The shape was simple and at the centre line the 
scour was well away from the structure.
(c) The various spillways tested had been built up as shown in 
Figs. 18.6 and 7. Though greater flexibility was so obtained 
than had each been formed complete, there was still the thought
that money could have been saved had a greater range of the 
main slope part been available. All those used were to a slope 
of 3 in 2 and, because of their length, the accuracy required in 
construction and the curve at top and bottom, were relatively 
costly to have made; perhaps three pounds each.
(d) Would the spillway shape ever have an effect on the disper­
sion pattern of the heated water, and could this be investigated 
with heated water in a model experiment?
(e) It had appeared, both from observations during the main
' 1 »  ‘ ; ' i ! " '' ' ‘ * ' ' mmodel tests and while erosion was going on in the scour model, 
that although the shape of the outfall determined the scour 
shape, it was mainly the scour shape that determined the flow 
pattern of the discharged water, as far as discharge into still 
water was concerned. Thus in the main model experiments,where 
there was a fixed moulding of the outfall scour, the spillway 
shape appeared largely immaterial. Was this true in general 
as regards model experiments?
(f) To what extent could model and prototype results be expected 
to agree?
18.1.U* As a sideline to the main work described in this thesis, sane 
experiments were carried out to elucidate some of these points.
18.2. Brief consideration of theoretical design method
18.2.1. A great deal has been written on the theoretical design of
stilling devices and on experimental verifications of theory. Several
papers appear each year and recently a whole book has been devoted to energy 
18.2dissipation. No claim is made that the literature has been carefully
searched by the Author in this case.
18*2.2. Despite the effort that has been spent on the establishment of
general principles, it is generally agreed that unless a particular design
can be directly related to previous tests it must be checked by a hydraulic
model. In fact for the Kincardine spillway, the design was simply based
on model experiments, the shape selected being similar to one tested by 
18 1Burns and White * during basic studies. The drop was slight, but the 
restriction on scour was extreme,
18*2,3, The practical hydraulic approach to the theory is typified by
King13,3 (1929) and recent practical design studies have been based on this
18,4approach by Bradley and Peterka, In contrast the hydromechanic approach
18,5is typified by a recent paper by Rouse and others, *
18,2*4, Q, the flow per foot width at low water is 925/80 = 11,55 cusecs.
Using Bradley and Peterka1 s findings the velocity of flow on reaching an
apron at - 14 ft,, can be estimated as 28,6 ft,/sec,, as shown on Fig* 18,8,
.at a depth of 0,40 ft. The corresponding dspth after a hydraulic jump
18.2
would be 4*3 ft, and the lengths of jump given by Elevatorski's and
18.4 vBradley*s and Peterka*s methods (based on experimental evidence) would 
be 26.6 and 26.0 ft, respectively, as calculated on Fig. 13.8.
18,2.5* A recalculation, supposing a tail water level of minus 11.0 ft. O.D., 
gave a floor level of minus 15*5 ft« O.D., as 29*4 ft./sec., D^ as 0.39 ft., 
D£ as 4*5 ft. and L as 27*5 ft* (Bradley and Peterka!s method).
18*2.6. For erodable beds the whole length of the jump must normally be-1 ■' 1 . ,
protected. To reduce the length stilling and dissipation devices must be
adopted. Bradley and Peterka1 s studies were not available at the time of
the Kincardine model experiments. The solution based on their findings 
would have been a fairly complicated arrangement of blocks aad on top of the 
horizontal apron dropped, as described in 18.2.5# to maintain the conjugate
depth after the jump. The length would be about lb ft.
18.3. Experiments
18.3.1* A flexible sheet wa3 constructed to fit the small flume (4^~ ins. 
wide), by cementing alternative lengths of -g- in. dia. stubs (4s- ins. long) 
and -g in. square rubber between two sheets of i in. thick rubber. The 
outside strips at the ends were, of course, of rubber and longitudinal lengths 
of rubber made up the width and allowed a seal to be formed. With thia sheet 
spillway slopes and curves could be laid over hardboard profiles, which were
simple to cut. Fig. 18.9 shows the general arrangements for testing.
18.6 ,Leighton Buzzard standard sand was used throughout (100$ passing 18 mesh
B.S. sieve, and less than 10$ a 25 mesh sieve) and in all tests stability
appeared to be reached by the end of the 25 minute test. Levels were as for
the earlier tests and the same scale was used. At the end of each
test a photograph was taken with the intention that these should 3how the
spillway shape, the sccur, and tho general nature of the flow. The grid
- 1 iused to show the scour depth was 2 equivalent ft. vertically and 5 Tt. 
horizontally.
Fig. 18.10 (Test Ll) shows the equivalent of Test K9.
Fig. 18.11 (Test L2) shows the effect with the general shape of Test Ll and 
three nuts laid as shown and occupying about " 5 of the total width. From 
previous experience such nuts were known to be slightly more effective than 
equivalent rectangular blocks. The scour as Test Ll is dotted.
Figs. 18.12 and 13 (Tests L3 and L4) show the effect of the omission of one 
step, without and with the nuts. In the previous series of experiments, 
such omission, without nuts or blocks, had caused a noticeable increase in 
scour.
Figs. 18.14 and 18.15 (Tests L5 and L6) show tests of the original test K2
arrangement, without and with nuts.
18.3*2. A series of tests were arranged with progressive reduction of 
the length of the structure from the weir crest i-
Fig. 18.16 (Test L7) 3hows a similar arrangement to Test K9, the shape 
actually built. The equivalent of six feet has been saved 6y increasing 
the slope of the weir and reducing the width of the smaller steps.
Figs. 18.17 and 18 (Tests L10 and Lll) show the extreme case tested, without 
and with nuts. Here the nuts had to be joined by a brass strip, being swept 
away by the force of the stream if left separate.
18,3?2. Using a fixed bed at minus 14* O.D., a test was carried out as 
a combined verification of the design method used in 18.2.4. and 5 and of 
the model results generally. Fig. 18.19 (Test L12) shows the jump at a tall 
water level just sufficient to hold it at the foot of the spillway. The 
equivalent depth is 40 ft. instead of 4*3 ft, as given by calculation, and by 
inspection s# the length of jump, defined as the length of the slope or the
end of the bed flow whichever gives the greater length, was about the position
of the figures on the side of the flume, equivalent to 26 ft. The tail water 
level was lifted to 6 ft. equivalent depth as shown in Fig. 18.20 (Test L13)« 
This would approximate to dropping the bed to about minus 17.5 ft. with tail 
.water at minus 11.0 ft. O.D. The lift from the bed did not come nearer the 
spillway. Indeed, continuing right up to minus 1.5 ft. O.D., the point of 
lift tended to move away from the spillway and the water nearer the spillway 
was intensely turbulent throughout its depth.
18.3.3. Still using the fixed bed at minus 14*0 ft. O.D., for a length 
of 48 ft. then with a slope of 1:7.5 for 30 ft. down to the edge of the
dropped bottom of the flume (Fig. 4.11)* a test was carried out with the
spillway water at 75°F. and a bottom flow of 60°F. rising from the dropped
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bottom section* The tai3 water level was lifted to minus 1*5 ft.* O.D* 
The cold water did not penetrate beyond the lip of the drop. Keeping the 
level the same, the flow was halved and the spillway temperature raised to 
85°F. Penetration occurred to within 36 ft. equivalent of the bottom of 
the spillway i.e. 12 ft. on to the flat fixed bed. At this point the 
penetration was balanced by the bed flow, which lifted and separated there. 
18.4* Discussion
18.A.I. Tho results so far as they clarify the uncertainties listed in
18.1.3, can be summarised using the same heading letters.
(a) The original results would not have been materially different 
if Leighton Buzzard sand had been used.
(b) The three dimensional effect was suppressed in the flume, 
but the scour was still considerable, though away from the 
structure.
(c) It appears that a slightly shorter and cheaper spillway
t
would have been equally suitable to that adopted.
(d) At full flow the spillway shape, within wide limits, would 
not have an effect on the dispersion even near the point of 
drowning, the pulled back water being made up entirely of the
i
outfall flow.
(e) No progress was made in this direction, although the hypothesis 
seems reasonable. The statement under (d) above is, of course, 
conditional on the scour pattern being unchanged between alter­
native spillway shapes.
(f) The corelation with the flat apron requirements as described 
in 18.2.4 and 5 and 18.3.2, affords some evidence of the probable 
accuracy of the original and the here described model tests.
In fact, the discrepancy in the tail water depth of only 0.3 ft.
(full size) can be partially explained by the estimate for the 
velocity of approach in the calculation. This was for the 
prototype and did not obtain in the model tests.
13.4.2. There is no reason why the flexible spillway sheet method should 
not be extended to much larger tests, either in a larger flume, or^with a 
wider sheet, in full models of a weir. Accuracy is necessary in making the
sheet, and some slight clamping motion is necessary. This would have been, • • ; ' ' ' '
very easily arranged in the box used for the Kincardine experiments, and had. . . y , .. , _ . , . ■ .. , _ ?( .
the idea been developed then, the spillway shape might have differed somewhat• . (bp
from that adopted. However, the shape adopted appears reasonably logical
/
and economic in the light of the further tests and of Bradley's and Peterka's 
work. The total length from the crest of the weir to the edge of the spill­
way for the profile adopted is 29 ft. Up to about 6 ft. could have been
saved on the slope and bottom curve. Thereafter the distances to the edge
are 14 ft., 12 ft., and 16 ft., for the adopted shape, shape of test L7 
(Fig. 13.16) and Bradley and Peterka's recommendation respectively. Of course, 
the first two of these shapes are slightly deeper at the deepest point. It
was mainly in the weir slope that a saving could have been made, the actual
tkelength of the dissipation apron compares well withj'recommendation.
18.4.3* For a similar investigation in the future it would seem best to 
carry out tests in a flume and also on a full width model, if possible with 
simulation of the banks and the cross flow. Were this done it would also be • 
advisable to try density difference tests in the full width model as condi­
tions might be quite different from that obtained in a flume.
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K IS
-10 O.D.
FIG,. 18. I COMPARISON OF KINCARDINE SCOUR 
MODEL TESTS; SPILLWAY AND <t SCOUR PROFILES.
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FIG. 18.2 SCOUR FOR TEST K9
FIG. 18.3 SCOUR FOR TEST K5
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FIG. 18.4 SCOUR FOR TEST K15
FIG. 18.5 SCOUR FOR TEST K2
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FIG. 18.6 KINCARDINE SCODR MODEL}
SPILLWAY CONSTRUCTION 1.
FIG. 18.7 KINCARDINE SCOUR MODEL 
SPILLWAY CONSTRUCTION 2.
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Q  = C * L > V&- 
11.5? « 3 . t  * I * H ^  .*• H = 2 .1 7
V. = .92 /[2<j( 13. «• 1.085 + .5)]
-  26.4?  ft/s e c .
D, « 1 1 5 5 /  = 0 . 4 - 0  ft
^ 2 8 .4 , J
F, *  ¥ l. 2 6 .4 ,  =  7 . 9 6
> /32 .2a -4
ta.km g uel. of abroach 
as 5.5 l^/sec. an<£ .<?2 £ror» teu an<£ Pttevka.
R j .  /S. J
T.W. dejptk y /  Di s  l0>7 (B rdd/ey  dhd Peterkd F i g .S )
J .W . d e p ti, ( D a )  =  4 3  f t .
L-Gir\<^tt\ oj- jump (Brad/eij <t Peterka Fig 6) 0.4*67— 2^  ft.
Ctleuatorskc ) 6.9/D2-0,) = -24 8 ft
RG|. 1 8 .8  S C H E M A T IC  DIAGRAM A N D  CALCULATION 
FOR H Y D R A U L IC  JUMP AT FOOT O F  S P IL L W A Y .
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FIG. 18.9 ARRANGEMENTS FOR SPILLWAY 
SCOUR TESTS
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FIG. 18.12 TEST 13
FIG. 18.13 TEST U
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FIG. 18.19 TEST L12
FIG. 18.20 TEST L13
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19. W m V D T J  /. - ADDENDUM TO KlhCAPuDIhb PAPER. "
19 • 1. Introduction
• r '■ ■ "
19.1.1. This Appendix deals with some aspects of the Kincardine investi­
gation which were not discussed in the paper,due to the restriction on its 
length. These points are thought to be of some interest with regard to the 
degree of simulation which may have been achieved in the model, or as guides 
to the approach which should be made to any similar investigation in the 
future, but are not of sufficient basic importance as to be dealt with else­
where In this thesis. References end figures are numbered consecutively
from those of the P^per and discussion (i.e. starting at 29 and 10 respectively) 
and for this section, follow at the end of the section.
19.2, Observations made in the river
19.2.1. Measurement of the flow of a large non-tidal river at a particular
29,30water Devel can be o fairly complex operation. However, if a complete
survey of a selected cross section is made while the river remains at some 
chosen level then a fairly accurate computation of the flow associated with 
that level can be made* One velocity meter i3 normally sufficient, being 
positioned at a selected grid of positions over a period of hours, or even 
days in the case of a large river overseas.
19.2.2. Where tidal flows are to be measured the problem is immensely 
greater since the level and flows alter continuously and since similar 
conditions may not be repeated during a fairly lengthy period of observation 
as a result of tidal Irregularities and the cyclic variation between spring 
and neap tides. It has been observed that to study fully the water move­
ments in an estuary it may be better to build a model, calibrate and adjust 
it by comparison with flow measurements made at selected corresponding 
sections in the prototype, then use it to study flows in general, rather than
to study these in the prototype. This can apply even where there is no 
question of the effect of proposed new works, dredging or the like being 
examined in the model. As an alterrutive to the mechanical approach of the 
model, total flow may be obtained by calculation. In this ca3e the flow 
would be taken a3 the quantity required to provide the difference in volume 
upstream of a point between selected levels at that point. In common with 
the model method, accurate knowledge of the regime and of the tide wave 
shapes are required but the result obtained is unlikely to be accurate when 
small increments of level are concerned (i.e. to obtain the flow past a point 
at a particular level).
19.2,3. In the case of the Kincardine investigation the flow measurements 
available had not been made with the object of aesessing the flow for a 
particular tidal curve, but merely to illustrate the general trends of flow 
in the river near the proposed power station site* Even for this purpose 
they were not, in the opinion of the Author, particularly well chosen. 
(Stations A to H, Fig. 2 of paper). Fig. 10 shows the spring tidal curves 
obtained at some of the stations. Curves thought to be typical of the 
extreme condition to be examined were obtained at stations E and F, and 
section DEF was chosen for flow assessment* Unfortunately, the recordings 
for station D were enatic, showing a reversal of flow at the height of the 
ebb tide and could not be used. At no time during the investigation was any 
explanation found for this irregularity and it was concluded that the marine 
surveyors had been in error in their recordings at station D.
19.2./4. Allowing for the sketchy nature of the information, the agreement 
(paragraph 7 of Paper) between the assessments of flow was reasonably good; 
about %  discrepancy. Had it been possible to study the flows in a tidal 
model of the Forth (such as that actually being operated by the Hydraulics
aResearch Station only four ysars or so prior to the decision to carry out 
the Kincardine investigation) many of the difficulties involved in reproducing 
flow directions, with the relatively short length of river actually modelled, 
might have been more easily overcome, For instance, due to acceptance of 
chance combination of tidal curve with arbitrarily selected stations, no 
indication of the local reversal of flow into the isolated arm (paragraphs 
2 and 9 of Paper) was given by the marine surveyors f recordings* This 
reversal was later shown to be of considerable importance with regard to the 
movements of discharged condensing water,
10,3. Effect of salinity variations in the Forth
19.3,1, The Forth, in the vicinity of Kincardine, is an example of a well 
mixed estuary, there being little saline stratification at any time and 
particularly so at low water springs when the river is comparatively shallow 
and the water at Kincardine has come from the tortuous 1 links of Forth1 • The 
velocity measurements showed only the slightest trace of surface ebb flow 
continuing after bottom flood flow had started; and this only at neap tides*
17If nett bottom movement upstream exists in the Forth as observed in the Thames* 
it probably ceases downstream of Kincardine. But longitudinal variation in 
salinity certainly exists and because of the distance between the intake and 
the outfall and the circulation time, there will probably be an increase in 
salinity In the discharged water compared with the surrounding water during 
the ebb. At the latter stages of a spring ebb, the situation becomes complex 
as the presumably fresher water from the south channel will affect the intake 
while slightly salter water persists at the outfall. A complete study of 
such variations in salinity would have been extremely time consuming if carried 
out in the prototype, extreme tides occurring perhaps twice yearly, and would 
have required the construction of a fairly large scale tidal model of a
considerable portion of the estuary downstream and the whole tidal river 
upstream if approached by model studies.
19.3# 2. Tests were carried out in the Kincardine model with the heated 
outfall water also salted to bring its density slightly below that of the 
basic water. Fig. 11 shows a typical recording (basic temperature 53°F) which 
should be compared with those of Fig. 6 of the Paper. The effect during the 
ebb is quite apparent although the temperature rise is no greater than with 
the normal low basic temperature case (para raph 15 of Paper), suggesting 
that the outfall water was fairly well mixed with the river water by the time 
it was carried to the intake. During the first part of the low stand there 
was little change from the normal case but just later thar. the time corres­
ponding to the longest period of low stand thought possible, the intake water 
was much affected by the spread of bottom water from across the river. This 
suggested that a lesser saline density variation would have again had little 
affect on the intake water temperature during the ebb and would have tended 
to prevent the spread of heated water towards the intake during a low stand.
For these reasons, and because of lack of knowledge of the salinity variations 
likely to occur in the prototype, the matter was not pursued although the 
figures for probable temperature rises in the river as given in paragraph 39 
of the paper allow a margin over those recorded in the model to oover lack of 
similarity which may have resulted from the approximation of not using saline 
variations in the model.
19• 4. Long term effects in the-, river
19.4* 1. The assessment of the general temperature rise in the river as a
degree or two (paragraph 40 of Paper) was based on an estimate made by the 
Author which gave 4.5°F as the maximum rise likely after a series of neap tides 
with the station on full load throughout. The method was based on an assumed
mixing rate between a series of blocks of water passing up and down the river
9
with heat losses according to Throne’s formula. Here again the Forth tidal
timodel which existed in 1949 could have been used most profitably to study 
the dispersion of water introduced at Kincardine. At present, a tidal model 
of comparable scale is being used to study possible long term effects in the 
River Severn once the various nuclear stations sited on this river are in 
operation,
19 • 5 • Terms of reference of investigation
19 i 5*1. At the time of the investigation the Author had no knowledge of
the economic effect of recirculation; the consulting civil engineers merely 
being instructed that it should be kept below 5°F at all times. The decision 
to use outfall position 2 instead of the original position 1 seems rather 
conservative,and position 3 appears equally suitable on the evidence available 
and would have cost about £50,000 less again.
19 • 6. Reference^
29 W, P. Creagar and J, D, Justin, H^ydro-Electric Handbook*1 
2nd Edition, Wiley, N.Y., 1950.
230 Guthrie Brown, Ed., *Kydx*o-E lee trie Practice11. Blackie,
Glasgow, 195S.
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FIG. 10 ~ PART OF SPRIMGa T ID A L CURVES 
OBSERVED AT STATIONS B ^ ^ E ,  F,G *■ H .
QJIO
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FIGr. u -  TEMPERATURE RISE OF INTAKE WATER 
USING. OUTFALL N * 1 AND SALTED OUTFALL WATER.
